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TIBER II STATUS REPORT 

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The consideration for building an international Engineering Test Reactor 
(ETR) emerged from the November, 1985 Geneva Summit Conference. President 
Reagan and Mr. Gorbachev issued a joint statement calling for the "...widest 
practical development of international cooperation (in fusion)." In January, 
1986, the Economic Summit Fusion Working Group recognized the ETR as a 
possible project, and a U.S./DOE team met during April, 1986 to discuss the 
ETR with the U.S.S.R. While a final decision to proceed has not yet been made 
by the President (as recommended by the Secretaries of Energy, State, and 
Defense), we are beginning studies to define the U.S. involvement in the ETR 
project. 

At the ETR Workshop in Washington in July, 1986, Dr. Clarke stated that 
the ETR mission was twofold: 

• To fully confirm the scientific feasibility of fusion. 
• To confirm the issues of technological feasibility, including 

blanket modules, reactor components, and reactor materials. 
The mission is 3till being debated by the ETR Technical Oversight Committee 
(ETOC), Chaired by Dr. Fowler, but It is certain that the ETR is to be an 
integrated reactor-relevant tokamak facility that addresses both technological 
and physics issues. 

The Tokamak Ignition/Burn Experimental Reactor (TIBER) shown in Fig. 1-1 
is being pursued as the U.S. option for the International ETR. The concept 
evolved from earlier work on TFCX to develop a small, ignited tokaraak. While 
the copper-coil versions of TFCX became the short-pulsed, 1.23-m radius, 
Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT), the superconducting TIBER with long pulse or 
steady state and a 2.6-m radius became a candidate for international 
collaboration. Recently, the design has been updated to TIBER II which can 
accommodate the conservative Kaye-Goldston confinement scaling, double-
poloidal divertors for impurity control, steady-state current drive, and 
nuclear testing. 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES 

While TIBER satisfies the perceived mission for an ETH, the design has 
several additional objectives. One major objective is that the ETR be reactor 
relevant. That is, the physics and technology embodied must be lead to an 
attractive reactor concept to the maximum extent practical. 

Long-pulse or steady-state operation is a second major objective of the 
design. Not only is steady-state operation a likely condition for a power 
reactor, but it also may be necessary for engineering testing of nuclear 
components. Plasma cycling causes time-dependent changes in environmental 
testing conditions, such as thermal conditions, tritium-concentration 
profiles, eddy-current effects, and failure or fracture modes. In fact, 
pulsing effects can be more dominant than the steady-state effects for which 
testing is desired. At a minimum, pulsing complicates tests and renders 
results difficult to extend to reactor conditions. For these reasons, we 
intend to design into TIBER II sufficient auxiliary current-drive power for 
steady-state operation and to try to stimulate further current-drive 
experiments in the U.S. and world fusion programs. As a contingency, we are 
also providing a limited inductive drive capability (10 to 30 V-s) in 
TIBER II, without increasing its size, for a limited number of pulses. 

A third design objective, low cost, is greatly enhanced by steady-state 
operation. The usual large ohmic heating (OH) coil in the center of the 
tokamak leads to a larger overall device size. This Is because the radius of 
the center post area is determined by the OH coil radius, the toroidal field-
coil current density, and the inner neutron shielding. It is necessary to 
jjinisiize all of the dimensions Especially the OH coil) to keep the reactor 
size and cost low. Pulsed OH current drive would lead to lower magnet current 
densities, significant eddy-current heating loads, and larger structures due 
to fatigue. 

1.3 SPECIAL FEATURES 

The TIBER design incorporates physios requirements and neutron wall-
loading and fluence parameters that will make it compatible with a nuclear 
testing mission. Reactor-relevant physics will be tested by using high-beta, 
current drive and steady-state operation. Although the design accommodates 
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several current-drive options, including neutral beams, the base case uses a 
combination of lower-hybrid and electron-cyclotron radio-frequency power. 
Minimum neutron shielding, compact structures, high-magnet-current densities, 
and remotely maintainable vacuum seals all contribute to the compact size. 
Many of the special features of the current design effort are addressed in the 
subsequent sections of this report. These and other TIBER 11 features are 
briefly summarised in the following paragraphs. 

1.3.1 Physics Basis 

Kaye-Goidaton scaling is assumed with a moderate H-mode enhancement 
factor (given the double-null poloidal divertors in TIBER II) of 1.3. Thermal 
diffusivities of electrons and ions are taken to be equal in accordance with 
the Ignition Physics Study Group recommendations. In addition, we 
conservatively assume that both the alpha power P and radio-frequency power 
P rf degrade confinement according to the Kaye-Goldston scaling law. To limit 
the potential for disruptions, the operating beta is taken to '(5% of the 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) critical beta limit, and the average plasma density 
is below the Murakami density limit. 

1.3.2 Current Drive 

Several current-drive options are considered for TIBER, including lower 
hybrid (LH), electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR), negative-ion neutral beams, 
and various combinations. Efficiencies for these techniques are being 
assessed both theoretically and from experimental data. It appears that TIBER 
would require about 60 MW of power to drive the nominal 10 MA of plasma 
current. The current-drive system is also intended to provide the necessary 
heating for startup, which is needed in any pulsed or steady-state tokamak. 
While a combination of ECR and LH have been favored in the base case, recent 
data from TFTR has shown promise for neutral-beam drive if energies are raised 
to 500 keV and above. Bootstrap current might double projected current-drive 
efficiencies, which would decrease ETR equipment requirements or, conversely, 
lead to efficient reactors. 
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1.3-3 Compact Divertor 

The TIBER edge plasma and compact divertor operate in a high-recycling 
mode. This mode generates the high density needed to allow the edge plasma to 
shield the core plasma from the gas and impurities generated at the divertor 
plates. It also allows the charged-partiole power to be carried out by a high 
flux of low-energy particles to reduce the sputter erosion of the plates. 
Identical divertors are located at the top and bottom of the machine to 
provide the surface area of the plates needed to keep the average heat load 

2 bellow about 2 MW/m . A vented-plate concept allows the designer some choice 
in the operating gas pressure in the duct and In the recycle fraction. This 
plate also allows the vacuum duct to be thin so that it displaces only a small 
amount of neutron shielding. A thin duct has the additional advantage of 
allowing the close placement of coils to produce the ergodic-edge magnetic 
field that might be needed to distribute the heat during off-normal operation. 
It may be that the divertor will need to be reconfigured to expand the space 
between the plasma and divertor plate. Neutral-den3ity calculations are being 
performed at present, while the effects en the TIBER topology are being 
determined for an enlarged divertor. 

1.3^ Neutron Shielding 

Because the radial dimensions of the center-post region of the tokamak 
determines the overall size of the machine, the inboard neutron shield is 
minimized. About 0.5 m of high-performance shield with tungsten, steel, and 
various hydrides can limit the nuclear heating in the toroidal field coils to 

3 about 5 mW/cm . This heating is easily removed by either boiling or flowing 
helium. On the outDoard section of the torus, the shielding thickness can be 
arbitrarily large, so that tritium breeding can be accomplished. Blanket test 
modules can be placed at the outboard equitorial plane. The remainder of the 
shield may be a cold, low-technology breeding region, such as steell with a 
lithium salt in the cooling water. It appears that, with a beryllium neutron 
multiplier, it may be possible to be nearly tritium self-sufficient. 
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1.3.5 Tritium Supply 

With a lower fusion power near 300 MW and a modest duty factor, it may 
be unnecessary to breed tritium in the ETR. Full performance of 30? 
availability would require about 5 kg/year of tritium. This amount is more 
than is available through Canada, but the supply might be supplemented by 
other sources. Lowering the duty factor to 10? would nearly match the 
Canadian source and still permit a meaningful test program. The decision to 
breed tritium in the ETH, the fluence, and the availability are uncertain at 
present. However, a small machine permits the flexibility of a choice of 
supply. 

1.3-6 High-Current-Density, Radiation-Tolerant Magnets 

High current density in the toroidal field and central plasma-shaping 
coils is desirable to limit the dimensions of the center post. This 
requirement must also be compatible with the higher neutron fluence resulting 
from a thin shield. Fortunately, we can take advantage of the recent 
development of Cable In Conduit Conductors (CICC). Because supercritical 
helium is forced through the conductor, heat removal is large and predictable. 
In addition, electromagnetic stability is more dependent on the heat capacity 
of helium than on the resistivity of copper, as with cryostability, permitting 
about twice the current density. Because the neutron-damage-induced 
resistivity rise in the copper is of second-order importance, annealing of 
copper is unnecessary for stability. Further radiation tolerance is achieved 
by using polyimide insulators that can withstand more than 10 rads of 
neutron damage. Because the superconductor neutron damage for niobium-tin 
conductors is 2 * 10 neutrons/cm , the ultimate life of the magnet is 10 s 
for the selected thin shield. Other more radiation-tolerant conductors, such 
as niobium-titanium, are available, but not at high-field. Newer, better 
conductors are being explored, but they will not be available in the time 
frame of the ETR. 
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1.3.7 Costs 

By minimizing the TIBER/ETR size, direct construction costs can be kept 
to about $1 billion. With a 50? contingency and $0.5 billion development and 
demonstration effort, the total program cost can be no more than $2 billion. 

Other, larger designs would have considerably higher costs. Mo3t of the 
tokamak components, such as magnets, firat-wall structures, and vacuum vessels 
vary with surface or the square of the major radius. Some components, such as 
plasma-heating systems, are related to volume and vary as the cube of the 
major radius. Fortunately, facilities, diagnostics, and other auxiliary 
systems do not change as much, such that the net change is approximately 
linear with the radius. However, most pulsed tokamaks with 100-V-s 
transformers have a major radius greater than 5 m, with an aggregate cost 
that increases linearly with the major radius, or about double that of TIBER 
II. 

1.1 WORK FOR FY87 

LLNL has been asked by the Office of Fusion Energy (OFE) to lead the ETR 
design efforts in anticipation of an international agreement. This national 
effort will include the participation of other fusion research laboratories. 
Accordingly, work statements and subtasks have been negotiated with various 
laboratories. Work in 1987 will optimize the design and provide a basis for 
cost estimating and international discussions. An ETR Technical Oversight 
Committee has been established to guide the design work and the analysis of 
nuclear and physics performance. The Committee reviews the ETR work and 
reports to the OFE for general direction. 

PQ610076/MM 
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2. PHYSICS 

This section describes the physics models used in a zero-dimensional 
(volume-averaged), time-independent, power-balance code to determine steady-
state burn operating points for TIBER II. We have followed the guidelines for 
Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) physics, except where noted. Models for 
calculating noninductive current-drive efficiencies are described in detail 
for lower hybrid (LH) slow waves, neutral-beam injection (NBI) current drive, 
and electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR) waves. Areas that require more 
detailed calculations, such as transport, stability, and startup are 
identified. Finally, we describe an . ltial comparison of four operating 
scenarios using combinations of ECR and NBI current drive with ohmic startup 
and ECR + LH or NBI + LH with LH startup. At this level of calculation, the 
performance is comparable for all cases. The choice of a baseline scenario 
for TIBER II will require more detailed calculations, which we will perform 
next year. 

2.1 PHYSICS GUIDELINES 

2.1.1 Equilibrium and Stability 

We obtained the plasma equilibrium for TIBER II from the FEr : MHD 2 equilibrium code. Free-boundary and fixed-boundary calculations are iterated 
to minimize the number of poloidal field (PF) coils required to produce a 
desired plasma (specified by elongation K and triangularity 5). We use a 
crescent plasma shape of the form described by Yaraazaki. Profile factors for 
the plasma pressure, toroidal flu,: function, and poloidal beta are adjusted 
until an equilibrium is obtained with the desired average beta and safety 
factor on axis, q(0). A coil configuration is determined that produces an 
equilibrium at the desired plasma current subject to maximum current-density 
limits on the superconducting coils. The resulting plasma shape, toroidal 
current, and volume-averaged beta value are used In the power balance 
calculations. The plasma volume, elongation, and triangularity are evaluated 
at the 95J flux surface. The density and temperature profiles assumed in the 
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power-balance code are adjusted to give a pressure profile that is consistent 
with the equilibrium solution. 

The operating beta is taken to be 75? of the Troyon beta limit for the 
configuration B = vI(MA)/a(m) B(T), where we have taken v - 0.04 (CIT). 
This critical beta value is less than that obtained using the ballooning 

3 theory calculation of Yamazaki for the TIBER-II plasma shape. 
Fast-alpha pressure and contributions from alphas and impurities at the 

bulk ion temperature are included in the beta calculation. The model used for 
5 the fast-alpha pressure assumes power balance between fusion production of 

alpha energy and alpha energy loss by drag on the bulk electron component. 
Typically the fast alphas contribute 15 to 20? of the total beta. 

2.1.2 Transport 

We will perform detailed particle- and energy-transport calculations 
next year. For the present modeling, we have assumed that the radial density 
and temperature profiles are of the form 

2 ax x{r) = x[l - (r/arj x , (2-1) 

where x represents either density n or temperature T, and x = x(r - 0). The 
same profile shapes are assumed for both electrons and ions. The exponents a 
and a_ are adjusted so that the resulting pressure profile p(r) a n(r) kT(r) 
matches the pressure In the equilibrium solution. The particular density and 
temperature profiles used are not unique; other combinations are certainly 
consistent with the equilibrium pressure. Because the equilibrium flux 
surfaces are shifted outward in TIBER II, we use separate exponents 
- + - + 

a , a and a_, a- for the density and temperature profiles on the inboard and 
outboard sides of the magnetic axis, respectively. Consistent with TFTR 
experiments and given the assumption of pellet fueling of TIBER II, we have 
chosen somewhat peaked density profiles a -1.1 and a - 0.9. The 

n n 
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corresponding temperature profiles consistent with the equilibrium pressure 
are a~ = 0.6 and o* = 0.55. 

Gross energy confinement is assumed to be described by the Kaye-Goldston 
scaling times an enhancement factor H f representing H-mode operation (CIT). 
We are using H f = 1.3 at present; this value is somewhat less than the 
possible enhancement H f » 1.5 to 2.0 for the type of double-null poloidal 
divertors used in TIBER II. We assume all of the alpha power and the 
auxiliary power (current drive) degrades confinement (CIT). The electron and 
ion thermal diffusivities are assumed to be equal (ion diffusivity is much 
larger than neoclassical). The conduction power loss is calculated using the 
maximum temperature gradient consistent with the temperature profile used. 

Finally, steady-state burn requires some mechanism by which the 
thermalized alpha particles are transported out of the plasma. Operating 
points are calculated from power balance equations assuming a fixed 
concentration of thermal alphas (typically 5% of the fuel ion density). In ' 
steady state this implies a thermal alpha particle confinement time that is 
typically 7 to 10 times the gross energy confinement time. If fuel ions were 
removed at the same rate, the resulting convection power loss, even assuming 
fuel ions were lost with 5/2 T, energy, would be a small fraction of the total 
energy loss calculated assuming x< = Xe> The level of turbulence required to 
produce the required alpha particle removal rate Is thought to be consistent 
with the assumption that the ion thermal diffusivity is much larger than 
neoclassical. 

2.2 NONINDUCTIVE CURRENT DRIVE 

2.2.1 Lower Hybrid Current Drive 

The current-drive conversion efficiency n r r, (in units of A/W) is 
7 calculated for Lff slow waves using the relativistic formulation of Fisch. 

The formulas used are applicable to both Landau damped waves (e.g., LH alow 
waves) and cyclotron damped waves (e.g., ECR waves). The normalized current 
density J per unit power density P . is given by 
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J 
p d 

. G(Q) + YX dG 
6 Q dQ 

6J 

3 
to 

= <o/k o = 1/N|| 

(2-2) 

N|| is the parallel index of refraction for the ECR 
waves, Q - p/mc, X - pn/mc, and Y is the relativistic factor given by 

2 1/2 Y « (1 + Q ) . Here, p and py are the total and parallel momenta, 
respectively, of the current-carrying electrons. The function G(Q) is given 
by 

where Z - (1 + Z e f f)/2 and Z e f f is the plasma effective charge. The 
nonrelatlviatlc limit (Y •* 1) of Eq. (2-2) gives the more familiar form for 
J/P., namely 

ftl" ^ t ? (« * J»- «J) • 
For the normalizations used in Eqs. (2-2) and (2-4) the Amps/Watt 

conversion efficiency is given by 

nCD(A/H) -|LtS jL , (2-5) 
n e 2 Q(ni 3) R 0(m) InA rd 

20 -3 where n & 2 0 is the electron density in units of 10 ra , R Q is the major 
radius in meters, and InA is the Coulomb logarithm. 

For LH current drive in TIBER II, we assume that an electron tail with 
parallel energy E|| ; 5 to 6 T - 125 to 150 keV, and perpendicular energy 
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Eĵ  = T ia formed by the waves. The parallel phase velocity of the waves is 
chosen to match the parallel velocity of the fast tall electrons. For TIBER-
II conditions, these waves are typically accessible only to the outer regions 
of the plasma r/a > 0.7. In this region the accessibility condition requires 
N|| > 1,6. We also require strong, quasilinear electron Landau damping (ELD) 
of the waves for current drive. This implies an upper bound on the usable Nil 

8 -1 /? 
for current drive by LH slow waves given by N|| < 7.0 [T CkeV)] . For 
typical TIBER-II temperature profiles, this condition requires Nil < 1.9 for 
the region r/a > 0.7. We have used waves with Njj satisfying both the 
accessibility and strong ELD conditions. 

The relativistic efficiency formula Eq. (2-2) assumes that the bulfc 
2 

temperature is negligibly small (6 = T /mc + 0). The improvement in current-
drive efficiency due to a warm-background plasma has been calculated for LH 

9 10 
waves by Karney and Fisch. We use a parametrization of these results in 
the form of an enhancement factor for the efficiency given by 

WARM 1 + 
T^keV) e 
25 

1.16 
(6) 

where T is the looal electron temperature at the location of the LH 
absorption. Typically T£ < 10 keV, so that f W A H H < ^-3 for TIBER II. 

The current-drive efficiency for LH waves is degraded by electron 
trapping effects and by reverse currents. The degradation factor due to 

11 12 

trapping F. ha3 been modeled by Cohen following wor'< by Start et al. 
The reduction of efficiency relative to the result without trapping is only 
one-half as large as the reduction for ECR waves (see Section 2.2.3). Reverse 
currents are produced by parasitic LH wave power launched in the backward 
direction. We assume 20% of the power is launched in the reverse direction so that the net current I . net I - I is reduced by 40%. 
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Current drive with LH slow waves has been extensively studied in many 
tokamaks. Rather than reviewing these experimental results here, we note a 

13 recent review article and summarize some important results. More recent 
work on startup with LH is covered in Refs. 14 through 16, 

Experiments have demonstrated that: 
1. A large, steady-state current can be generated (>100 kA in PLT) 
2. Current can be ramped up with LH current drive (many experiments) 
3. Current can be driven at high density provided the frequency is 

20 -3 sufficiently high Cto n g * 10 m in Alcator C) 
1. Current-drive efficiency is within a factor of 2 of the theoretical 

efficiency 
15 5. Current can be started with LH alone or with ECH preionization 

followed by LH.1 ' 
Because it may be necessary to use LH in TIBER II to ramp up the current 

and plasma properties before applying neutral beams or ECH for current drive, 
we should look more closely at the results of the recent startup experiments. 

1 H In the WT-2 experiment , ECH at the fundamental (35.6 GHz) was used to 
preionize the plasma, following which LH waves at 915 MHz were injected. 
Curiously, the ECH was found to drive a plasma current of 0.5 kA, although it 
was not Intended to do so. After application cf the LH radiation, current 
increased to 5 kA- In the JIPP T-IIU experiments, preionization at the same 
ECH frequency was used, followed by injection of LH at 800 MHz. This 
experiment differed from WT-2 since the current of up to 20 kA was generated 
for much longer than the characteristic L/R time of the plasma. In the PLT 

15 experiments two different LH launchers were used; one with N„ * 3.5, and 
one with N,, * 2. Initially, the waveguide phasing was 0° for breakdown and 
was switched to 90° or 135° for current drive. With the N„ = 2 antenna, 
special programming of the vertical-field coils was needed to furnish about 
0.01 V-s to aid in the startup. The current-driva efficiency was much lower 
(by a factor of 1/5 to 1/6) than previously observed at higher currents in 
inductively initiated discharges in PLT. 

11 



2.2.2 Neutral-Beam Current Drive 

To obtain a convenient expression for the current driven by neutral 
17 beams, we start with a formula obtained by Mikkelson and Singer. They use 

1ft the hot-ion distribution function of Gaffey to write an expression for the 
overall current-drive efficiency. The distribution function is obtained under 
the assumption that hot-ion (beam) Coulomb collisions only take place with the 
background Maxvellian ions and electrons, and that the beam speed, v h, 
satisfies the inequality v. << v. « v p, where v is the thermal speed of 
species a. The? expression is 

a T„ v H J(x,y) F„„_ 2rdr 
v ( e20 V 

n C D U / W ) " R Qnl /17) ( *e T " """' J t " P , (2-7) 
CD R0(ln A /17) J 0 n v ( 0.2)a 2 

where T is in keV. The term v,| is the local component of the beam velocity 
parallel to the B field, H is the fraction of the total beam power deposited 

,1/2 
y -

at radius r, a is the horizontal minor radius, and j[x - (E. /10 m. T ) 
0.8 Z «/IILJ is obtained from a quadrature that must be evaluated numerically. 
It has the approximate maximum value of 0.2. An approximation valid for 0 < y 

J(x,y) - x2/|> + 3y + x 2(x + 1.39 + 0.61 y°* 7)] . (2-8) 

The factor F f c r accounts for the current carried by the electrons in response 
to the hot-ion current. It is a function of Zb/Z f f

 a n d e * r/R in a toroidal 
device with trapped electrons. Values of F , as computed by Start and 1 g trap 
Cordey , are listed in Table 2-1 for Z./Z „ - 1/2. 

b err 
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Table 2-1. Values of the ratio F ̂  of net current to the fast-ion current for 
nb 

V Zeff " 1 / 2 ( R e f - 1 9 )* 

e - 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

t r a p 0.5 0.76 0.84 0.89 0.91 0.94 

Note that in the absence of trapped electrons (E » 0), F. •= 1 - Zfa/Z .. 
- 0.5 in Table 2-1. Unlike the wave current-drive schemes, as electron 
trapping increases (E > 0); the current-drive efficiency for neutral beams 
increases. 

Although we could use Eq. (2-7) together with a computation of H to 
determine r\.n, we choose instead to use it as a scaling formula for 

L U 20 
computations carried out with a nonlinear Fokker-Planck code. We replace T 
and n e in Eq, (2-1) by their volume-averaged values, take V|| - vfe and 
E - 0.1 for evaluating Ffc in TIBER II such that 

C <T > J«x>,<y» F 
n - ^ 2 . (2-9) 'nb <n > R n In A ' e o 

The constant C is determined by fitting Eq. (2-9) to calculations of n_ n with 20 the PPT code. Since the FPT code includes the full nonlinear representation 
of the Coulomb collisions betwsen hot ions and the background Maxwellian ions 
and electrons as well as the self collisions, its results cannot, strictly 
speaking, be represented by the approximate forms of Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8). 
The correspondence should be good as long as the primary hot-Ion collisions 
are with the background plasma. If the hot-ion density becomes an appreciable 
fraction of the background density, then C in Eq. (2-9) will probably deviate 
from a constant. 

Current drive by neutral beams has been demonstrated in three 
21 22 23 24 experiments: the Culham superconducting Levitron, ' DITE, ' and 
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TFTR. In the Levitron, a hydrogen neutral beam generated from a positive-
ion source with mean energy « 8.5 keV and current = 0.2 A was injected into a 
Z - 1 plasma, which had T varying from 1 to 4.7 eV. Under these et I s 
conditions, the electron thermal speed varies from about 1/2 to 1 times the 
beam speed. At the lower value, the electrons are moving too slowly to cancel 
the ion current, and nearly the full ion current was observed. At the other 
limit, the measured current was found to be opposite to the ion current. In a 
theoretical paper that treated the electrons without assuming v < v. , Cordey, 22 et al. were able to predict the entire dependence of the measured current on 
T , including the observed reversal of current direction at T =1.7 eV. e e 

The first application of neutral-beam current drive to a tokamak 
23 24 occurred in DITE. ' Approximately 1 MW of 24 keV neutral-beam current was 

19 -3 injected into a plasma with peak density from 3.1 to 7.8 * 10 m and peak 
electron temperature from O.67 to 1.1 keV. There was insufficient power to 
drive the entire plasma current with neutral beams, thus the reduction in loop 
voltage was measured while the plasma current was held fixed with the ohmic 
transformer. The authors verified that co-injection lowered the voltage while 
counter-injection raised it where co- and counter- refer to the direction of 
the toroidal current). Because heating of the electrons by the beam ions 
could cause a change in the loop voltage, the drop of the loop voltage cannot 
be taken as definitive evidence that beam-injected ions are carrying plasma 
current. They verified the existence of hot-ion current by computing the 
theoretical loop voltage from the experimental temperature and density 
profiles with a Fokker-Planck computation of the fast-ion current and 
comparing it with the measured loop voltage. The good agreement demonstrated 
the presence of neutral-beam-driven current. The maximum current driven was 
38 kA out of a total plasma current of 80 kA. A simple ratio of the current 
to total injected power for this case yields an apparent current-drive 
efficiency of 38/900 = 0.04 (A/W). The authors report that the effects of 
electron trapping, neoclassical current and plasma rotation are less than 10? 
for this experiment and, hence, are negligible. 

25 More recently, results from neutral-beam experiments on TFTR have 
demonstrated substantial current drive. Amazingly, the best results 
(supershots) are obtained when both co- and counterinjected beams are used, 
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with the counterinjected power at least 1/3 of the co-injected power. Data 
25 are available for two shots. The co-injected and counterinjected powers and 

plasma currents are-. 
• Shot #23260: P - 11.9, 5.1 MW, I = 1 MA 

P 
• Shot #22871: P = 7.1, 5.1 MW, I_ - 0.9 MA . 

P 
If we divide the plasma current by the net co-injected power, we obtain 

efficiencies of 0.15 and 0.53 (A/W), respectively. If we employ the total 
injected power in the same way, the efficiencies are 0.06 and 0.07 (A/W), 
more in line with the values predicted by Eq. (2-9). One possible explanation 
of the high efficiencies as computed by the first method is the long-sought 
bootstrap current. This current is predicted to occur if the radial 
gradients of density and temperature become large. Perhaps the large 
deposition of power and ions near the axis generates sufficient gradients to 
bring about this effect. 

2.2.3 Electron-Cyclotron Current Drive 

Detailed absorption calculations for electron cyclotron waves in 
TIBER II are in progress and will be continued next year. The ray tracing 

27 code T0RAY, developed by A. H. Kritz, is being modified to include both 
electron trapping degradation of current drive efficiency and the full 
relativistic absorption and current drive calculations required for TIBER II 
at high bulk electron temperature. The code already addresses some of the 
basic issues that arise in electron cyclotron heating and current drive. The 
physics that determines whether an ordinary or extraordinary mode is 
accessible to a given plasma region and whether the (quiescent) plasma causes 
significant refraction of the microwave beam is included. A plasma that has 
turbulence in the form of density fluctuations near the edge may act like a 
shower door to spoil the beam's view of the plasma core. If analysis suggests 
that this process is significant in TIBER II, we could model the effect in 
T0RAY. 

The theory of power absorption by the plasma and driving of a current is 
addressed in both a linear and a nonlinear regime. The linear regime is 
appropriate for a steady-state microwave source, while the nonlinear regime 
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must be considered for a pulsed, low-duty-factor source like a free-electron 
laser (PEL). 

The linear regime is very well understood: analytic formulae for 
absorption-line profiles and optical depth are available for both the Doppler 
and relativistic limits. For example, the ordinary mode near the fundamental 
cyclotron resonance launched with nearly perpendicular incidence has optical 
depth 

T 
T ° = ir2 - ^ f- f(«) . (2-10) 

mc 0 

where R i s the major radius at the resonance l aye r , A. E 2irc/iu , and 
- 2 2 6 = a) /u . In the Doppler and relativistic limits, the function fU) is pe ce 

given by 

f° (<5) = M1 - 6)W2 (2-11) 
Dop 

and 

f° At) = (1 + 0.05 S2) fn„„(6> • (2-12) 
rel Dop 

The form of Eq. (2-10) is also valid for the X-mode near the second harmonic 
launched nearly perpendicular to B. In this case 

fDop { 6 ) 

i1/2 ,, 1 
\ 2_J , , £ _ , ( 2_ 1 3 ) 

3 " 5 JOT 
Furthermore, if we model the power deposition profile with a Gaussian 

which has a maximum at M, • where ji.. is that value of p., = v /v.. (v is the 
resonant velocity, vfc. is the thermal velocity) at which the logarithmic 
derivative of the absorbed power vanishes, a relation between the optical 

* 28 
depth T and u|| can be developed. An asymptotic approximation valid when 
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T ° > 2 for both the ordinary and extraordinary modes near the fundamental 
cyclotron frequency is 

v mr\7r). (2-1M) 

For the second harmonic, comparable accuracy in this asymptotic approximation 
is obtained from the expression 

Hih-f-ea 
for T* > 5. 

For TIBER II, both the ordinary and the extraordinary modes have very 
large optical depths, so we expect complete absorption of the power. Choice 
of an optimum launch geometry for the microwave bearo(s) is guided by the need 
for high current-drive efficiency J/P.. 

In the linear regime, high J/P. is achieved by arranging for power 
absorption by electrons of the highest possible parallel velocity. Top-launch 
scenarios meet this criterion with ease. For outside-launch geometries, high 
J/Pd is realized only in the Doppler limit, which requires comparable parallel 
and perpendicular indices of refraction N[| » Nj_. 

For the present zero-dimensional power balance calculations, the 
relativistic formulation given by Eqa. (2-2), (2-3), and (2-5) is used to 
calculate the current-drive conversion efficiency for electron-cyclotron 
resonance (ECR) waves. Results from TORAY calculations will be Incorporated 
as they become available. For TIBER n the normalized parallel momentum X is 

2Q 30 obtained from linear theory. Nonlinear effects have not been considered 
here. For 0-mode waves at the fundamental cyclotron frequency launched nearly 
perpendieulsr- from the outside of the torus, the linear optional depth [Eqs. 
(2-10) through (2-12)] in TIBER II la in the range 100 < T ° _< 100 in the core 
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of the plasma so that the average U|| = v|j/v . of electrons with which the 
waves interact as calculated from Eq. (2-14) is about 2.5. We have taken the 
ratio of the parallel energy of the current carrying electrons to the bulk 
electron temperature EJJ/T ^ 6.25. The perpendicular energy of the tail 
electrons is taken to be aqual to the parallel energy, 
E. - 6.25 T = 150 keV. We assume that the waves can actually be launched 
X 6 

with N|| 2. °-7 to ensure that they interact with the high-energy tail 
electrons. 

Models for electron-trapping degradation of the current-drive efficiency 31 have been formulated by Cohen. Electron-ion and electron-electron 32 scattering are included following Start. Energy scattering effects have 
also been included. Reverse current produced by absorption of the ECR power 
on the far side of the cyclotron resonance is taken into account. For TIBER-
II parameters (T. > 100) however, the reverse current I <* e I is 
negligibly small. 

We note here that relativistic J/P . values for the LH waves are higher 
by factors of 1.2 to 1.5 than those for the ECR waves for typical TIBER-II 
parametars. In the limit Eĵ  -> 0, this factor reduces to 4/3 (Ref. 7). 
Finally, we note that the nonrelativistic treatment in Eq. (2-4) typically 
yields efficiencies higher by factors of 2 to 4 than the relativistic 
treatment in Eq. (2-2) for TIBER II parameters. Clearly, the full 
relativistic absorption calculation being developed for the TORAY code will be 
required to improve the calculation of current-drive efficiency. 

In the nonlinear regime, which is important if a pulsed FEL system is 
used for TIBER II, our theoretical tools are still evolving rapidly. The case 
of ordinary waves with small N,, has been studied in most detail. The first 
nonlinear issue is parametric instabilities (e.g., backscatter), which provide 
an Important constraint in pulsed heating of a small tokamak like 
Alcator-C. However, parametric instabilities are not of primary importance in 
TIBER II because the ratio (wave-energy density)/{plasraa thermal energy 
density) is much lower. 

The second nonlinear issue is the reduction of power absorption and 
current drive due to nonlinear distortion of electron orbits. Electrons 
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undergo oscillations in the presence of intense microwaves; the energy and 
time scales of these oscillations have been worked out recently for both 
ordinary and extraordinary modes. TIBER II is in a regime where nonlinear 
effects reduce the optical depth by a large factor, but total absorption is 
still expected. Numerical calculations with a Monte Carlo code provide checks 
on analytic work and allow us to explore the asymmetric electron distribution, 
and therefore current, produced in the presence of finite N and parallel 
field-strength gradient dB/ds. 

Current drive by means of electron-cyclotron heating has been 
33 demonstrated in three experiments: the Culham superconducting Levitron, 

the TOSCA tokamak, 3 4 and the WT-2 tokamak. 3 5' 3 In the Levitron, X-mode ECH 
was launched from the low-field side, intersected the cyclotron cutoff, and 
tunneled through to reach the cyclotron resonance. Absorption occurred on 
both sides of the resonance, and, as predicted by the resonance condition with 
Doppler effects, the direction of the local current was opposite on either 
side of resonance. Plasma conditions covered the ranges of 
3 < T, < 18 eV and 10 7 < n < 3 * 1 0 1 7 m" 3. It was verified that current — e — — e — 
increased proportionally to absorbed power at constant n ana T and was 
proportional to T /n for constant power, both in accord with theory. For 
these cases, the authors deduce a current-drive efficiency of 0.03 A/W, which 
is somewhat lower than the predicted efficiency of 0.05 A/W. However, the 
latter figure is obtained without including the reverse current, which flows 
on the high-field side of resonance; thus, agreement should be considered 
satisfactory. 

The first tokamak experiments were carried out in the small (R. « 0.3 m, 
a = 0.085 m) TOSCA tokamak. Up to 150 kW of circularly polarized 28-GHz 
microwave power was applied from the low-field side. The central field of 
0,5 T corresponds to second harmonic ECH. Calculations had shown that 
current-drive efficiencies of up to 0.01 A/W should be possible for densities 
slightly below cyclotron cutoff. Experiments were conducted at densities both 
above and below cutoff and with power directed so as to drive current either 
parallel or antiparallel to the inductive current flow. The parallel 
injection yielded an effective current-drive efficiency of up to 
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0.02 A/W of incident power. The efficiency is higher than theory due to 
heating of the electrons, which lowers the plasma resistance, thus allowing 
more current drive by the inductive voltage. (Voltage is maintained constant 
by the transformer circuit in these experiments.) When antiparallel waves are 
launched, the current also rises initially because of the heating effect, but 
then the current decreases as the heating effect is cancelled when the 
antiparallel current rises on a longer time scale. In this experiment, the 
authors also studied the effect on the current drive of moving the resonance 
position across the plasma. A nearly constant increase in current is observed 
for resonance near the plasma center or inboard of it, but the increase falls 
off considerably when the resonance is located outboard of the center. These 
results are consistent with the presence of electron trapping. 

In recent work on the WT-2 Tokamak, Ando et al. ' succeeded in 
driving all of the current with ECH. They start with a transformer discharge, 
which they crowbar when the ECH begins. The plasma formed by the ohmic 

1 R —•? heating has T = 70 eV and n = 2 x 10 m . The ECH is injected at the 
fundamental (35.6 GHz) with either X- ui- 0-raode polarization from the low-
field side. During trs ECH, which is injected when the electron density has 

1 ft —^ dropped to 0.5 x 10 m , the bulk electron temperature remains at 
70 eV. Injection of 50 kW of power parallel to the electron-drift direction 
caused the current to remain steady at 3 kA. Higher or lower power caused 
either a rise or fall in the plasma current. Furthermore, it was possible to 
maintain or increase the current only when the waves were injected parallel to 
the electron drift; injection perpendicular or antiparallel only served to 
reduce the current decay rate. A3 in T0SCA, the resonance had to be located 
near the axis or on the inside for maximum effect. It is not clear what 
mechanism drives the current, but it is unlikely that the Fisch-Boozer . 

37 35 
mechanism is responsible. Ando et al. suggest that coupling to a highlj 
energetic tail (=15 keV) is responsible. 

2.2.1) Fast-Wave Current Drive 

Fast electromagnetic waves (FW) near the lower-hybrid frequency might 
also be used for steady-state current drive in TIBER II. Unlike LH slow 
waves, fast waves are accessible to the axis, so that they could be used to 
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drive current in the plasma aore similar to ECR waves or neutral beams. One 
potential problem with fast waves Is that they may be strongly damped on fast 

no 
alpha particles instead of electrons. It has been proposed that this could 
be turned into an advantage for current drive by using the modification of the 
alpha particle distribution to produce a net current. We will develop models 
next year for the power-balance code and compare TIBER-II operating points 
using FW current drive with corresponding scenarios using the other current-
drive methods. Examples of calculations performed for FW current drive in 
other tokamak reactors are described in Appendix A. 

2.2.5 Comparison of Results for Steady-State Current Drive 

We have examined four cases of TIBER-II steady-state operation. They 
are: 

1. ECR current drive alone, assuming the ohmic power capability will be 
used for startup until temperatures are reached for which the ECR 
current-drive efficiency is significant. 

2. NBI current drive, where the ohmic power would be used to establish 
a target plasma with sufficient density to provide acceptable NB 
attenuation. 

3. ECR + LH (slow waves) assuming LH startup. 
1. NBI + LH (slow waves) both assuming LH startup. 
Results of the four cases are summarized in Table 2-2. The performance 

is comparable for all cases. A rough figure of merit, n p 1 p J 3 , has been 
Included in Table 2-2, where n , Is the "wall-plug" electrical efficiency 
for the current-drive system and Q P./P™. This figure of merit represents 
the fusion power per unit electrical power consumed for current drive. 

Estimates of the total efficiency for converting wall-plug power to wave 
or beam power delivered to the plasma are labeled n . The estimate for ECR 

elec _q 
waves assumes a steady-3tate FEL with energy recovery of the electron beam. 
The estimate for LH waves, n_,_. ̂  0.41, is based on previous experience with 
the launching systems on Alcator-C. Typically the klystron electrical 
efficiency is approximately 50? at f,„ = 5 GHz, transmission losses are about 
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Table 2-2. Comparison of current-drive methods. 

BCH NBI ECH + LH NBI + LH 

pf(Mvn 279 260 272 260 

P c d ( M W ) 52 60 35/19 40/17 

Q 5.4 4.3 5.1 4.6 

r(HW/m 2) 1.9 1.8 1.B 1.8 

<r>(MW/m2) 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 

I t (MA) 10 10 5 .4 /1 .6 6 .5 /3 .5 

f r f / E b 168 GHz 500 keV 168/5 GHz 500 keV/5 GHz 

%aU/w) 0.19 0.77 0.15/0.25 0 .16/0 .21 

n e l e e 0.45 0.45 0.15/0.41 0.45/0.41 

n e l e G

Q 

<T g> (keV) 

2.4 

27 

1.9 

26 

2.2 

27 

2.0 

27 

<T i> (keV) 

<n > ( 1 0 2 0 m ~ 3 ) e 

17 
1.1 

39 

0.79 

17 

1.1 

32 
0.83 

t r a p 0.71 0.76 0.81/0.86 0.76/0.83 

K p e l l e t X A ) 213 80 237 130 

f s ( ? ) — 2.1 — 2 . 0 / — 

2 e f f 1.56 2.0 1.56 2.0 

10?, and reflection loss at the launching grill is about 10?. Finally, the 
40 estimate for NBI, n , - 0.45, was made by Okumura et al. for a negative-eiec — 

ion injector design used with a gas neutralizer. Even higher efficiencies may 
be possible with other neutralizer systems (laser or plasma neutralizes). 

The pellet-injection fueling requirement I f u p l is quite a bit lower in 
the NBI oases because the beams contribute particles in addition to driving 
current. We have assumed a 50:50 D~T mixture for the bulk plasma and the 
neutral-beam current. The neutral-beam energy for both species is 500 keV. 
The fast ions are assumed to be perfectly confined during slowing down. 

The fusion power in the NBI cases includes beam-plasma effects. We have 
estimated the density of hot-beam particles, which builds up In the plasma by 
nH0T = IBEAM / , TDh' w h e r e t n e h o t particle confinement time T . is calculated 
from formulas by Mikkelson and Singer. The hot-bulk fusion cross section is 
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obtained from a form developed by Duane averaged over the bulk plasma 
Maxwellian. We have assumed that the average energy of the hot ions is about 
one-half way between the injection energy and the bulk electron energy. More 
detailed modeling of the hot ion particle and energy balance will be done next 
year. In the present results, hot-bulk reactions account for about 20J of the 
total fusion power. 

Power balance is obtained for the neutral-beam cases at much higher 
bulk-ion temperatures than in the ECH cases. This result is due to the fact 
that a significant fraction (60 to 75$) of the beam energy is coupled to the 
ions during slowing down, whereas in the ECH cases the current-drive power is 
all deposited in the bulk electrons. The critical beam energy at which energy 
transfer to ions and electrons becomes equal is from 100 to 150 keV for the 
NBI cases. For both current-drive schemes, we assume the fast current-
carrying particles (ions for NBI and electrons for ECH) are perfectly confined 
during slowing down. 

When LH waves are used for edge current drive in combination with either 
ECH or NBI in the core, the fraction of the total current driven by each 
system is determined by the accessibility of the LH waves to inner regions of 
the plasma. The current-density profile required for the equilibrium solution 
is integrated out to the radius of maximum penetration of the LH waves, r , to 
yield the required core current. The remaining current is driven by the LH 
waves. The radial profiles of plasma parameters, which impact the current-
drive efficiency, are averaged over the two regions separately. 

The calculations of degradation In current-drive efficiency due to 
electron trapping effects are done separately for the core and edge regions. 
In both cases, we assume the ECH power is absorbed on the inboard or high-
field side of the axis to minimize the degradation effect. The effective 
inverse aspect ratio used for the core region is taken to be 
e - r /2 R Q, where r is determined for the accessibility condition for 
the LH waves. For the edge, we assume e ,, r /R_. For the case with ECH 

edge p 0 
alone, we use e = a/2 R_. The factor F. for NBI is described in 

0 trap 
Section 2.2.2, 

For all of the cases In Table 2-2, we have assumed a 5% thermal alpha 
concentration relative to the total fuel Ion density, n_ . The impurity 
species is assumed to be oxygen. An impurity concentration of \% produces 
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£«*.*> - 1 -56^ while Z „^ = 2.0 is obtained when the oxygen concentration et i 9ii 
is 2.H%. 

2.3 ADVANCED-CONCEPT TESTING CAPABILITIES AND REACTOR RELEVANCY 

By common agreement, any ETR should demonstrate significant availability 
in an integrated system based on reactor-relevant physics and technology. 
However, additional advances in physics and technology are usually needed to 
actually achieve an attractive and economically competitive reactor. To the 
extent that extrapolations in physics and technology required to achieve an 
attractive reactor are minimized, the value of an ETR such as TIBEft II would 
be maximized. 

An ideal magnetic fusion reactor would provide the following features: 
• Steady-state operation 
• High beta 
• Little or no plasma auxiliary heating except for startup 
• Modular, noninterlinking architecture for maintenance 
• Designed-in inherent safety for loss-of-coolant accidents 
• Low-level radioactive waste materials 
• A means of exploiting direct energy conversion 
• Flexibility for a range of power output per unit. 

Ideally, such features should then result in a cost of electricity (COE) that 
is competitive with the best of future fission reactors. 

Table 2-3 shows the characteristic parameters for a sequence of 
reactors, called microwave tokamaks, based on TIBER-II physics and 
technology. These reactors achieve some of the ideal reactor features listed 
above. However, based on first-regime stability scaling, 

I (MA) 
< V * °- 0 4 a(m? B0(T) ' ( 2" 1 6 ) 
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Table 2 -3 . Sequence of microwave tokamak r e a c t o r s based on TIBER-II physics 
and technology. 

2170-MW 

600-Mtf 1200-MW D- He reac tor e B 
TIBER I I TIBER I I DT reac tor DT reac to r ( s o l i d - s t a t e 

Parameter (nominal ) (maximum ) (MHD cycle) (MHD cycl< 3) eonv.) 

Major radius R(m) 3-0 3.0 5.0 6.0 10.0 
Toroidal field 
B0(T) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 10.4 

Max. coil fields 
B T F, B p F(T) 12, 11 12, 14 12, 14 12, 14 16, 16 

Safety factor q(a) 3.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
Plasma current 
ID(MA) 10 15 

Available I (MA) sync 
sync, current drive 0.8 5.3 
Ave temp <T >(keV) 25 42 
Ave temp <T XkeV) 17 48 
Fusion power (MW) 300 450 
Neut. wall load 
r >, r(Mw/m 2) 
n n „ 
Divertor (MW/ra ) 

1.3, 2.0 2.0, 3.0 r >, r(Mw/m 2) 
n n „ 
Divertor (MW/ra ) 2.1 1.9 
Sync. power 

P
3ync ( M W> 4.6 28 

Waveguide area 
ratio A W G/A F H 0.1 0.3 
Aux. P C £ ) (MW) 
current drive 46 36 
Transport loss 

Ptrana ( M W ) 95 88 

25 

23 

50 

58 

1590 

112 

0.17 

12 

184 

30 

44 
50 
58 
2750 

254 

0.33 

87 

155 
67 
75 
5900 

3 . 1 , 4.7 3 . 6 , 5.5 0 .12 , 0.18 

1.5 1.3 2.1 

2900 

0.05 

238 820 
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Table 2-3 (Continued). 

Parameter 
TIBER II 

,a 
TIBER II 

(nominal ) {maximum ) 

2170-MW 
3 e 

600-MW 1200-MW D-3He reac tor 
e e 

DT reac tor DT reac to r ( s o l i d - s t a t e 
(MHD eycle) (MHD cycle) conv.) 

Brerass. l o s s 

bretn 
H-mode factor 
(Kaye-Goldston) 

Mass power densi ty 
MPD KW / ton e 

Capacity factor 
COE (mills/kW'hr) 

1.3 

10 

1.5 

0.3 

3X 58 1970 

1.5 1.5 2.0 

86 100 78 

0.75 0.75 0.90 

42 30 23 

*<» = 0.75 < B Q p i t > , < 3 0 p l t > 
"<B> <»«•«>• <><0> 

0.04 I/afl. 
0.67. sawteeth + disruption feedback control. 
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and Kaye-Goldston confinement scaling, 

„ T 1.24 1.65,-0.49 -0.58 ,_ .„. T_ * HI R a p. . (2-17) E p transport 

with a modest H-mode factor H » 1,3 - 2.0, these high-current reactors are not 
necessarily the most ideal because of the physics constraints. Nevertheless, 
they should still be competitive with fission If direct conversion using 
plasma microwave synchrotron radiation reduces balance-of-plant costs. In 
particular, if second-regime stability could be demonstrated along with 
sufficiently better confinement at lower plasma currents, then magnet and 
current-drive system coats could be significantly reduced for TIBER II as well 
as for the future reactors. Second-regime stability would probably not be 
exploited to further raise the power density because the peak wall loadings in 
the 600-MW_ and 1200-HW DT reactors would already be close to the maximum 
values (r - 5 MW/m ) allowed for passive afterheat transport (inherent 
safety). 

The key feature of the TIBER-II design that most enhances its reactor 
embodiment is current drive, used both for current ramp-up during startup 
(assumed to be 20 MW of lower hybrid in all cases, with long rampup times 
ranging from 300 a in TIBER to as long as hours in the large D- He reactor) 
and for steady-state current drive. (Any active steady-state current drive is 
assumed to be provided by either ECH or neutral beams, as described earlier in 
this section.) Recent TFTR results with 1 MA of beam and bootstrap-sustained 
currents at record high temperatures bode well for the use of current drive, 
which generally requires plasma temperatures much higher than 10 keV to be 
efficient. At the high temperatures needed for current drive, electron-
cyclotron emission (synchrotron radiation) from the hot core would 

1)3 
supplement the auxiliary current drive, or, with help from bootstrap 
amplification (»2x), supply all the current with margin to spare, as is 
estimated for the larger reactor cases of Table 2-3. In those cases, a 20-MW 
auxiliary current-drive system is retained only for startup and for 
sawteeth/disruption control during the steady state. 

The microwave synchrotron radiation would be coupled out of the reactor 
cavity via low-loss waveguides (replacing the absorbing portions of the fish-
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1)3 scale walls ) and further used for direct conversion using either microwave-
superheated MHD generators in the DT reactor cases or rectification with 

3 VLSI solid-state rectennas in the D- He case. Microwave radiation production 
also performs the necessary function of carrying away excess alpha-heating 
power, which rapidly exceeds the Kaye-Goldston transport power for reactor 
fusion powers that are large compared to the minimum required for ignition. 
The appropriate first-wall waveguide penetrations indicated in Table 2-3 
diverts the excess plasma heat as microwaves to keep the first-wall and 
divertor heat loads reasonable in the larger reactors with lower 
surface/volume ratios. {Otherwise, the surfaoe-heat fluxes always tend to 
scale up and to become unmanageable in the larger reactors). TIBER II could 
perform a significant test of the microwave synchrotron radiation production, 
waveguide extraction, and associated current drive at the maximum operating 
parameters with DT fuel, as indicated in the second column of Table 2-3. 

The reactor embodiment that would best exploit these interdependent uses 3 of microwaves, however, would be based on the D- He cycle, which can produce 
the maximum fraction of microwave power/fusion power of all potential fusion 
fuels. By the time this type of reactor would be needed, there should be 

3 45 
ample supplies of He fuel from the NASA planned lunar mining stations. In 

3 
the meantime, there Is enough He from tritium decay for testing and 
development in TIBER II. If parameters similar to those shown In the second 
column of Table 2-3 (maximum performance TIBER II case with DT) were achieved 

3 3 
with D- He (except that an H-raode factor of 3 would be needed), then a D- He 

3 fusion power of 35 MW would be generated, corresponding to Q « 1 in D- He. 
3 

Because nearly all of the 35 MW would be charged particles, the D- He Q = 1 
would be equivalent to a DT Q = 5 In terras of relative Importance of self-
heating. 

Cyclio-fatigue stresses are minimized with steady-state, allowing use of 
recently developed high-field, high-current-density Nb,Sn multifllamentary 

2 2 
superconductors (4 kA/cm at 12 T, 2 kA/cm at 16 T) and higher-strength 
cryogenic steel alloys (o = 1400 MPa, ° a l l o w a h i e " 9 3 ° M P a ) » Assuming 
these superconducting magnet technology limits for all the cases in Table 2-3 
(which, in fact, is the technology used in the TIBER-II design), and using the 
30-called magnet virial theorem to scale up the required structural steel mass 
in the reactor cases, the reactor weights and mass power densities (MPD) 
defined by MFAC panel X are calculated in Table 2-3. The 120Q-MW DT reactor 
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case mass power density (MPD) (100 kW /ton) is about cwice the value for the 3 e 

earlier Starfire design. The D- He reactor MPD is not much less because the 
blankets are relatively thinner, allowing the magnets to be closer to the 
plasma and higher field (see Fig. 2-1). 

The COE estimates for the reactors in Table 2-3 were derived from the 
U6 GENEROMAK costing model, along with appropriate changes to reflect the 

advanced magnets, higher-temperature plasma physics, and direct conversion 
associated with each case of Table 2-3. The details of those model changes 

1)7 
will be described In a forthcoming ESECOM report. All cases in the model 
are for the same shape (R/a - 3.6, b/a - 2.2, a « 0.5) and magnet architecture 
as that for TIBER II. The COE for the microwave tokamak reactors from this 
model should compete favorably in future energy markets, assuming that future 
competitors will not improve greatly relative to today's fission reactor COE, 
in constant 1986 dollars [average-experience pressurized water reactors (PWRs) 
at 71 mil/kW'hr at 600-MW size to 53 mil/kW'hr at 1200-MW size, and beat-

© s 
experience PWRs at MM mil (600-MW size) to 33 mil (1200 MWa size)], 

e G 
The Microwave Tokamaks in Table 2-3 might have a COE comparable to that 

of fission in spite of the fact that fusion power cores still account for 40? 
of the total direct capital costs, which is higher than the corresponding 
percentage for fission. This somewhat surprising result stems primarily from 
two microwave tokamak features. First, inherent safety reduces nuclear-grade 
construction costs and yields a 25? overall reduction in cost. Second, direct 
conversion using microwave synchrotron radiation constitutes another 25? 
overall reduction in cost. Further reductions in the costs of the fusion 
power core are possible if second-stability could be demonstrated. 
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Solid-state conversion 

Inboard 
shield 0.7 m 
(4,000 tons) 

PF coils (8) [8,000 tons} 

TF coils (32) [9,000 tons] 

Ventilated diverter plates 
Outboard shield 1.0 m 

[8,000 tons] 

V first wall 
1.3 MW/m 2 heat flux 
(0.12 MW/m 2 neutron) 

Low-field side synchrotron 
waveguides (32) (2100 MW to 
solid-state converters) 

H 2 0 heat pipes, 3100 MW, 
useful process heat (150°C) 

High-field side vacuum duct 
(10 mTorr) and synchrotron 
(800 MW to solid-state converters) 

R(m) 

Figure 2-1, The 2170-MW D- He microwave tokamak, e 
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3. OPERATIONS 

3.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES 

TIBER II is offered as an innovative, compact, steady-state, current-
driven candidate to fulfill the requirement of the major device in the 
fusion development program between the current generation of experimental 
machines (TFTR, JT-60, JET, T-15, and CIT) and the demonstration-
reactor/integrated-fusion-faoility (DEMO/IFF). At this stage in our 
thinking, DEMO is assumed to be a tokamak fusion reactor operating under 
conditions that are close to those of a commercial utility-operated reactor 
and facilitating a reasonable assessment of the eventual viability of fusion 
power. Accordingly, we envisage DEMO as: 

t Producing several hundred megawatts of fusion power. 
• Generating net electrical power (i.e., Q > 1). 
• Demonstrating complete tritium self-sufficiency via reactor-

relevant blanket systems. 
• Confirming the inherent safety and environmental- advantages of the 

fusion reactor. 
• Confirming subsystem reliability, lifetime, and overall 

availability consistent with the requirements of the commercial 
fusion plant. 

Given these requirements of the DEMO, we can see that the basic 
objectives of TIBER II must, as the intermediate step, provide a major part 
of the database on which DEMO is to be designed. Accordingly, we can 
attempt a statement of the objectives for TIBER II as follows: 

An objective of TIBER II is the selection, qualification, 
and testing of reaetor-relevajot physics and components within 
an integrated reactor-relevant configuration to satisfy the 
basic performance requirements of DEMO/IFF. 
This includes: 

• Demonstrating and confirming pnysies and plasma performance. 
• Testing of advanced concepts (methods for steady-state 

current drive, impurity control, etc.). 
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• Testing of components such as magnets, heating systems, and 
the first wall in an integrated environment. 

• Testing of candidate materials such as structural materials, 
insulators, copper alloys, and breeder materials. 

• Testing of candidate blanket concepts to assess tritium and 
energy extraction under high-temperature reactor conditions. 

• Demonstrating (remote) maintainability. 
• Assessing component and plant reliability and availability. 
• Assessing safe and environmentally acceptable operation. 

Quantitative peformance requirements are assessed in Sec. 3-3. 

3.2 FLUENCE GOALS 

An important question we must ask is what level of materials testing 
should be attempted in TIBER II? In other words, what is our end-of-life 
fluence goal? We can delineate three approximate operating ranges for 
fluence, namely: 
1. Short-term requirements for assessing blanket and component operation 

2 such that 0.01 < <jit < 0.2 Mw-yr/m . Here, the lower limit is 
determined by the time for certain solid-breeder systems to come to 

•. 2 

tritium production equilibrium (this requires -0.01 MW-yr/m of 
continuous operation). The upper limit deliniates the onset of 
permanent damage in solid breeding materials. 

2. Intermediate requirements for determining blanket and component 
reliability, verification, and end-of-life in the more sensitive 
components such as insulators, limiter surfaces and first-wall 2 components such that 0.2 < <j>fc < 3 MW-yr/m . 

3. Long-term fluence for structural material testing such that H > 
2 3 MW-yr/m , End-of-life determination for structural steels require 

-20 MW-yr/m and is beyond the scope of the ETR mission. 
Clearly, a high fluence means that we can characterize component 

reliability and material damage with greater credibility. However, a high 
fluence also requires a iiigh average availability, which would tend to 
preclude the subsequent deployment of advanced-coneept facilities during the 
life of the machine (i.e., preclude continual advanced-physics testing over 
the machine lifetime). At this stage in the ETR conceptual design, we 
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2 believe that a moderately high fluence goal of -3 MW-yr/m is warranted, 
especially as there may well be no other high-fluence, 14-MeV irradiation 
facilities on the horizon. We note that the employment of steady-state 
current drive as a baseline requirement does much to enhance the credibility 
of our goal of high fluence through high availability (see Section 2.1), 

3.3 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

To facilitate a definition of TIBER II performance requirements, we 
provide a simplified operating schedule in Table 3~1• We envisage an 
availability of only -10% in Phase II, where we would perform initial 
verification and operating tests of the system under DT operation. In bo* 
Phases I and II, we will be learning how to operate the machine to obtai-1 

maximum performance. In the event that testing of different advanced 
physics concepts becomes a major part of the ETR mission, we would expect to 
see the duration of Phase I and/or II extended. The requirement on our 
fina]. phase (Phase III) availability is set at 3056, resulting in an end-of-

2 2 
life fluence of -3.6 MW'yr/m (average) or -5.4 MW«yr/m (peak) over a 10-
year operating period. 

With the above mission objectives and requirements, we can now state 
our minimum performance requirements for TIBER II as follows: 

1. Steady-state burn with equilibrium impurity and ash removal, 
2. Testing of a variety of current-drive options. 
3. Demonstration of passive/inherent safety with adequate confinement 

of tritium and radioactive debris. 
Jj. Testing of reactor-relevant components in a reactor-relevant 

configuration (see mission objectives, above). 
5. Pemonstration of tritium self-sufficiency under reactor-relevant 

conditions in a test blanket (i.e., a local TBR > 1). 
2 

6. Minimum fluence requirements, 4>t > 3 MW>yr/m . 
-2 7. Minimum wall-loading requirements <r> >_ 1 MW-yr/m 

a 

8. Full-power l i f e t ime >10 burn-s . 
9. Final-phase a v a i l a b i l i t y > a v a i l a b i l i t y > 3056. 
10. Final-phase operat ing l i f e <10 years . 
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Table 3 - 1 . Projected TIBER II operat ion schedule. 

Annual T In tegra ted 14-MeV 
Duration Ava i l ab i l i t y consumption fluence; peak/average 

2 
(yr) Emphasis {%) (kg/yr) (MW-yr/m ) 

Phase I 1 H checkout 153 

(1998-1999) 
Phase II 2 DT operation 101 1.5 0.36/0.24 
(1999-2000) verification 
Phase III 10 Engineering 30? 1.5 5.U/3/6 
(2001-2011) testing 

I t i s poss ible tha t fu ture s t u d i e s may decide to downgrade the 30? 
a v a i l a b i l i t y requirement (and, t hus , end -o f - l i f e f luence) over the 10-yr 
opera t ing l i f e of the machine. I f s o , we should a t l e a s t be prepared to 
demonstrate a high a v a i l a b i l i t y (>30%) for a reasonable period (say, over 
one year) to be able t o s a t i s f y the performance d e f i n i t i o n requirements for 
DEMO. 

3.4 TRITIUM SUPPLY RATIONALE 

If we should meet our a v a i l a b i l i t y goal of -303 in the f i na l phase of 
opera t ion , TIBER I I wi l l burn approximately 4.5 kg of t r i t i u m per calendar 
year . Consequently, t he re are th ree reasons why we may need to breed 
t r i t i u m in TIBER I I : 

• To supplement t r i t i u m supply s h o r t f a l l s from externa l sources . 
« To of fse t some or a l l of the operat ing expense of purchasing 

t r i t i um from externa l sources . 
• To t e s t r e a c t o r - r e l e v a n t b lanke ts , where t r i t i um production and 

ex t rac t ion wi l l be s tudied under high-temperature cond i t ions . 
Test blankets wi l l be configured for r e l a t i v e l y shor t - term (and probably 
l ow-ava i l ab i l i t y ) s imulat ion of r e ac to r - r e l evan t blanket p roper t i es and not 
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for baseload tritium breeding. Accordingly, we cannot (and should not) rely 
on these test blankets for tritium supply for general machine operation. 
Two key questions for the ETR tritium supply, then, are: 

1. What are the external sources and respective unit costs for 
tritium? 

2. To what extent should we provide for "low-technology," low-
temperature baseload tritium breeding Wankets in the machine to 
offset some or all of the external supply costs? 

The only assured commercial supply of tritium is from Ontario Hydro of 
Canada; this tritium results as a by-product of the Canadian CANDU heavy-
water fission reactors. Other sources of tritium in the world are the 
national production programs of the U.S., the U.S.S.R. and (on a smaller 
scale) those of France and the United Kingdom. Small amounts of tritium may 
be available from these sources for initial startup and testing. However, 
because these national programs are almost exclusively concerned with 
tritium production for weapons purposes, we should not at this time rely on 
them for a routine supply for the ETR due to possible sensitivity to 
national security concerns. 

Ontario Hydro is planning to commerce operation of their heavy-water 
tritium extraction facility in 1997. Their intended extraction rates for 
the first three years of operation are >3 kg/yr; by 1992, the yearly 
extraction rate is expected to be constant at -2.24 kg/yr. Taking into 
account the rates of extraction and decay, the Ontario Hydro tritium 
inventory in 1998 (the projected start of Phase II DT operation in 
TIBER II) will be in the range of -16,2 to 20.5 kg. This range reflects 
possible other commercial sales to nonfusion sources. During Phase II of 
TIBER operation [i.e., DT operation at low (10?) availability] projected for 
1998-2000, the machine will burn <1.5 kg of tritium per year. Because Phase 
II is envisaged as a system checkout period under DT operation, we should 
only rely on external tritiura supply during this period, especially as any 
in-situ baseload breeding blankets would also be undergoing startup tests 
and may be subject to very low availability. 

After the completion of the two-year DT checkout phase, we envisage 
Phase III to be concerned with DT engineering testing at high (<30%) 
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availability over a 10-year period. At the start of Phase III (in the y°ar 
2000), the Ontario Hydro inventory will be in the range of 13.7 to 19.i kg 
assuming prior supply for Phase II operation. Aocordingly we are faced with 
three choices: 

1. We may rely solely on Ontario Hydro for the tritium supply (i.e., 
operate the machine with no internal breeding) and constrain the 
yearly tritium burn rate, such that the total Ontario Hydro tritium 
inventory Is reduced to zero at the end of the 10-year period of 
Phase III. Based on the above Inventory and production rates, this 
requires a constrained burn rate of 2.2 to 3.7 kg/yr, which is less 
than our required own rate of *J.5 kg/yr for 30? availability. Our 
availability and fluence are, therefore, similarly constrained. 
Note also that, at current commercial rates of -$10 million/kg, 
this would result in a tritium operating cost of -$22 to $37 
millign/yr. 

2. We may provide a sufficient number of in situ "low-technology" 
breeding blankets to permit TIBER II to be self-sufficient in 
tritium during Phase III. This choice has the advantage of 
offsetting both a tritium operating cost of several tens of million 
dollars per year and the potential market-supply complications of 
an external source, especially as this source would be reduced to 
zero at the end of the ETR life. The disadvantage is, of course, 
that the ETR mission and safety goals may be prejudiced by the 
jomplexity of tritium-production modules within the machine. 

2 Studies by the University of Wisconsin have shown that tritium 
self-sufficiency is possible for TIBER II with outboard breeding 
only, providing these modules attain a local tritium breeding ratio 
(TBR) of ».». This requires a proper choice ot Inboard material 
(for albedo purposes) and efficient use of top and bottom reactor 

6, , zones. High, local TBRs are obtainable with blankets having Li 
enrichment and appropriate volume fractions of beryllium neutron 
multipliers (up to 50 tonnes of Be may be required). In addition, 
simple blankets containing aqueous solutions of lithium may be able 
to achieve TBRs of -0.5 to 1.0 with careful design. 
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3. We may combine 1 and 2 above, such that we breed a certain 
fraction of the required tritium and buy the remainder. Certainly, 
if we wish to reach a final phase availability of 30% 
(corresponding to a tritium consumption rate of -4.5 kg/yr), an in-
situ breeding ratio of at least 0.2 to 0.5 is still required, even 
if we buy all the projected Ontario Hydro supply. 

While the question of tritium breeding and supply is still under 
consideration for TIBER II, we suggest that a cost-benefit study would 
probably find in favor of the in-situ breeding scheme (Case 2, above). Note 
that commercial tritium supply rates are -$10 million/kg, implying a 
lifetime cost of -$450 million, whereas the capital costs of low-technology 
blankets and associated tritium extraction system are likely to be less than 
-$50 million. 

Finally, we should note that a constrained tritium supply similarly 
constrains the amount of testing data available from the machine. Figure 

2 3-1 shows the end-of-life peak fluence attainable (MW<yr/m ) as a function 
of the annual tritium consumption rate (kg/yr) for the four national ETR 
studies: TIBER II, FER, NET, and OTR. Should TIBER be constrained to the 
Ontario Hydro maximum supply rates of 2.2 to 3.7 kg/yr with no in situ 
breeding, then end-of-life peak fluences are constrained to -2 to 

2 1 MW*yr/m . Note also that, for a given tritium consumption rate, TIBER II 
accumulates fluence at a significantly greater rate than that of the other 
machines. This is a consequence of the TIBER II high wall loading and small 
size (i.e., low fusion power). In particular, we can express the end-of-
life peak fluence 4>t in terms of the tritium consumption rate R and machine 
lifetime t as 

(j.t(MW-yr/m2) = 17.12 G(MW-m~2/MWf) R(kg/yr) t(yr) , (3-1) 

where G is the peak neutron wall loading divided by the fusion power in the 
machine and is a figure of merit expressing the magnitude of the neutron 
wall loading relative to the tritium burn rate. Relative values of G for 
TIBER, FER, NET and OTR are 1.0, 0.45, 0.38, and 0.34, respectively, 
demonstrating one of the advantages of the small, compact size of TIBER II. 
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3.5 CONTINGENCY USE OF AVAILABLE INDUCTIVE-DRIVE CAPABILITY 

3-5.1 Limited Inductive Drive for Long-Pulse Operation 

The preliminary TIBER II configuration exploits every available economy 
allowed by steady-state current drive in the most compact machine possible 
that includes maximum-performance, steady-state superconducting coils. The 
resulting cost savings is perhaps 30 to 50? relative to a 5~m major radius 
machine, such as NET. The savings carries with it some degree of physics 
risk on the quantitative current-drive efficiencies that might actually be 

20 -3 experienced in a reactor-grade plasma with densities -10 m . Certainly, 
this added risk can be minimized by a vigorous world-wide, current-drive 
development program over the next 6 years, and by designing an ETR such as 
TIBER II to handle a flexible range of current-drive power, adding 
additional power later, as needed. As a contingency option, however, we 
have made a preliminary determination of how we could use the limited 
inductive-drive capability (-20 to 30 V-s, depending on the central coil 
configuration) available in the otherwise steady-state TIBER n design to 
ensure the attainment of long-pulse burn physics and some limited fluence 
for nuclear testing. 

The basic scheme is similar to that envisaged for the Tokamak Fusion 
Core Experiment (TFCX). We use lower-hybrid slow waves for current rarap-up 
at low density, as was demonstrated in the Princeton Large Torus (PLT), 
followed by densiflcation with pellets and auxiliary heating, and then 
sustain the current and burn with a long-inductive pulse of -liOO-s duration. 
Since the nominal plasma conditions during the flat top can approach those 
of the base case with an ion burn temperature (T > 20 keV) initially higher 

2 than were the <ov>. /T power density peaks at 10 keV, the fusion power and 
wall loading can actually be flat-topped for a while after the end of the OH 
pulse (during part of the current L/R decay) by suitably programming the 
density. In fact, with no OH inductive pulse at all, we could obtain a 
constant fusion power burn for about 300 s during the L/R decay of the 
current. 
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We have then two contingency schemes for possible pulsed operation of 
TIBER II: The first scheme is LH ramp up at low density plus an OH-driven 
flat top plus an L/R decay at constant fusion power. The second scheme is 
LH ramp up plus L/R decay at constant fusion power with no inductive coil 
swing. These scenarios are shown in Figs. 3 -2 and 3-3, respectively. In 
both cases, we maintain a constant fusion power ower the L/R decay by 
programming the operating beta 8 (via density control) to less than the 
maximum value B and allowing these values to converge at the end of the 
burn. Over the L/R decay, the current decays as I Q exp [-t/(L/R)], thus the 
operating beta via the Troyon formulation follows S Q exp [-t/(L/R)] for 
constant minor radius and b-field. In addition, if we wish to operate at 
constant fusion power (P f ) over the decay, then its maximum value is 
determined by the allowable 6 at the end of the L/R decay, where B = £„ 

max 0 
exp [—r/(L/R)] and T is the length of the burn over the L/R decay. The key 
point is to maximize the product of P f and T. This can be shown to occur 
if we select T - L/2R, i.e., one-half the L/R decay time for current or 
beta, or the effective L/R decay time for the fusion power, which is 
proportional to the square of beta. 

The baseline magnet set design described in Section 4 provides only 
-12 V-s of usable flux for OH-drive purposes. In an interim modification of 
the coils in the central core, we were able to extend the usable flux to 
-18 V«s to provide the 400-s of flat-top burn shown in Fig. 3 -2. when 
coupled with the 300-s L/R decay after the PF coils are fully charged, this 
can result in up to -700 s of total burn at constant fusion power. However, 
even if the fusion power is flat over this period, the temperature 
distributions in the blanket test modules will not be in steady-state. 
Current modifications to the magnet set have resulted in a possible 30 V-s 
of usable flux for startup or contingency current-drive purposes (see 
Section «). 

When using either of the operation scenarios of Figs 3-2 or 3 _3, there 
are cyclic stresses imposed on the PF and TF coils because of changing 
poloidal-field components (see the discussion in the following section). In 
the case of no OH drive, but only L/R pulses (Fig, 3-3), the PF coil 
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Figure 3-2. LH Ramp up, OH flat top, and L/R decay. 
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currents slowly vary over some fraction of their full steady-state values to 
maintain equilibrium. In the case with OH flat top (Fig. 3-2), the high-
field central "pusher" PF coil cycles over 100J of its full steady-state 
value, resulting in a smaller number of allowed cycles set by fatigue. 

Table 3~2 compares various quantities of interest for ETR performance 
in the pulsed-operation modes shown in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3. Also shown in the 
table is the baseline current-driven, steady-state case for 10 and 30? 
availability. All of these estimates are preliminary, and extensive further 
calculations are needed to refine and confirm our scenarios. Note that 
fatigue due to cyclic stresses will limit available fluence in the pulsed 
scenarios to considerably below the achievable values with steady state. 

p Nonetheless, a fluenee of 0.5 to 1 MW/m may still have value for some types 
of low-fluence nuclear testing, which is a subject to be considered by 
Argonne National Laboratory as part of the FY87 ETR studies. If nuclear 
testing value were considerably enhanced by, say, increasing the fluence 

2 2 
from 0.73 MW-yr/m to greater than 1 MW'yr/ra , then this could be achieved 
with the new 30 V-s modification of the central coil stack (see Section 4). 

3.5.2 Use of Inductive Current Drive to Initiate Current Ramp-up 

Even with the upper limit on the rate of current ramp-up of 1 MA/s (set 
by the plasma skin effect) and extensive use of ECH preionization, the 18 to 
30 V«s of flux available in TIBER II would be insufficient, in any case, to 
fully ramp up the current to 10 MA inductively. Using the final equilibrium 
plasma inductance of L - 1.3 uH, we would need L x 10 MA = 4.3 V*s minimum, 
to ramp up. The actual volt-seconds needed would, in fact, be significantly 
larger than this value because of high plasma resistance in the beginning of 
the discharge where the temperature is low. This necessitated the use of 
lower-hybrid initiation in the scenarios, above. However, as an option, we 
could use part of the TIBER II volt-second capability to initiate the plasma 
and ramp up the current part way (say, to -1 MA in -1 s, using up 6 to 12 

1 1 - 3 V*s), where the target-plasma parameters (n ;- 2 to 3 x 10 cm , Z ~_ 2, 
and f 2 ^ t 0 6 k e V w i t n 2 0 t 0 50 MW of auxiliary power) might be sufficient 
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Table 3~2. Operating scenarios for TI3ER II. (Machine operating life 
- 10 yr.) 

LH ramp up 
+ L/H decay 
(Fig- 3-3) 

LH ramp up, 
OH inductive 
flat top + 
L/R decay 
(Fig. 3-2) 

Current drive 
6 10? avail
ability 

Current drive 
S 30? avail
ability 

fusion 

(MW/M2) 

342 

2.3 

342 

2.3 

272 

1.8 

272 

'burn < s ) 302 721 Steady-atate 
<< maximum 

Steady-atate 
<< maximum 

Number of life
time cycles 25,000 11,000 cycles cycles 

Peak fluence 
(MH-yr/m2) 0.55 0.73 1.8 5.1 

Tritium consump
tion (kg/yr) 0.16 

Availability -4.8%l 

C.61 

-6.1?' 

1.5 

10% 

1.5 

30* 

50J of projected cycles to failure. 
Required to complete maximum number of cycles in the 10-yr lifetime. 
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for LH, ECH, or neutral beams to take over and begin to ramp up the current 
the rest of the way to 10 MA. Although more calculations are needed to 
determine if this is indeed so, it would appear now that (a) 5-CHz LH would 
work at this density to ramp up the remaining current with the greatest 
assurance, that (b) ECH at 165 GHz would probably work, and that (c) beams 
might work if their voltages could be temporarily reduced below 500 keV (at 
least based on recent TFTR negative-loop voltages under similar plasma 
parameters). However, because lower hybrid is not likely to drive 10 MA at 
the full steady-state density of 10 cm J , the latter two possibilities 
would allow the simplification of using one external auxiliary system 
(either ECH or beams) in conjunction with the inductive volt-second 
capability for both startup and steady state. 

Using our available inductive drive for initial current ramp up means 
that the required loop voltage will be a minimum of 6 to 10 V, causing an 
induction peaking at 1 Tesla/s in the pusher coil and about 0.35 Tesla/s in 
the TF coil for a period of about 1 s. Without bothering to take any well-
known available measures to reduce eddy-current losses in the TIBER II 
superconducting coils, such induced currents will generate on the order of 
10 to 20 MJ of resistive eddy-current losses in the coils and structure 
(about 4 to B% of the final inductive stored energy of the 10-MA plasma 
current). Much of this eddy dissipation is in the cryogenic steel coil 
cases and structures and will appear as additional cryoplant load within a 
few minutes after the inductive pulse. (A 50-kW cryoplant will absorb most 
of this heat before the end of the expected 300-s current-drive ramp up to 

1 10 MA, or else an extra 10 liter helium reserve, stored before the 
inductive pulse, can be pumped through the coils.) As for the more 
immediate effects on coil cryostability, the local eddy-current dissipation 
within the presently designed superconductors will be a maximum of about 

3 
50 mJ/cm of helium contained within the cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) 
(in the pusher coil), which is several times less than the allowed heat 
pulse to maintain superconductivity. More detailed analysis is required, 
and design measures to mitigate most of the eddy-current heating are 
available, if needed. 
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3.6 CYCLIC STRESS CONSIDERATIONS 

3.6.1 Introduction 

The possible inclusion of ohraic heating experiments in TIBER II will 
result in alternating stress cycles in main load-bearing components. High-
stress areas, such as the pusher-coil conductor sheath, TF-coil case, and 
TF-eoil conductor sheath are subject to sufficiently high alternating loads 
that fatigue life calculations are required. 

The pusher-coil design uses the CICC conductor configuration, where 
the Lorent2 forces are primarily hoop strains that are supported by the 
conductor sheath material. The sheath material will be the iron-base 
superalloy JBK-75 or its equivalent. The initial design calls for a magnet 
consisting of three grades with a full-f:eld (14-T) operational stress In 
the sheath of 689 MPa. 

Ohmie heating experiments will require the "swinging" of the pusher 
coil from 0 to 14 T. The "field-off" stress in the sheath is zero, giving a 
cyclic stress of 689 MPa. The effects of thermal strains and self loading 
have been ignored. 

The TF coil design is less well developed, particularly with respect 
to the anticipated operational loads. To approximate the fatigue life, we 
assume that the CICC configuration will be employed using conductor cable, 
materials and conductor dimensions similar to those of the pusher coll. Me 
assume that the conductor case is approximately 76 mm thick and constructed 
of 316 LN stainless steel. Load paths in the TF coils are complicated and 
not well understood at this time. For this analysis, we assume load sharing 
between the case and magnet pack, with the sheath maximum stress at 689 MPa 
and the coil case at 652 MPa (approximately two-thirds yield for 316 LN). 

Swinging of the PF coil will result in varying overturning loads In 
the TF coils. During the PF coil "field-off" period, the resolved tensile 
loads in the TF coil would drop approximately 25$. Thus, the TF coil case 
would see an alternating stress of 163 MPa and the TF sheath, 172 MPa. 
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3.6.2 Predictions of Fatigue Life 

To calculate fatigue life, some assumptions of the starting state of 
the structural materials must be made. In general, smooth samples that do 
not contain imperfections, such as cracks, notches, or machining marks, can 
sustain millions of stress cycles at alternating stress levels below their 
yield strength. However, in practice, we must assume that processing, such 
as welding and machining, will leave discontinuities in the material that 
act as stress raisers. For the purposes of this calculation, ue assumed 
that such flaws pre-exist in arbitrary shapes. 

The removal and repair of such flaws requires that they can be 
detected. The lower limits of detection are often used to set maximum flaw 
sizes for the purposes of fatigue calculation. It is generally assumed that 
austenitic steels are difficult to survey with methods such as eddy current 
and ultra-sonic inspection. The process is further complicated by oriented 
micro- structures (welds) and by changes in section thickness, shape, or 
composite components, such as the CICC. We anticipate that flaws of 
approximately 10$ of the section thickness can be readily detected using 
state-of-the-art equipment. Detection may approach 5$ using specialized 
equipment and a sufficient number of calibration trials. 

Given the load cycle, initial crack size, and geometry, ani 
approximation of the fatigue life of a component is relatively 
straightforward. For this investigation, we employ classical fracture 
mechanics and crack growth-rate laws. 

3.6.2.1 Pusher Coil Sheath. The service conditions and the mechanical 
properties of the JBK-75 sheath are as follows: 

yield strength = 1250 MPa (4.2 K). 
1 /2 fracture toughness = 110 MPa-m (1.2 K). 

max.mum tensile stress = 689 MPa. 
minimum tensile stress = 0 MPa. 
operating temperature 4.2 K. ! 
sheath thickness = 2.80 mm. 

a 
y 
1c 

o max 
o . 
min T op 
t 
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We assumed tha t sharp, e l l i p t i c a l (thumbnail) cracks ex i s t and are 10? 
of the wall th ickness . Sheath f a i l u r e i s defined as through-wall cracks or 
crack lengths s u f f i c i e n t to cause f rac ture r e s u l t i n g from loading in excess 
of the m a t e r i a l ' s f r ac tu re toughness. 

From c l a s s i c a l f r ac tu re mechanics, unstable crack growth occurs when 
i n i t i a l flaws of s i z e a n grow to a crack length of a . The term a i s 
determined by 

K ? c Q 

C r 1.21 no* m 

where 

K. = f r ac tu re toughness, 
Q = flaw shape parameter, 
o = maximum applied load, and 
1.21ir = geometrical s t r e s s concentrat ion constant for e l l i p t i c a l 

c racks . 

The flaw-shape parameter Q i s a function determined by the aspect 
r a t i o of the e l l i p t i c a l flaw. Values for t h i s function have been solved and 

2 2 2 
a re shown in Fig. 3-4, where Q - £ - 0.212 (a/o ) , and $ i s a complex 
flaw-shape parameter. For a worst-case approximation, a flaw-shape 
parameter of 1 i s assumed. Solving, a = 6.70 mm. 

The c r i t i c a l flaw s i z e for unstable crack propagation i s l a rge r than 
the sheath th ickness , giving a leak-before-break f a i l u r e c r i t e r i a (2.80 mm). 
The s t r e s s i n t e n s i t y a t an i n i t i a l flaw s i ze of 0.280 mm i s 

/iT2T ira 
0 ( o j = 22.5 MPa.m 1 / 2 . (3-3) 

Q v m 

The f l uc tua t ing s t r e s s i n t e n s i t y AK is 

AK = K - K . 
max min 
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Figure 3-4. Calculated values of the flaw shape parameter for elliptical 
cracks. 
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such that 

AK = 22.5 HPa-m 1 / 2 . (3-1) 

The fatigue crack growth rates in many engineering materials are 
dependent on the ratio of the minimum stress over the maximum stress. This, 
dependence is usually expressed in terms of an R ratio defined as 

R - jjEiS . (3-5) 
max 

In general, fatigue crack growth rates are plotted as log da/dN vs 
log AK. Figure 3-5 shows an idealized da/dn vs AK curve. Three regiQns of 
crack growth can be identified. Region II is an area in whioh log da/dn vs 
log AK has a linear dependence and can be expressed by the Paris Law 
da/dn = CAK™, where m is the slope of the log da/dn va log AK curve, and C 
is a constant. 

Region III is where the stress intensity approaches the fracture 
toughness of the material and unstable rapid crack growth occurs. Region I 
is where the applied stress intensity approaches AK below which crack-
closure mechanisms operate, preventing crack growth. 

il C 

Liaw and Logsdon ' have developed 1.2 K crack-growth curves for JBK-
75 weld and base metal (see F ig . 3 -6) . For R r a t i o s of 0.1 , the values of M 
and C are 

M C 
Base metal 2.696 3.10 * 1 0 ~ 1 2 

Weld metal 2.73 5.286 x 1 0 _ 1 2 

The value of AK, determined using Eq. (3 -1 ) , i nd ica te s tha t we are in 
Region-II crack growth and can apply the Par i s Law. The Par i s Law can be 
in tegra ted to solve for the number of cycles to f a i l u r e (N). Then, 

2 1 1 
N " tZ 9\rt*\*/2 A m

 a < m " 2 > / 2 " a

 ( m ~ 2 ) / 2 ' C 3 _ 6 ) 

(m - 2)C(S) Ao S.Q a c r 

where: 
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Figure 3-5. Generalized fatigue crack growth behavior for engineering 
materials. 
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Figure 3-6. Fatigue crack growth behavior of JBK-75 base and weld metal at 
H.2 K modified from Ref. 5. Temperature = 1 K. 
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S = a geometric factor accounting for crack shape 
= 1.21TT for an elliptical crack, and 

Ao - the cyclic stress amplitude. 

Solving, 

N - 29,500 cycles for the base metal, and 

N - 16,800 cycles for the weld. 

The fatigue life of the pusher coil is a strong function of the cyclic 
stress amplitude Aa. This dependence is shown in Fig. 3~7. For our 
calculation, we assumed that the initial flaw size, wall thickness, and 
mechanical properties remain the same, while only Au is varied. 

3.6.2.2 TF Coll Sheath. The service conditions for the TF coil sheath are 
lo\ 

• 
*S: 

o - 689 MPa. max 
• a , - 516 MPa. mln 
• T - 4.2 K. op 
t t - 2.80 mm. 
We assumed that the TF-coil sheath will be given a thermal-mechanical 

processing similar to the pusher-coll material. Therefore, the same 
mechanical properties and fatigue-erack-growth constants can be applied. 

As previously discussed, AK can be calculated using Eqs. (3~3) and 
1 /2 (3-U) by plugging values of a „ and o . . Then, AK - 5.7 MPa-m 

Using the high-cycle data of Liaw and Logsdon ' (see Fig. 3-8), it 
can be shown that the TF-coil sheath stress intensity 13 below AK ., and 
fatigue craok growth will not occur. 

3.6.2.3 TF Coll Case. The service conditions and mechanical properties of 
the 316 LN coil ease are as follows: 

• a - 978 MPa (H.2 K). 
• K,_ - 229 MPa-m 1 / 2 (1.2 K). 
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Figure 3-7. Number of cycles to failure of the pusher ooil sheath as a 
function of cyclic stress amplitude. 
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Figure 3~8. Near-threshold fatigue crack growth rates for JBK-75 at 4.2 K, 
modified from Ref. 5. 
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o = 652 MPa. max 
• <j . = 4 8 6 MPa. mm 
• 
• 

T = 4 . 2 K. 
OP _? 

t = 7 .62 x 10 m. 
As previously discussed, we can determine a , AK, and N using an 

elliptical initial flaw equal to 10% of the wall thickness (7.62 * 10 m ) . 
Then, 

a - 0.0325 m (less than wall thickness resulting in a eatastrophic--
failure scenario), and 

AK = 27 MPa-m 1 / 2 (Paris law regime). 

Crack growth-rate data have been developed for 316 LN base metal at 1.2 K 
(see Fig. 3~9). Comparable data for weld performance are not available. 
For the base plate, C = 7.56 » 10 J and M = 3.26. Solving for the fatigue 
life, N = 1.89 * 10 5 cycles. 

3.6.1 Discussion 

The TIBER-I1 ohmic heating capability is clearly limited by the 
fatigue life of the pusher-coil sheath. Crack-growth resistance in the 
Paris law regime is relatively insensitive to changes in microstructure. 
Fatigue properties tend to scale with ultimate tensile strength; however, 
different thermal-mechanical heat treatments may not significantly improve 
JBK-75 performance. There appears to be little room for improved strength 
in JBK-75 without major chemistry modifications. 

Alternative materials may have improved fatigue properties; however, 
the required compatibility with the Nb_Sn heat treatment severely restricts 
our choice of alloy. Furthermore, the unusual heat treatments employed and 
the 4.2 K service temperature effectively reduce the data base to zero, 
requiring extensive testing. 
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Figure 3-9. Fatigue crack growth rates for 316 LN base plate at 1.2 K 
modified from Ref. 6. 
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If the alloy choice Is restricted to JBK-75, performance can be 
optimized in two ways. First, seam welds can be eliminated by insertion of 
the conductor into seamless tubing. Careful quality control during tube 
production would reduce initial flaw size, and advantage could be taken of 
the higher fatigue resistance of the base metal. Second, the cyclic 
stresses In the sheath can be reduced by either reducing the maximum or by 
raising the minimum stress. The former can be achieved by increasing the 
magnet size at a possible cost penalty. The latter is achievable by ramping 
the magnet down to some intermediate field, rather than going to zero. 

Our analysis of the pusher-coil performance considers only the effects 
of hoop stresses. In actual operation, the pusher coil may be constructed 
such that it transmits the centering loads to the bucking post. Under such 
conditions, the cyclic stress may be quite different than that of a "free
standing" coil. An analysis of the pusher-coil stresses and strains would 
be required to predict the fatigue life. 

As a note of caution, transmitting centering loads through the coil 
may put the coil into a state of compressive stress during part of the 
magnet ramp. While compressive stresses alone do not cause fatigue crack 
propagation, large compressive stress cycles on top of a cyclic tensile 
stress will severely shorten the life span. The phenomenon can be explained 
as follows. 

A tensile stress will cause a fatigue crack to propagate a short 
distance. A region of plastic deformation will occur at the crack tip, 
which will blunt the tip causing arrest during that stress cycle. During 
release of tensile load, the plastically deformed region, which is 
constrained by elastically loaded bulk material, will be forced into a state 
of compressive stress. Reverse plasticity occurs at the crack tip, thus 
resharpening the crack for further growth during the next tensile load. 

However, a severe compressive load will also create a small region of 
plastic deformation at the crack tip. As in the previous instance, release 
of the load will result in a stress field being set up in the plastically 
deformed region. This time, the stress field is tensile. Thus, the crack 
is always growing into a region of material that has tensile prestress, the 
worst possible case from the standpoint of fatigue-damage tolerance. 

The preceding discussion and calculations serve only as a rough guide 
against which TIBER II ohmic heating capability can be assessed. Detailed 
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stress analyses (including transmitted loads and the effects of insulating 
materials, diagnostic ports, and helium connections) would be required to 
make more exacting fatigue calculations. 

3.7 DEGRADED PERFORMANCE OPTIONS 

Efficient current drive requires high plasma temperatures (T = 26 to 
27 keV and T. = 17 to 39 keV--see the current-drive options of Section 2). 
Here, we pose the following question: What are the plasma engineering 
implications if, for some unspecified reason, we should not be able to 
maintain such high plasma temperatures in the machine? 

We can see immediately that in reducing the ion temperature to the 
range envisaged by the other, more conventional ETRs (see Sect on 3.8), 
i.e., -7 to 10 keV, that the electron temperature would follow T. downward, 
the density would increase for constant beta (at constant 1 = 1 0 MA), and 
the current-drive power would increase significantly by virtue of low T and 
high n . Although the fusion power (P ) increases because T. is nearer 
its optimum value in the <ov>/T. curve, the overall effect is a lower Q 
value due to the large increase in current-drive power. 

One possible contingency is to note that, as T. decreases, P„ 
i fus 

Increases; therefore, we could reduce our requirement on plasma current (and 
thus beta) and still salvage a reasonable case with reasonable current-drive 
Power, Accordingly, we refine our question to the following: What are the 
implications if we cannot sustain an ion temperature >12 keV but still 
require both a wall loading greater than or equal to our minimum performance 
requirement and reasonable current-drive powers of the same order as our 
high-temperature options? From Section 3.3, our minimum performance 

2 requirement for neutron wall loading was -1 MW/m . 
As a baseline for comparison purposes, we take the ECH + LH current-

drive variant from Section 2; this case is listed in the first column of 
Table 3-3 and exhibits a fusion power (P ) of 272 MW, a current drive 

I US 
power (P ) of 54 MW, a Q of 5.1, and a peak wall load of 1.3 MW/m . If we 
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Table 3-3. Degraded performance option at lower plasma 
temperature for the ECH + LH current-drive variant. 

Parameti er 
Base c a s e 

( I = 10 MA) ( I 
Degraded o p t i o n 

= 6 .44 MA a t 12 keV) 

I (MA) 10 6 .44 

T. (keV) 17 12 .0 

T (keV) 
e 20 • n (10 u m e • 3 ) 

27 

1.1 

1 8 . 5 

1.1 

P f (MW) 272 149 

P c d (MW) 54 4 6 . 7 

Q 5.1 3 .19 

r (MW/m2) 

0 .06 

1.8 

0 .039 

1.01 

\ d ( A / W ) 0 ,185 0 . 1 3 8 

H a 1.3 1.8 

Confinement operating-point control, where T„ - H x T „ 
L-mode 

were to drop the operating temperature from T, * 17 keV to T * 12 keV at a 
constant 10-MA plasma current, then the new operating point would exhibit 
P f u s - 356 MW, P - 110 MW, Q - 3.2, and r - 2.41 MW/m 2, certainly a 
deleterious increase in current-drive power. Consequently, to meet our 
requirements of reasonable current-drive power (- base case) and wall 
loading (>1 MW/ra ) at a constrained ion temperature <A2 keV, we note that, 
at constant E-field, our wall loading is proportional to the square of the 
plasma current I because beta is proportional to I via the Troyon 

1/2 formulation. Thus, we can reduce I by the ratio of (1/2.4) from 10 MA to 
p 

6.44 MA and still obtain a peak wall loading -1 MW/m . The degraded 
performance case is shown in the second column of Table 3-3. Although the 
current drive efficiency decreases, so does the required driven current; 
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hence, the current-drive power is still of the same order as that of the 
base case. We note also that, although the temperature decreases, the 
density is still well below the Murakami limit because beta also decreases 
with the lower plasma current. 

Accordingly, although high plasma temperatures are highly desirable 
for efficient current drive and high wall loadings, it would still be 
possible to achieve a reasonable current-driven base case at -12 keV if we 
were unable to attain such high temperatures in the machine. We should 
note, however, that at the present time, we have no reason to believe that 
we will be unable to achieve successful, high-temperature operation in 
TIBER II. 

3.8 COMPARISON OF NATIONAL ETR STUDIES 

3.8.1 Introduction 

At present there are five separate national or international ETR 
conceptual-design studies in progress. The studies are as follows: 

• TIBER II (U.S.)—a compact, 3 _m major radius, steady-state tokamak 
with a range of current-drive options. TIBER II has a moderately 
high end-of-life fluence goal. 7 

• FER (Japan)—a 5.2-m, pulsed, inductive tokamak with conservative 
design performance and low-wall loading. FER has a low end-of-
life fluenee goal. 

• NET (European community) — a 5.2-m pulsed, inductive tokamak 
envisaged to be the only step between JET and the DEMO/IFF. NET 
has a moderate end-of-life fluence goal. 

Q 

• OTB (U.S.S.R.)—a 6.2-m, pulsed, inductive tokamak designed to 
demonstrate electricity and fissile-fuel production with complete 
tritiuir. self-sufficiency in the final phase. OTR has a high end-
of-life fluence goal. 

• INTOR (IAEA) ' —an effort involving international consensus to 
define the requirements of the next major experimental tokamak 
installation. The current phase {Phase 2A, part II) has 
emphasized the resolution of critical issues and has re-evaluated 
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the physics and engineering data bases. The current reference 
design (as opposed to an engineered point design) is a ll.9-m, 
pulsed, inductive machine. INTOR researchers are currently 
considering several innovative design modifications. 

In this section, we compare and contrast the major features of TIBER 
II with those of the other devices. The following Information represents 
the latest available data as of August, 1986. All five studies are ongoing, 
and all designs are subject to change as the studies mature. Table 3-Jt 
compares the general parameters of each ETR; Table 3-5 compares the detailed 
physics attributes. We have chosen the ECH + LH current-drive variant of 
TIBER II (see Table 3-5) for these comparisons. In the text that follows, 
we outline the philosophy of each machine. Including principal objectives, 
physics basis, operating characteristics, operating scenarios, tritium-
supply rationale, and testing goals. 

3.8.2 TIBER II (U.S.) 

3.8.2.1 Objectives. TIBER II i s a compact, noninductive, current-driven, 
steady-state ETR for the qualification and testing of reactor-relevant 
physics and components in a reactor-relevant configuration to meet the basic 
performance requirements of the next step. This includes: 

« Testing of components. 
2 

• Testing of materials (to moderate-high fluences of -3 MW yr/sn , 
• Testing of tritium and energy extraction under reactor conditions. 
• Demonstration of (remote) maintainability. 
• Demonstration of plant reliability/availability. 
• Demonstration of safe, reliable, and environmentally acceptable 

operation. 
Current U.S. studies are conducted with the philosophy that the ETR 
engineering and construction project will be an international effort. 
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Table 3-4. The National ETR studies—general parameters. 

OTfi FEB TIBER II 
(U.S.S.R.) (Japan) (U.S.) 

a,b NET" 
(EC) 

INTORu 

(IAEA) 

Fusion power (MH) 

Major radius (m) 

External heating power (MW) 

Peak/avecage neutron wall load 
(MW/m ) 

2 End-of-life fiuence goal (MW-yr/m ) 5 

Final phase availability goal 60 to 70? 

520 297 272 600(900) 570 

6.2 5.2 3-0 5.18(5.4) 4.9 

50 f/<3O g 50h 541 50 J 40 j 

600/0.90 2000/0. 37 Steady-
state 

600/0.9 200/0.7 
(400/0.9) 

1.2/0.8 0.88/0.68 1.8/1.2 1.0k (1.4k) 1.3k 

Final-phase tritium consumption 
(kg/yr) 

18 

0.3 
m 

3.0 

30* 

4.5 

Final-phase tritium breeding ratio -1.05 

0.8"1 

25? 

7.7 

-0.4 

0.3 to 3 
25* 
6.1 

>0.6 

Preliminary parameters. 
The ECH + LH current-drive variant of TIBER II is chosen for these comparisons. 
Plasma Phase-I parameters shown in parentheses. 
INT0R Phase 2A, Part II (1985). 
Absorbed by plasma. 
During startup. 

^During burn phase. 
50 MW of RF for heating to ignition; 10 MW of LH for current maintenance during 
transformer recharge. 
J For current drive. For heating to ignition. 
Average only. 

1 2 
0.8 MW-yr/m Is the fluenoe goal; machine will be designed for a limit of 2 3 MW-yr/m . ra. To be determined. 
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Table 3-5, The National ETR studies—physics parameters. 

Parameter 
OTFT FER 

(U.S.S.R.) (Japan) 
TIBER 11' 
(U.S.) 

NET 
(EC) 

INTOtT 
(IAEA) 

Major radius R (m) 

Minor radius a (m) 

Elongation < 

Triangularity & 

0 max 

Plasma current (MA) 

Beta scaling factor g 

<e> 
<Ti> (keV) 
<n > (10 2 0 uT 3) 

19 Murakami parameter-* M (10 m /T) 

Energy confinement scaling 

Ignition margin at <T.> 

~*MHD 

6.a 5.2 3.0 5 .18(5 .4 ) 4.9 

1.5 1.12 0 .834 d 1 . 3 5 ( 1 . 7 ) e 1.2 

1.5 1.5 2 . i a d 2 . 1 8 ( 2 . 1 8 ) 6 1.6 

0.3 
__t 0.55 d 0 .65 (0 .65 ) ' 3 _J 

5.6/11 5.3/12 6/14 5/11.4 
(4 .8 /11 .4 ) 

5.5/11 

8.2 5.9 1 0 . 0 B 10.8(15) 8.0 

3.1 4.0 4.0 3-5 4.0 

0.03 0.04 0.06 0 .056(0.065) 0.049 

7.5 10 17 1 10 10 

1.7 1.43 1.1 1.56 1.4 

16 14 N/A k 16 see (1) 

- 1 K T - 1 0 ) H-raode Kaye-
Goldston" 

ASDEX 
H-mode 

see (o) 

1.1 

2.r 

> i 

2 .3 

N/A p 2 .9 (4 .3) > 1 

3 . 9 r 2 . 1 q ( 2 . 2 q ) 1.9C 

Impurity cont ro l 
(poloidal d ive r to r ) 

S ing le -
nu l l 

S ing le -
nu l l 

Double-
nu l l 

Double-
nu l l 

Single-
nu l l 

Toroidal f i e l d r i p p l e a t plasma 
edge {%) 

1.0 0.75 0.94 1,5(2.8) 1.2 

See next page for notes . 
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Notes for Table 3-5: 
Preliminary parameters. 
Plasma Phase-I parameters shown in parentheses. 

CINTOH Phase 2A, Part II (1985). 
Shape at 95? flux surface. 
Shape at null point. f Not defined, 

g5.1 HA from ECH + H.6 MA from LH. 
Troyon coefficient g, where <3 i t > •= gl/aB 
For TIBER II, <B > is set at 0.75 of <B ,.> , max crit 
Electron temperature for TIBSH II is 21 keV. 

J M - <n (10 1 9 m'3) > R.(m)/Bn(T). k 0 0 
Uses Greenwald limit, where <n > = 0.75 K<J>. , max 
Not quoted; INTOR suggests that current experimental limits of 10 to 16 are 
too stringent for reactors by a factor of 1.5 to 2. 

""Assumed to be ASDEX H-mode; T_. » 2 s. 
With H-mode enhancement of 1,3 for divertor operation. 
INTOR requires t. » 1 J s for ignition. Kaye-Goldston scaling with no H-
mode enhancement would yield -0.7 s; ASDEX H-mode would yield -1 s, 
TIBER II is current-driven and, therefore, runs in a driven mode with 
-48 MW of dissipated HF power; it operates under a controlled ignition-burn 
condition with Q = 6.2. q Equivalent cylindrical safety factor. 

r 
"edge* 
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3.6.2.2 Physics Basis. 
• Operating mode: 
• Confinement scaling: 

Beta scaling: 

Density limit: 

Current drive: 

Disruption and profile control: 

Steady-state, current-driven. 
Kaye-Goldston with H-mode 
enhancement of <2 for divertor 
operation. Burn control of 
operating point sets H-mode 
enhancement to 1.3. 
<B ..> » t I/aB crit 
<B > = 0.75 <B .«.>. max orit 
Either <B > limit at max T. l 
Greenwald limit, where <n e.max 
= 0.75 *<J>. 
Various options, including 
neutral beams and ECH + LH. 
Multifrequeney ECRH (da/a « 20%) 

used to control J(r) and to 
stabilize sawteeth at q - 1 
surface and disruptions at q » 2 
surface. 

3.8.2.3 Phases of Operation. See Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6. Phases of Operation. 

Phase II III 

Duration (calendar years) 

Emphasis Hydrogen 
checkout 

Availability (?) 15 

Annual tritium consumption (kg/yr) 

End-of-llfe 11|MeV fluence 
(MW*yr/m ) goal 

2 10 

DT operation Engineering 
verification testing 

10 

1.5 

30 

1.5 

>3 
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3.8.2.1! Tritium Supply Philosophy. The only assured cominercial supply of 
tritium is from Ontario Hydro of Canada. Depending on their commercial 
sales to other non-fusion users, TIBER II can burn tritium at the rate of 
-2.2 to 3.7 kg/yr beginning in 1999, to reduce the Canadian inventory to 
zero at the end of a 10-yr operating life. At current commercial prices 
(~$10 million per kg), operating costs would be tens of millions of dollars 
per year. To offset some or all of this cost, we may wish to provide 
several low-technology, low-temperature baseload tritium breeding blankets 
in the machine. We do not rely on any tritium availability from the 
reactor-relevant test blankets in the machine. Further information on 
tritium supply for TIBER II is given in Section 3.4 above. 

3.8.2.5 Testing Philosophy. For main objectives, see Section 3.8.2.1, 
above. The detailed testing philosophy is still under study. 

3.8.2.6 Plasma Heating. See heating philosophy under physics basis above. 
Current-drive powers for the ECH + LH variant are 35 • 19 - 54 MW. See 
Section ^ for discussion of current-drive options. 

3.8.3 WET (European Community) 

3.8.3.1 Objectives. NET will demonstrate the feasibility of fusion energy 
production in a plant that integrates the essential technologies of a 
reactor as the only intermediate step between JET and the DEMO. Specific 
mission objectives are: 

• Controlled ignition. 
• Extended (up to 1000 s) and reproducible burn pulses. 
• Selection and qualification of design concepts that also meet the 

basic performance requirements of DEMO. 
• Testing of materials and components in an integrated fusion-

reactor environment. 
• Testing of tritium and energy extraction under reactoi—relevant 

conditions. 
• Demonstration jf maintainability of a fusion reactor. 
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• Demonstration of plant reliability at levels relevant to DEMO. 
• Demonstration of the safe and environmentally acceptable operation 

of a fusion reactor-like plant. 

3.8.3.2 Physics Basis. 
• Operating mode: Inductive drive, pulsed; burn pulse length 

-600 s. 
• Confinement scaling: T£ (S) = 0.1 l(MA) R 0(m) (ASDEX H-mode). 
• Beta scaling: < 6crit > = 3' 5 I / a B 

max crit 
• Density limit: From beta limit at T. = 1 0 keV or Murakami 

limit, where <n > = 16 B/Rn. e.max 0 

3.8.3.3 Phases of Operation. Operations (see Table 3-7) is in stages, 
from a maximum of physics capability and flexibility (plasma phase I 
foroptimized plasma performance) to a maximum of the NET technological 
potential (phases III and IV), The plasma Phase I is an initial stage 
involving only the basic machine and the plasma facing components, with an 
ignition margin 50? higher than that in the reference engineering 
configuration. 

3.8.3-^ Tritium Supply Philosophy. The tritium supply will be from 
external sources during Phases I and II, During Phase III (and IV) in-situ 
breeding with a TBS of 0.3 to 0.H (0.8) will be required. In particular, a 
total of -6 kg from blanket and -20 kg from external sources are needed for 
Phases I, II, and III. 

3.8.3.5 Testing Philosophy. During the Phases I, II and III, the basic 
5 machine and the auxiliary equipment will have been subject to 10 operating 

cycles during 13 calendar years. Extensive experience and reliability data 
will be obtained during prolonged operation (up to one year) at 25$ average 
availability. 

Materials samples and full blanket segments will have been Irradiated 
to 10 to 15 DPA in a fusion environment. At least two blanket concepts will 
be tested in parallel. 
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Table 3 -7. NET operation phases. 

Plasma I II III _IV(Optional) 

Duration (calendar years) 

a 2 Fluenee (MW-yr/m ) 

Integral operation time (days) 

No. of pulses (« 10 ) 

Breeding ratio required 

14 7 To be defined on the 
basis of machine 
reliability 

0.1 0.7 (-2) 

70 300 (-700) 

4 5 (-10) 

0.3 to 0.4 (-0.8) 

a 2 
Baaed on an average wall loading of 1 MW/m . 

Typical continuous operation to characterize a blanket concept at one 
operating condition is 10 days. Integral operating time for full 
characterization of a blanket concept ia 3 months (-0.2 MW-yr/m ). Blanket, 
first-wall, and associated components are removed from the top using an 
oblique withdrawal method. 

3.8.3.6 Plasma Heating. Provision is provided for 50 HW of RF power for 
heating to ignition. 

3.8.4 FER (JAPAN) 

3.8.4.1, Objectives. 

• To demonstrate a self-ignited, long-burn plasma. 
• To demonstrate the engineering feasibility of a fusion reactor. 
• To demonstrate essential reactor-relevant technologies. 
• To take a reasonable step from present experiments and 

technologies and be flexibly designed to permit staged progress to 
reach objectives. 
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3.8,4.2 Physics Basis. 

• Operating mode: Pulsed, quasi-steady-state (2000-s burn) 
inductive drive (noninductive current drive 
during start up and recharge of 
transformer). 

• Confinement scaling: H-mode (assumed ASDEX H-mode); !„ « 2 s. 
• Beta scaling: < 6crit > = ^ I / a B 

max Mcrlt 
« Density limit: Murakami limit, where <n m a x> - 1 4 B/flQ. 
• Safety factor: q1 » 1.8 (q e ( j - 2.3) 
• Impurity control: poloidal divertor, single null. 
• TF ripple: <0.75«. 

3.8.4.3 Phases of Operation. The objectives of FER are expected to be 
achieved under staged operation. The first stage will be devoted to plasma 
performance test3; the second stage is for engineering tests, such as the 
breeding blanket test. The details are under investigation. 

3.8.4.4 Tritium Supply Philosophy. For an end-of-life fluence of 
2 0.3 MW-yr/m and a fusion power of 300 MW, the total tritium consumption is 

-5 kg. The tritium supply will be available from external sources; no in 
situ breeding is planned for tritium supply purposes. 

3.8.4.5 Testing Philosophy. The lifetime fluence of 0.3 MW-yr/m2 is 
determined as the minimum reasonable level for engineering testing of 
components; this would exclude irradiation effects on structural materials. 

3.8.4.6 Plasma Heating. The baseline option is 50 MW of flF heating (ICRF 
or LHRF); high-energy NBI is a backup option. LH (-10 MW) is used for 
current maintenance during transformer recharge. ECRH is used for startup 
assist. 
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3.8.5 OTR (U.S.S.R) 

3.8.5.1 Objectives. 
• Demonstrate safe and reliable electricity generation and nuclear 

fuel production by a hybrid fusion test reactor with complete 
tritium self-supply in the final phase. 

• Acquire experience in the design, construction, and maintenance 
under operating conditions close to those in a commercial reactor. 

• Serve as a basis for scientific and engineering research in fusion 
reactors. 

• Test materials and verify principal engineering solutions for a 
commercial reactor. (See Section 3.8.5.5, below.) 

Although OTR is presently conceived as a hybrid ETR, the Soviets fully 
appreciate that any international ETR project would be concerned with a pure 
fusion device. 

3.8.5.2 Physios Basis. 
• Operating mode: pulsed, inductive drive; burn pulse length 

- 600 s. 
2.75 -1 « Confinement scaling: T„ - <n>qIR T a (T-10 scaling). 

Beta scaling: <0 > - 3.1 I/aB 
Hmax Hcrit 

• Density limit from beta limit at T - 8 keV or Murakami 
limit.where <n > - 16 B/Rrt max 0 

• Pressure profile is MHD stable; and q, - 2.1. 

3.8.5.3 Phases of Operation. Three phases of OTR operation are plannej, as 
shown in Table 3-8. 

• Phase 1 - physics and start-up experiments with hydrogen plasma. 
• Phase 2 - burn and ignition studies (including some engineering 

experiments) with deuterium-tritium plasma. 
• Phase 3 - full-scale, life-time tests at the first wall .oad of 

-0.8 MW/m 2. 
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Table 3-8. OTR operation phases. 

Total 

Duration (calendar years) 

Average availability 

Fluence (MW-yr/m2) 

Integrated operating time (days) -150 
ii Number of pulses {* 10 ) 

Total tritium consumption (kg) 

Annual tritium consumption (kg/yr) 

1} 1* 7 15 

0.1 0.1 t o 0, .3 0 .6 t o 0. ,7 

— 0.8 4 .3 -5 

150 -360 -1800 -2300 

-2 -5 -23 -30 

— 28 128 158 

— 7 18 

3.8.5.4 Tritium Supply Philosophy. For Phases 2 and 3, the reactor will be 
configured for self-sufficiency in tritium. However, In the initial stage 
of operation of Phase 2, supply from an external source could compensate 
tritium inventory accumulation in the reactor (in blanket, in tritium system 
components, including storage, in pumps, etc.) totaling about 5 kg. In the 
beginning of Phase 3, about 2 kg of additional tritium should be supplied 
from the external source to compensate for increased tritium storage 
(equivalent to -1-month consumption). A breeding ratio of -1.05 will be 
required in the final phase. The large tritium consumption (18 kg/yr) in 
the final phase is due to the high assumed availability (-60 to 70?). 

3.8.5.5 Testing Philosophy. Investigations in OTR are scheduled to be 
performed in three phases, each one being addressed to definite priority 
directions (sec above). In Phases 1 and 2 start up, physics as well aa some 
engineering experiments with hydrogen and deuterium-tritium plasma are 
planned in the regimes considerably different from the base regime of the 
reactor. 
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In Phase 3, the main objectives are: 
• Feasibility demonstration of reliable and safe electricity and 

nuclear fuel production by a fusion reactor with complete self-
supply of tritium. Tritium and plutonium generation rates in the 
final phase are estimated at -18 kg/yr and -200 kg/yr, 
respectively. 

• Maintenance experience under operating conditions close to those 
in a oommercial reactor. 

• Testing of materials and verification of principal engineering 
solutions for commercial fusion power reactors. Demonstrated 
availability at this phase should be increased to a range of 0.6 
to 0.7. 

At the same time, OTR should be used as a testing facility for lifetime 
evaluation of alternative technologies, materials, and structures in a 
series of test channels, in particular, contacting the plasma. 

3.8.5.6 Plasma Heating. Power during startup to ignition (6 to 10 s) 
« 50 MW. Contingency power during burn (600 s) 3hould .Ignition not be 
reached < 30 MW, 

3.8.6 INTOR (IAEA) 

3.8.6.1 Objectives. INTOR Is viewed as the single major experiment in the 
tokamak program between the present generation of large tokamaks {TFTR, JET, 
JT-60, and T-15) and the generation of demonstration reactors (DEMOs). The 
programmatic objectives for INTOR are: 

• Demonstration of a plasma physics performance, which can be 
extrapolated to DEMO conditions, and in particular, the 
containment of a controlled D T plasma for long pulse lengths at 
optimum plasma parameters. 

• Testing and development of reactor materials and components; 
demonstration of their operation at high availability and 
reliability under conditions approaching those required for DEMO. 

• Demonstration of the Integration of all necessary components into 
an overall reactor system that can be safely and remotely 
maintained. 
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• Investigation of electricity generation and tritium breeding in 
INTOR in a local structure that is prototypical of DEMO. 

3.8.6.2 Technical Objectives. The technical objectives of IMOR have been 
developed to support the achievement of the programmatic objectives while 
being consistent with the anticipated technical basis for the design and 
construction of such an experiment to initially operate in the mid- to late 
1990s. The technical objectives are: 

• Reactor-relevant mode of operation. 
1. Ignited DT plasma. 
2. Controlled burn pulse of >100 s. 

-2 
3. Reactor-level particle and heat fluxes (P > 1 H H I I ). 
4. Optimized plasma performance. 
5. Duty cycle >J0%. 
6. Availability 25%. 

• Reactor-relevant technologies. 
1. Superconducting toroidal and poloidal coils. 
2. Plasma composition control (e.g., divertor). 
3- Plasma power balance control. 
4. Plasma heating and fueling. 
5. Blanket heat removal and tritium production. 
6. Tritium fuel cycle. 
7. Remote maintenance. 
8. Vacuum. 
9. Fusion power cycle. 

• Engineering test facility. 
1. Testing of tritium breeding and extraction. 
2. Testing of advanced blanket concepts. 
3. Materials testing. 
4. Plasma engineering testing. 
5. Electricity production. 

2 
6. Fluence -3 MW-yr/m . 
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3.9 COMPARISON OF TIBER II AND NET ON THE SAME PHYSICS BASIS 

In the previous Section, we compared the attributes of each of the five 
national ETR studies. Unfortunately, each study was conducted using 
different physics assumptions for parameters, such as beta, density limits, 
confinement scaling, safety factor, geometry definition, and 
density/temperature profiles. Accordingly, systematic intercomparison is 
rather difficult. In this section, we employ our power-balance code to 
compare plasma parameters for TIBER II and the Next European Torus (NET) 
using as many of the same physics and design assumptions as possible. 

We have developed four scenarios for our comparison. The scenarios are 
as follows: 

• Steady-state operation — TIBER rules. 
• Steady-state operation — NET rules. 
• Pulsed operation — TIBER rules. 
• Pulsed operation — NET rules. 

Q 

The NET rules were derived from the physics description in the NET report. 
The TIBER rules reflect current Ignition Physics Study Group recommendations 
as much as possible and are those currently employed in the TIBER study. 
The performance of the two devices for the four scenarios is compared in 
Tables 3~9 through 3 -12. Note that this comparison was performed for an 
earlier version of TIBER II; consequently, the tables show slightly 
different values from those of the current baseline. The physics and design 
assumptions used in each scenario are summarized at the bottom of each 
table. 

For the steady-state cases, the operating points were chosen to show 
the neutron wall loading achievable with 53 MH of RF power absorbed by the 
plasma. In pulsed operation, performance is compared for ignited plasmas at 
the density limit (Murakami or Greenwald). In each case the TIBER II design 
achieves higher wall loading than does NET. This is due primarily to the 
innovative machine design of TIBER II, w. h allows higher current at fixed 
safety factors <$(0) and q(a) using a more highly shaped plasma in a smaller 
device (major radius R = 3 i, minor radius a = 0.84 m in TIBER II compared 
with R = 5.18 m, a = 1.35m in NET). This allows higher beta (first 
stability regime) in TIBER II and thereby higher fusion power density. 
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Table 3-9. S teady-s ta te operation—TIBER r u l e s . 

Parameter TIBER 11 

277 

53 .4 

5, .2 

1, .2 

1, .8 

3, .0 

0, .83*+ 
2, .22 

0. .58 

6 

10 

6 
21). ,6 

1 . .18 

3. « 
i . 30 

NET 

P f (MW) 
p , , f (M W> 

<r> (MH/m ) 

r (MW/m2) 
H (m) 
a Cm) 
K 

6 

B (T) 

I (MA) 

<6> {%) 
<T > (keV) 

6 20 -3 
<tl > ( 1 0 Dl 3 ) 
„ e , ,„20 - 3 , n (10 ra ) max 

209 
53.0 

3.9 
0.38 
0.60 
5.18 
1.35 
1.9 
0.50 
5 

6.9 
3-1 

15.7 
0.69 
0.88 
1,02 

Fixed parameters: 

• W a 5 = 3- 9 

• q(0) - 1.0 

• C = 0.05 

• z e f f ' 1 " 5 6 

P r f - 53 MW 

• <B>/g . , = 0.75 c r i t 

• f t r oyon " ^ 

• Peaked p ro f i l e s n,T 

• Shape at 95? f lux surface 

« Kaye-Goldston sca l ing x H f 

• T) 
(A/W) 

'ECR 

• r\ 

0.45 T (keV) 

R(m) n , . (m~3) In A e20 

(A/W) 0-36 [1 * (T e (keV)/25) 
'LH 

1.16 

H(ra) n e 2 Q (m J ) 

A e * i 
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Table 3-10. S teady- s t a t e operation—NET r u l e s . 

Parameter TIBER 11 NET 

P f (MW) 
P r f (MW) 

<r> (MW/m ) 
r (HW/m2) 
R Cm) 

a Cm) 

x. 

6 

B (T) 

I (MA) 
P 

<6> (*) 

<T > CkeV) 

<n > CIO m 3 ) 

n 6 d o 8 0 - "3 ) max 

342 

53.7 

6.4 

1.1 

2.1 

3.0 

0.843 

2.18 

0.94 
6 

12.5 

8.7 

31.1 

1.17 

3.8 

0.13 

351 

53.6 

6.5 

0.59 

0.91 

5.18 

1.35 

2.18 

0.65 

5 

10.8 

5.6 

26.1 

0.67 

1.72 

0.09 

Fixed parameters: 
* Q M H D ( a ) = 2 , S t 0 2 " 8 • X, 

• q(0) - 1.0 f_ - 0.035 
troyon J 

C - 0.08 a c n 
(A/W) 
'ECfl 

0.45 T (keV) e 
R(m) n e 2 0 ( m " 3 ) In A 

* Z e f f " K 5 9 

• P r f - 53 MW 

(A/W) ° - 3 6 C 1 + (T e ( keV) /25 ) 
1.16 

• <e>/6 
R(ra) n e 2 0 (m" 3) 

c r i t = 1.0 

• F la t p r o f i l e s n,T 
• Shape a t s e p a r a t r i x 

• Asdex H-Mode sca l ing x Hf 
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Table 3-11. Pulsed operation—TIBER rules. 

Parameter TIBER II 

P f (MW) 929 
P r f (MW) 
Q 

0 
Ignition 

<r> (MW/m2) 4.1 
r (MW/m2) 6.3 
T. (S) 
burn 

R Cm) 

142 
3.0 

a (m) 0,834 
K 2.22 
6 0.58 
B (T) 6 
l p (HA) 12.5 
<B> (.%) 7.4 
<T > (keV) 
<n > (10 2 0 ra"3) 
n/ (102°m^) max 
Mj (KG L-mode) 

8.2 
4.3 
4.2 
1.12 

H, 0.85 

NET 

715 
0 

Ignition 
1.3 
2.0 

708 
5.18 

1.35 
1.9 
0.50 
5 
10.8 
4.8 
:i.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.35 
0.67 

Fixed parameters: 
• 9 M H D

( a ) = 2.5 to 2.8 

• < 6 > / Bcrit " °' 7 5 

• Kaye-Goldston scaling * H f 

• T
b u r n calculated from available 
V»s and classical resistivity 

• Peaked profiles n,T 
• C 
• Z 

0.05 
-1.56 eff 

q(0) - 1.0 

• n - n (Greenwald) 
e max 

• Shape at 95% flux • r - o.o4 
troyon 
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Table 3-12. Pulsed operation--NET rules. 

Parameter TIBER I I NET 

P f (MW) 770 628 

P r f (MW) 0 0 

Q I g n i t i o n I g n i t i o n 

<r> (MW/m2) 3.1 1.05 

r (MW/ra2) 4.8 1.62 

T bu rn ( s ) 72' -360 200-1000 

R (m) 3.0 5.18 

a (m) 0.813 T.35 

< 2.18 2.18 

& 0.94 0.65 

B (T) 6 5 

I (MA) 

<6> (*> 

12.5 10.8 I (MA) 

<6> (*> 8.7 5.6 

<T > (keV) 10.6 10.2 
e , 20 

<n e> (10 m " 3 ) 3.8JJ 1.81 

n ( 1 0 2 0 m 
max 

" 3 ) 3.P5 1.72 

M (Asdex H-mode) 2,4 2.6 

H f 0.21 0.12 

Fixed parameters: 

• < & > / 6 c r i t - 1 * 0 

• Asdex H-mode sca l ing x H-

• T. scaled from NET values with 
burn 

• Flat profiles n,T 
• C = 0.08 a 
« Z 1.59 eff 
• q(0) - 1.0 

classical resistivity 
n » n (Murakami) e max • x - x-
Shape at separatrix • t. = 0.035 

troyon 
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3.10 WHY CURRENT DRIVE? THE ENGINEERING RATIONALE 

From the outset of the TIBER II ETR study, we have stressed the 
desirability for a steady-state, current-driven machine. Our rationale Is 
based on two principal assertions: 

• Our goal of attaining high fluence through high machine availability 
(-30? in final phase) is much more credible. 

• By employing current drive, the ETR will be both promoting and 
evaluating a concept that will do much to enhance the attractiveness 
of the eventual tokamak power reactor. 

To justify this rationale, it is instructive to consider the specific 
reasons that steady-state current drive is superior to the inductive, pulsed 
mode of operation. 
1. Higher capacity factor. The duty-cycle for a typical pul3ed tokamak is 

-70 to 80$, whereas it is 100$ for a steady-state machine. Accordingly, 
even if we could legislate the same availability for a pulsed machine 
(which we cannot, as explained below), its capacity factor Is inherently 
smaller. (For an ETR, we can take the capacity factor as approximately 
the availbility * duty cycle, if we assume full-power output during the 
operating part of the duty cycle.) 

2. Reduced material fatigue. Temperature-induced stress fatigue from 
thermal cycling is a serious concern for the pulsed mode, especially for 
the first wall, blanket, and limiter/diverter surfaces. The long 
star-tup and steady-state operation in the current-drive mode will 
significantly lessen this problem. 

3. Higher allowable surface heat loads and higher allowable neutron 
fluencea. As a result of reduced material fatigue in #2, above higher 
surface loads a m permissable because higher quasi-3teady-state thermal 
stresses can be tolerated. Similarly, higher end-of-life neutron 
flusnces are allowable because of the amelioration of neutron-dependent 
effects, such as fatigue-crack growth and stress-corrosion cracking, 
which are a problem in the cyclic mode. 

y. Elimination of thermo-mechnical effects in components. Induced eddy 
currents will produce thermo-mechanical loads in surrounding components 
and systems. Eimination of these cyclic loads should increase the MTBF 
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for these components and enhance the system reliability. This Is 
especially true for superconducting magneta. 

5. Lower cryoplant refrigeration loads. Time varying fields induce eddy-
current losses in the semiconductor TF coils. Such losses produce 
significant refrigeration heat loads. In MET, for example, of the 25-kW 
cryoplant load at ^.2 K, 48? was attributable to eddy-current heating 
from time-varying fields, while the balance was due to nuclear-radiation 
and leakage heating. At a cryoplant efficiency of say 500 W/W, this 
eddy-current heating represents an added 6 MW or room-temperature power. 

6. Higher attainable magnetic fields. As in #2 above, cyclic stress 
fatigue limits maximum allowable stresses (and, therefore, maximum 
fields) in the magnet assemblies. With steady-state operation in the 
ETR, we are able to legislate higher fields and stresses with reasonable 
confidence (e.g., up to 1 -4 T at 4000 A cm on the pusher coil.) 

7. No required thermal energy storage. Pulsed tokamak reactor operation 
requires some form of thermal energy storage to prevent cycling of the 
turbine-generator set and power pulsing to the electrical grid. This 
storage system could, for example, take the form of a high-heat-capacity 
secondary coolant loop. No such equipment is required for a steady-
state plant. 

8. No required OH network. For noninductive current drive, we have no need 
for OH solenoids, switching power supplies, or electrical energy storage 
systems. Elimination of the OH transformer coils also permits a 
reduction in major radius, an important consideration for a compact 
machine. In addition, external placement of the EF coils may be 
simplified. (Note, however, that although we have no need for OH coils, 
the volt-seconds provided by the remaining PF coils in TIBER II can 
prove quite valuable during startup and is sufficient for a pulse length 
of several hundred second if coupled with lower hybrid startup. (This 
issue is discussed further in Sec. 3.) 

9. Greatly reduced susceptibility to plasma disruptions. The vast majority 
of plasma distruptions to date have been observed during plasma startup 
or shutdown where key parameters (density, temperature, etc.) are 
changing with time. The steady-state tokamak can, in principle, undergo 
a slow, carefully-controlled startup and operate for long periods in a 
favorable, stable regime. 
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10. Employment of "smart" heating. We oan, in principle, envisage multiple 
use of the tunable and modulated RF system (ECH) for current rampup, 
heating, feedback stabilization, and current drive. 

11. Easier control of burn operating point. In an ignited OH-driven 
machine, our only control of the operating point Is to (somehow) spoil 
the confinement so that P. • P at the desired operating temperature. 
By contrast, in a current-driven machine, our burn operating point is 
expressed by P, = P + P_„, where P „ is the current drive power v loss a CD CD y 

dissipated in the plasma. Accordingly, when the temperature has risen 
sufficiently so that the unstable burn runaway point has been attained, 
we can control the operating point by simply adjusting the input current 
drive power. 
A balanced argument of non-inductive current-drive versus pulsed 

operation really requires discussion of the possible detrimental aspects of 
the former. Accordingly (and parenthetically): 

1. Of the several identified current-drive schemes, none have a 
comparable experimental database comparable to that for inductive 
drive. 

2. The engineering complexity of the driver may be considerable and the 
reliability a significant question. 

3. The recirculating power requirements may be large [with present 
(optimistic?) efficiency values of -0>2 A/W, we require -50 MW of 
absorbed power to drive current in TIBER-II]. 

4. The capital costs may be appreciable. (How do they compare with the 
OH network? See #8 above.) 

5. We may still wish to rely on some volt-seconds from the ramping PF 
system to assist the plasma current during startup (see #8 above). 

It would seem, however, that the positive features of current-drive far 
outweigh the possible detrimental aspects. Hopefully, most of the latter can 
be eliminated by design. 
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1|. CONFIGURATION 

M.I MAGNETICS 

4.1.1 Introduction 

The magnetic configuration for TIBER II takes advantage of high-
performance superconductor technology (high field and current densities in a 
radiation environment) coupled with a highly stressed structure to yield a 
confinement system of minimum size. Coil sizes and placement are based on 
limiting conductor fields of 12 T in the toroidal field (TF) coils, H T in 
the inner poloidal field (PF) coils, and pack current densities of 4000 A/cm . 
The PF coil system is determined with the aid of the FEDC equilibrium code, 
which performs both fixed- and free-boundary toroidal equilibria analyses. 
The plasma size for the TIBER-II reference case is based on a major radius of 
3 ra, an aspect ratio of 3.6, and a toroidal field of 6 T. 

1.1.2 Plasma Boundary Model and Stability Criterion 

2 We have adopted the crescent-shaped boundary model as the preferred 
shape for the TIBER plasma cross section. The critical beta scaling for the 
crescent boundary shape exhibits very close correlation with numerous 
stability calculations over a wide range of shape parameters and beta values. 

The boundary model Is: 

[ V s • • (h ) ' ] 8 * (=)"- '• 
where 

R - R = a (cos e - 6/sin e) 

and 

Z = ± <a / sinB 

(1-1) 
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The parameter A is set to 1 for the crescent-shape "sharp bean" and is set to 
2 for the "round bean". The quantities R Q, a, c, and d are evaluated at the 
plasma midplane, as shown in Fig. 4-1. 

A comparison of three boundary models, the crescent (A = 1), the bean 
(A = 2), and the INTOR-type "Dee" boundary* is shown in Fig. 4-2 for the two 
cases of mild triangularity (such as TIBER) and strong triangularity. For 
mild triangulsrity, the differences in these boundary models is quite small. 

The beta scaling against infinite-n, bailooning-mode instabilities is 
given in Ref. 1, as follows: 

B{%) = 4.7 I n (1 - b 2I n) , (1-2) 

where 

1 = 1 [MA]/a [m] B [T] n p o 

and 

b_ = 0.065 — 
2 /7 

1 _ U - 1 + 0.056) (H^)"] 
Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show contours of constant critical beta as a 

function of triangularity and elongation for the TIBER parameters of B- - f. T, 
R. • 3 B , and A » 3.6 for two values of plasma current I (10 and 15 MA). 

We have chosen a factor of 4/3 between the operating beta and the 
critical beta. Table 4-1 shows the critical beta and required triangularity 
for stability for two plasma currents of interest. 

The -*pe parameters given in Table 4-1 are then used in fixed-boundary 
calculatio th the equilibrium code. 

*R - R Q •= a cos (6 + 6 sin 9) 
z = <a sin 9. 
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Major radius 
Minor radius 
Elongation 
Triangularity 
Indentation 
Aspect ratio 

"0 
a 
« = b/a 
6 = c/a 
i = d>/a 
A = R 0 /a 

Figure i)-1. Plasma boundary model. 
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(a) A = 3.60, K = 2.20, S = 0.40 (b) A = 3.60, K = 2.20, S = 0.80 

' \ \ 

Boundary model 
Cresent 
Bean 
Dee 

V 

/, 
f, 

Figure 1-2. Comparison of boundary models. 
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1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 

Elongation, K 
2.6 2.8 3.0 

Figure 4-3. Critical Lata for crescent-shaped U = 1) plasma, where B = 6 T, 
R„ = 3 m, A = 3.6, and I - 10 MA. 
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1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 
Elongation, K 

3.0 

Figure -U —4. C r i t i c a l beta for crescent-shaped (K - 1) plasma, where B = 6 T, 
RQ - 3 m, A - 3 .6 , and 1 - 15 MA. 
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Table 4-1. Triangularity required for 
stability where B = 6 T, R = 3m, 
A = 3.6, and K = 2.2. U 

I (HA) P op Bcrit(*> 

10 
15 

8 
12 

0.55 
0.68 

4,1.3 Baseline Configuration 

The TIBER-II baseline configuration is based on a plasma current of 
10 MA. The size and shape requirements for the plasma are as follows: 

Plasma current, I 
P 

Toroidal field, B_ 
Major radius, FL 
Aspect ratio, A 
Elongation, K 
Triangularity, 5 
Safety factor on-axis, q_ 
Boundary shape 
Operating beta, <B> 
Critical beta, <fl> .,_ er\t 

10 MA 
6 T 
3 m 
3.6 
2.2 
0.55 
1 
Crescent 
6? 
8? 

The PF coil system consists of a minimum number of coils to achieve the 
desired plasma shape. There are a pair of equilibrium coils on the outboard 
side, a pair of elongation coils at the top and bottom, two puller coils near 
the tips of the plasma, and a pusher coil at the midplane. 

Results for the FEDC equilibrium code are shown in Figs. 4-5 through 
4-7. The PF coil specifications are given in Table 4-2. 
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Figure 4-5. Baseline equilibrium results: configuration. 
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Figure 4-6. Baseline equilibrium results: flux surfaces. 
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Figure it-7. Baseline equilibrium resul ts : profiles. 
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Table 4-2. Baseline PF coil specifications. 

Conducti or 

r 
. co i l 
W 

2 -, .coil 
w 

I 
(MA) 

Pack 3 

r 
. co i l 
W 

2 -, .coil 
w 

I 
(MA) 

Ar 
(m) 

Az 
(m) 

No. 1 6.00 + 1.66 5.381 0.367 0.367 

No. 2 1.80 +1.00 -9-657 0.491 0.491 
No. 3 0.75 ±2.00 -17.400 0.400 1.088 

No. 4 0.75 0 18.000 0.400 1.125 

Pack dimensions are based on a curre mt densi ty of 

4000 A/i 2 
cm . 

4.1.4 Coil Parameterization For EFFI 

We used the EFFI code for computing the magnetic field within the 
conductor, the magnetic-force distribution, and the inductance matrix. EFFI 
can model circular loops, arcs, and straight conductor segments having 
rectangular cross sections with uniform current density. All of the PF coils 
are co-axial solenoids, which can be modeled with the EFFI loop elements, but 
the TF coils require a mere complex model. 

We have chosen to model TF coils with four arc segments, as shown in 
Fig. 4-8. The distance to the inner and outer legs (r and r ) , the half-
height (h), and the bend radii (a and a ) are specified then the radius a 
and arc parameters are computed. Figure 4-9 shows the EFFI model for the TF 
and PF coils. 

4.1.5 Vertical Stability Control Coils 

Estimates of the magnitude of control currents necessary for vertical 
stability of the plasma were made using a special version of the FEDC 
equilibrium code. The calculation involved displacing the PF coils relative 
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Figure 1-8, TF coil model for EFFI. 
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tf\* 

/ / ! v 

Figure 4-9. EFFI model for TF and PF coils. 
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to the plasma (and computational mesh) midplane and then solving for the 
currents in current loops in close proximity to the plasma for the desired 
equilibrium shape. 

Two different control-coil locations were investigated. One was set at 
r = 3.1 m (directly above and below the magnetic axis), and one was set at 
r = 3.45 m (outside the divertor plate region). The latter location is more 
practical, but the former is magnetically more efficient. These locations are 
shown in Fig. 1-10. A typical equilibrium is shown in Fig. 1-11. The 
control-coil currents for these two cases are given in Table 4-3. We use the 
average magnitude of the computed control currents as the basis for the 
control-coil design. We plan to perform a dynamic analysis, including wall 
effects, to better refine the specification for the vertical-stability control 
coils. 

Table 4-3. Control currents for 10-cm displacement. 

r - 3.1 m r = 3.45 m 
(kA) (kA) 

Top coil -150 -105 
Bottom Coil +430 +525 
Average magnitude 290 315 

4.1.6 Ohmic Heating Capability 

The baseline configuration offers about 12 V-s of usable flux swing in 
an "OH flat-top" mode (maintaining the plasma current and fusion power 
constant for several hundred seconds). We have investigated configurations 
where we fill the available space in the core of the machine, as shown in 
Fig. 4-12, with OH coils to increase the flux swing. We would need about 
20 V-s for the inductive flat-top mode. 

Figure 4-13 shows two equilibrium code results, where we produce 34 V-s 
while holding the plasma shape essentially constant. Thus, the required 
20 V»s is a realistic requirement. 
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Figure H-10. Two vertical-stability-control current locations. 
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Figure 4-11. Typical equilibrium. 
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Figure 4-12. Configuration with OH coils filling the core. 
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Major radius = 299.29 
Minor radius = 83.88 
Elongation = 2.17 
Upper triangularity = 0.55 
Lower triangularity - 0.55 
Field (J) = 6.00 
Current (MA) = 10,00 
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800 

Figure 4-13. OH example with i<)> - 34 V-s. 
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4.2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

TIBER II is a minimum-size, steady-state tokamak with sufficient fusion 
power, wall flux, and fluence to be used for undertaking a nuclear test 
mission. Although the machine is envisioned as an engineering device, it will 
demonstrate reactor-relevant physics. To achieve the small size and high 
performance goals of TIBER II, the engineered systems must be based on 
aggressive assumptions. In addition, the machine must be designed for ease of 

2 maintenance to ensure reaching the fluence goal of 5 MW yr/m in a design 
lifetime of 13 years. 

4.2.1 Maintenance 

1 5 
The TIBER II device is based on earlier work done on TIBER, which 

demonstrated a design for a small, pulsed, ignition machine with a sustained 
fusion burn. TIBER II is based on somewhat more conservative physios 
assumptions: the inclusion of a double-null poloidal divertor and increased 
current drive to achieve true steady-state operation. The current baseline 
allows for the use of either a combination of electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) 
and lower hybrid (LH) or neutral-bean injection (NBI) and LH. Table 4-4 shows 
the basic machine parameters for each of these cases. 

The size of TIBER II is dependent on assumptions regarding the current 
density in the coils, the level of neutron heating, the radiation-damage 
allowance, and the stress-level limits in the coil support structure. Once 
these values are set, the rest of the geometry is controlled by physics 
considerations. For TIBER II, we chose a superconductor current-density limit 

2 of 40 A/mm > a heating limit of 36 kW for the toroidal field (TF) coil set, 
and a design stress at 644 MPa (two-thirds of yield). The radiation limits 

19 2 11 
are 2 » 10 n/cm for the Nb qSn conductors and 1 x 10 rads for the 
polyimide insulation. 

The maintenance philosophy for the machine is based on total remote-
maintenance capabilities. Consequently, components requiring maintenance or 
replacement are easily removed and replaced. In addition, access capabilities 
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Table 4-4. TIBER II basic physics parameters. 

Parameter ECH + LH NBI + LH 

Fusion power (MW) 300 300 
Current-drive power (MW) 46 52 
Peak neutron wall load (MW/m ) 2.0 2.0 

2 Average neutron flux (MW/m ) 1.3 1.3 
Plasma current (MA) 10 10 
LH RF frequency (GHz) 5 5 
ECH frequency (GHz) 168 
Neutral-beam energy (keV) — 500 
ECH power (MW) 24 -— 
LH power (MW) 22 20 
Neutral-beam power (MW) 35 

exist to remove all components in the event of unanticipated failures. 
Because the device has a nuclear-testing mission, the test modules can be 
removed without disturbing other components. 

4.2.2 Configuration 

Figure 4-14 shows all of the active components of the machine housed in 
a common vacuum vessel that is 13 ra in diam and 11 m in height. This vacuum 
vessel provides the proper environment for the plasma and acts as a dewar for 
the superconductirg magnets. To reduce the heat load, the liquid-helium-
cooled components are surrounded by liquid-nitrogen-cooled baffles. The 
magnets are all supported by a base plate and center post, both of which are 
cooled with liquid helium to simplify the cold-to-warm structure interfaces. 
The shielding and other internal components are supported by a separate warm 
structure attached to the same foundation as the cold structure. 

The set of fixed shields that frame the inside of the TF coils acts as a 
support for the utility and divertor modules. The divertors are an integral 
part of shield modules above and below the utility modules. The test 
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F igure 1 -11 . Cross sec t i on o f TIBER I I showing the arrangement o f major 

i n t e r n a l components. 
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facilities and heating and diagnostic systems are housed or fed through the 
sixteen utility modules that are centered around the horizontal midplane of 

2 the reactor. The neutron wall loading shown in Fig. f-15 peaks at 2 MW/ra on 

the centerline of the test module; this maximizes the testing fluence. 

l).2.3 Structural Details 
The pusher coil and vertical legs of the TF coils are critical areas in 

the structural design. The large forces on the coils, coupled with the 
requirement for simple assembly/disassembly procedures, place strict 
limitations on the designer. 

The centering force on the TF coils generate an effective pressure of 
97 MPa on the pusher coil, which is passed through to the 1-nrdiam center 
post. We have alternative designs that either pass this load through a series 
of ten circular plates embedded in the pusher coil or directly through the 
steel conductor jacket of the coil winding. The axial load in the TF coil is 
mutually shared by the conductor sheath and the coil case. (The out-of-plane 
forces on the TF coil are shown in Fig. 4-16.) The out-of-plane loads on the 
TF coils are supported by the coil cases acting as a cylinder loaded in shear. 
The cases are connected together with a series of removable match-machined 
pins (see Fig. 4-17), thereby providing the combined TF coil legs with the 
ability to resist shear loading. A preliminary finite-element stress-analysis 
calculation indicates that a version of this concept will be satisfactory for 
TIBER II. The remaining forces on the TF coil are carried by the coil ease, 
an intercoil structure at the top and bottom of the TF coils, and the 
structure connecting the large poloidal field (PF) coils. The out-of-plane 
forces on the outside of the TF coils are transferred Vo t^e large PF coil 
structure, which includes the coils, their cases, and a structural fence that 
separates the coils. 

The entire cold structure (consisting of the coils, base plate, center 
post, and large PF-coil structure) weighs approximately 1000 Mg. The cold 
structure is supported by 16 plate columns, 1 m high, that provide thermal 
isolation between the vacuum vessel and the cold magnet structure. These 
plate columns are thinned at the ends so that they have an elastic hinging 
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Figure 4-15. First-wall neutron flux distribution. 
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F igure 4-16. IF coia o u t - o f - p l a n e Magnetic l oads . 
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Figure 4-17, TF coil vertical legs joined with pins. 
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ft 

action to allow for thermal contraction of the coil structure while still 
providing position control of the magnet set 

4.2.4 Design for Maintenance 

All internal components of TIBER II can be removed or repaired using 
remote tooling. The identified short-lifetime parts, such as the divertors 
and test modules in Fig. 4-14, are installed in locations where they can be 
removed with minimum disturbance to the rest of the system. All of the 
components can be removed with simple horizontal or vertical motions 
accomplished with an overhead crane assisted by specialized jigs and fixtures. 

The assembly sequence shown in Fig. 4-18 begins by installing the magnet 
base plate and the center post along with the warm support columns 
[Fig. 4-l8(a)]. Next, the coils, with the exception of the large PF coils, 
are added [Fig. 4-18(b)]. The large PF coils are temporarily housed on a set 
of Jacks in the area of the vessel below the floor level [Fig. 4-18(0)]. The 
fixed shielding components are added Inside the TF coils and then are added to 
the divertor and utility modules [Fig. 4-18(C)]. The large PF coils (200 Hg) 
are jacked into place, and then the vacuum vessel is installed [Fig. 4-18(d)]. 
Finally, the test modules and support facilities, such as neutral-beam ducts, 
are inserted through the sixteen side ports (Fig. 4-14). 

The test modules will be the most frequently replaced components, but 
their removal least disturbs the system because major components do not need 
to be moved to provide access. Warming of the magnets and bringing the vacuum 
vessel to atmospheric temperature are all that lis required to remove these 
test modules. In some cases, reentrant spaces in the test region or air locks 
will allow replacement of short-term test articles without warming or 
admitting the atmosphere. The divertor units are removed by raising or 
lowering the large TF coils to allow horizontal displacement of the units from 
the coll set. 

The TIBER II design appears to be feasible from both the standpoint of 
technical specifications and maintenance operations. Other areas will require 
a detailed analysis to fully confirm the acceptability of stresses, neutron 
fluence, and heating. 
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Figure 4-18. TIBER II assembly sequence. 
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4.3 STRESSES IN INNER LEGS OF TF COIL CASES DUE TO OUT-OF-PLANE 
OVERTURNING FORCES 

1.3.1 Introduction 

The inner vertical legs of the TF colls experience significant out-of-
plane forces due to the radial field from the three central PF coils (see 
Fig. 4-19). These forces are in opposite directions above and below the 
center plane; they therefore impose an overturning moment on the TF coils. 
The total force on one-half of the straight leg is 21.6 MN (see Fig. 4-20). 

The inner legs of the TF coils can be made to behave essentially as a 
continuous cylinder by preventing adjacent coil faces from sliding on one 
another. This is achieved by installing pins shown in Fig. 4-21. The pins 
provide a shear restraint in the axial (z) direction. 

Figure 4-22 shows the forces that must be resisted by the upper half leg 
of a TF coil. Figure 4-22(a) shows the variation of the magnetic body force 
along the conductor bundle. Figure 4-22(c) shows the cumulative horizontal 
shear force assuming a zero value at the top of the straight leg and giving a 
maximum of 21.6 MN at the center plane. Figure 4-22(b) shows the moment about 
the center plane (required to calculate the vertical shear forces shown in 
Figure 4-23). 

Initial hand calculation, in which the inner and outer case walls of the 
inner leg are treated as continuous cylinders, shows a shear stress at the 
central plane (in the outer wall) of 74 k3i, and a Von Mises stress of 
128 ksi. This value exceeds the design allowable of 93 ksi (based on 140-ksi 
yield stress of 316 LN at 4 K). The calculation is confirmed by finite-
element analysis. 

Further finite-element analysis, in which the coil legs are treated 
individually, and the shear pins on adjacent vertical faces are represented by 
restraint of vertical (z-direction) motion at appropriate nodes, shows that 
high stresses occur in the coil side faces near the center plane. This result 
is expected because the horizontal shear forces are accompanied locally by 
vertical shear forces of similar magnitude. 

Our initial calculations indicate that, in the region near the center 
plane, the coil cases require an increase in thickness. However, the boundary 
conditions assumed (i.e., that the vertical legs are independent structures 
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Figure 4-19. Coil configuration. 
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Figure 1-20. Toroidal field-ooil magnetic force {y or azimuthal component 
only). 
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Figure 1-21. Method for locking together the TF coi ls . 

(a) Magnetic body 
force (elemental) (b) Cumulative moment 

(c) Cumulative force 
(horizontal shear) 

21.6MN 
maximum 

Figure 4-22. Force and moment on center leg of TF coils. 
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Figure i)-23. Inner vertical leg of TF coil showing force distribution. 
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with no end restraints) are very conservative. The curved, outer portions of 
the coils will absorb some of the shear force. With appropriate design, this 
load transfer could be significant. Future investigations will involve a 
complete TF ooil in more detailed and representative calculations. 

f. 3.2 Upper and Lower Portions of TF Coil Cases 

When we consider the upper and lower portions of the TF coils, simple 
hand calculations cannot be made because the cases are curved beams with 
unknown boundary conditions at the ends. As a first approach, we scaled the 
dimensions and loads from TIBER I to those of TIBER II. The corresponding 
values are shown in Fig !\-2H. The overall coil dimensions increase by a 
factor of 1.29, while the in-plane magnetic load increases by a factor of 
2.08. Hence, the bending moment scales as WL = (1.29X2.08) = 2.68. If we 

2 assume that the case section modulus can be represented as BD /6 (rectangle), 
1 /-a then the case dimensions must increase by the ratio (2.68) - 1.39, which is 

only a small change. In TIBER I, the case was significantly strengthened by 
additional external structure (see Fig. H-25). The structure for TIBER II 
will be similar. 

The extra structure should enable some of the shear load on the inner TF 
coil legs to be transmitted to the outer part of the coils, where an opposing 
magnetic load exists. The additional structure can easily be installed. 

4.3-3 Column Supporting Coils and Baseplate (The Cold Island) 

All of the coils, their supporting platform, and the center post form a 
cold island, which is thermally separated from the shielding and external 
structure. The supporting columns must satisfy four requirements: 

• They must support the coils (approximately 1,800,000 lb) and 
platform. 

• They should minimize heat loss. 
• They must permit thermal expansion. 
• They must resist earthquake loads. 
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\ 77.0 MN 

Size ratio = 1.29 
Magnetic force ratio = 2.083 

Bending moment ratio WL = (1.29)12.08) = 2.68 

Figure 4-24. Comparison of dimensions and loads of TIBER I and TIBER I I . Trie 

s t r u c t u r a l cases for the TF c o i l s a re shown. 
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Figure 4-25. One of the 16 TF-coil external structures for TIBER I. 
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The proposed supports consist of 16 individual columns located on a 
circle of 3-in radius and having a cross-section of 1.5-in. thickness 
(radially) and 8.5-in. width. The columns act as pin-jointed struts with 
elastic hinges at the top and bottom to allow for thermal contraction of the 
platform, as shown in Fig. 4-26. A large number of struts are required 
because, although the thermal expansion is radial, the elastic hinges must be 
straight to be flexible and must therefore have a relatively small width 
dimension. At 4 K, the contraction on the 3 _m radius is only 0.009 m, which, 
for a 1.0-m-long strut, gives the small angular motion of 0.009 rad or 
0.5 deg of arc. 

It may be possible to eliminate the elastic hinges by allowing the 
columns to bend along their length. However, the combination of bending and 
buckling loads will need to be considered. Separate snubbers would be 
provided to resist earthquake loads. 

1.4 DIVEBT0R DESIGN 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The evolution of poloidal divertor designs is shown in Fig. 4-27, 
starting with an early reactor concept, and leading to the INT0R design. In 
the early design, the diverted flux channels are large and result in a large 
system. Experiments and analyses on ASDEX, PDX, and D-III led to a better 
understanding of the conditions that a divertor must produce to allow good 
confinement of the hot plasma. In particular, it was found that the divertor 
configuration and the divertor plasma must prevent gas from penetrating into 

7 fl 
the confined plasma region. Figure 4-28 shows the recent NET and CIT 
configurations and that being analyzed for TIBER II. The newer designs allow 
a more open configuration and rely on a dense edge plasma to intercept the 
gas produced at the neutralizer plate. Experiments on ASDEX, PDX, and D-III 
have shown that a dense edge plasma can be produced by re-ionizing most of the 
gas produced at the plate. This high-recycling mode allows a large flux Of 
particles to carry the heat to the plate so that the mean energy per particle 
can be low. Sputter errosion of the plate can be greatly reduced if the 
average impact energy of the ions at the plate can be reduced to near or below 
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Figure 1-26. TIBER II support columns. 
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(a) 1974 Princeton reactor 

Divertor 

(b) 1975 PDX (c) 1975ASDEX 

1 m 

(d) 1981 D-lll (e) 1981 INTOR 

Figure 4-27. Evolution of poloidal divertor designs from early reactor 
concepts to the INTOR diver tor . 
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Figure 4-28. Comparison of divertor configurations in NEW, CIT, and 
TIBER II. Note that the scales are different for the three configurations. 
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the threshhold for sputtering of the plate material. In the high recycling 
mode, only a small fraction of the ion flux to the plate must be pumped away 
to remove the fuel and helium particles at the rates that they are injected or 
produced. 

4.4.2 Divertor Configuration 

The TIBER-II divertor configuration shown in Fig. 4-29 is an attempt to 
satisfy the design goal of a minimum-sized ignition device and to maintain the 
required spacing (about 0,5 m) for neutron shielding everywhere between the 
plasma and the superconducting magnets. For the divertor to act as a divertor 
and not as a limiter, it must be located outside the magnetic separatrix so 
that it does not intercept any closed field lines. The minimum distance that 
must separate the neutralizer plates from the closed field lines is determined 
by the need to prevent most of the gas produced at the plates from reaching 
the confined plasma. We estimate that the mean free path for charge exchange 
of D and T in the D+/T+- edge plasma near the plates will be about 2 cm. We 
therefore assume that a 10-cm minimum space will be adaquate. Detailed 
calculations are being performed to verify this assumption. 

The TIBER-II first wall is located on a magnetic flux surface to 
minimize the particle and heat load to the wall. The separation of the first 
wall from the confined plasma determines the thickness of the scrape-off layer 
(SOL). The thicknesses of the outer and inner SOL are chosen to be about 5 
times the diffusion lengths fdr ions near the separatrix. The factor of 5 
allows for some uncertainty in the diffusion length. Bohm cross-field 
diffusion, Dĵ tn /s) - T (eV)/16B(T), results in" an e- fold length 6 for ions 

e 2 at the separatrix given by 6 (mm) * 100L(m)/B(T) if we take D/T ions and T -
6 

200 eV. Here, the connection length L is one-half the distance along a field 
line just outside the separatrix from one divertor plate to the other one. We 
calculate L by integrating along a curved field line and using the ratio of 
poloidal to toroidal magnetic field strengths. This gives L - 13m (17 m) for 
TIBER'S outer (inner) SOL, respectively, which together with B = 4.7T (8.IT) 
results in 6 = 17 mm (14 mm). The e-fold diffusion lengths that have been 
measured experimentally are slightly larger than those calculated from Bohm 
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Figure 4-29. The TIBER divertor, showing magnetic flux surfaces in the edge 
plasma and the spacing for neutron shielding. 
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diffusion. We chose to allow outer and inner scrape-off thicknesses of 115 ran 
and 72 mm, respectively, in TIBER to provide about 5 e-fold lengths and to 
allow 1 alpha-particle orbit diameter between the burning plasma and the wall. 

Because the poloidal field decreases toward the null, the thickness of 
the SOL also increases toward the null and away from the mid-plane, as shown 
in Fig. 4-29. We located the divertor plates at an angle and where the field 
lines have diverged enough so that the average heat load on the plates is 

2 about 2 MW/m . We allowed a minimum space of 100 mm between the confined 
plasma and the divertor plates as a first estimate of the distance needed to 
attenuate the neutrals coming from the plates. This distance can be 
increased, if necessary, but as can be seen in Fig. 4-29, to move the plates 
back very far would cause two serious problems. First, it would require that 
all dimensions be increased in order to leave space for 0.5 m of neutron 
shielding. Second, because of the divergence of the poloidal field lines, it 
would either increase the size of the divertor plates or compromise the 
incidence angle. With the present spacing, the incidence angle, and therefore 
the peak heat load on the plates, will not be greatly affected by any slight 
displacement of the null point. 

In steady-state operation, gas must be removed from TIBER at the rate 
that fuel is added. Some of this fuel is burned and must be pumped out as 
helium gas. The fueling rate is about 350 A (equivalent), and at a fusion 
power of 250 MW, the production rate for helium is about 14 A (particle 
equivalent). The steady-state gas load Is therefore about 31 Torr-L/s of D/T 
and about 2.5 Torr-L/s of helium. The TIBER-II divertor removes gas through 
many small slots in the neutralizer plates. Figure 4-30 shows schematically 
the major processes that determine the relative concentration of helium to DT 
gas in the duct. 

Gas can enter the pumping duct through the slots by several mechanisms. 
First, ions that are neutralized within a slot produce neutrals that may enter 
the duct. Fuel ions and alpha particles should be affected equally, but the 
fuel ions produce diatomic molecules. This has the effect of enriching the 
helium content of the gas in the duct. Second, neutrals leaving the plate 
can be scattered by ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisions and enter a 
slot. We assume that this is about equally effective for both fuel and for 
helium, and therefore will not change the relative concentrations. Third, 
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Figure 4-30. Gas enters the pumping duet in several ways. Gas formed in the 
entrances to the slots can flow either way. Neutral-ion scattering can direct 
neutrals into the slots. Hydrogen-like ions can charge exchange and enter as 
fast atoms. 
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neutrals leaving the plate can charge-exchange on ions in the edge plasma and 
produce a neutral that is directed into a slot. This effect could double the 
flux of fuel atoms into the duct but would affect helium only very slightly 
because of helium's small cross section for charge exchange in a D/T plasma. 
The evaluation of the net effect of these three processes will require a 
detailed numerical study of both the gas penetration and of the edge plasma. 

9 10 Large computer codes * are available for this purpose. During the initial 
design study however, it is more convenient to use simple, 1-D codes to check 
for any major inconsistancy In the design. The detailed analysis will be 
complicated by the facts that even the widely used DEGAS code does not 
include the scattering of He on ions for the second mechanism and that the 
third mechanism will certainly be highly sensitive to the shapes of the slots. 

The 1-D code, GASREFLX, was written for studying the penetration of H° 
into an H+ plasma, where "H" 3tands for H, D, or T. The code launches 
molecules from a wall in a cosine distribution in angle. The moleculea decay 
along their paths with an e-fold length equal to their mean free path for 
ionization in the plasma whose temperature and density can vary with 
distance. Each half-molecule yields some fraction of one Franck-Condon atom, 
where the fraction is calculated from the plasma temperature. The Franck-
Condons are directed randomly, and some can strike the wall while others are 
directed at some angle into the plasma. They either are ionized or charge 
exchanged. The fraction that charge exchange produce a fraction of a new 
atom, with random direction and the energy of the ions at the point of 
reaction. Then, the charge exchange neutral can either be ionized or undergo 
another charge exchange. The process continues until the fraction remaining 
is negligible. The code records the flux of each type of atom to the wall and 
the fluxes that penetrate past an imaginary surface at a specified distance 
from the plate. Fixed reflection coefficients are used for the atoms that 
strike the wall. By comparing the results when a reflection coefficient is 
zero with that when it is unity, we can determine the effect of each type of 
particle on the penetration across any imaginary surface. 

Figure 4-31 shows an example output from the code for the case where 
1 ̂  3 the plasma density increased exponentially from 5 * 10 /cm at the plate, to 

14 3 1 x 10 /cm at x = 20 cm, and the plasma temperature increased exponentially 
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(a) Log (atom density) from Mo, FC, CX, and total 

Te (edge) = 15eV 
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Figure -4-31 . Results from a 1-D calculation of gas penetration into the edge 
plasma. Molecules, Franck-Condon neutrals, and fast atoms from charge 
exchange are all included, as is the ehanced atom flux due to multiple charge 
exchange. Reflection coefficients are R(FC) « 0.8, R(edge) - 0.5, and 
R(in CX) - 0.5. 
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from 15 eV at the plate to 100 eV at 20 cm. Molecules are attenuated by 10 
in the first 2 era. The Franck-Condons penetrate to about 
6 era, while the multiple charge exchange allows 10 atoms per Initial half-
molecule to penetrate to about 15 cm. The calculated plasma temperature and 
density will be iterated with this type of gas penetration calculation to 
determine how close the neutralizer plates can be to the separatrix. A 
detailed analysis will be made using the sophisticated 2-D and 3-D codes, 

H.k.S Vacuum Ducts 

The top and bottom dlvertor3 are each divided into 16 modules so that 
each module can be removed between two of the 16 TF coils. Each module 
contains an inner and an outer divertor plate, with a slab duct behind each 
plate, and a circular pipe that connects to the external pumping manifold. 

The inner-slab duets run almost vertically and therefore have a nearly 
constant width of 0.4 m. Their length is 0.9 m. They taper In thickness from 
10 mm at one end to 50 ram at the end nearest the separatrix. We assume that 
gas is admitted into the duct by the small ports through the plates, and that 
the amount of gas through any one port varies linearly with its distance from 
the thin end to a maximum at the port nearest the separatrix. Therefore, gas 
from different ports sees different conductances. We calculate the average 
conductance by weighting that from each port in proportion to the gas it 
conducts. All of the gas from the inner duct passes through the outer duct to 
the exit pipe, since the pipe is now connected to the outer edge of the outer 
duct. We adjust the thicknesses at each end of each duct to optimize the 
conductances. 

Since the outer slab duct conducts Its own gas plus that from the inner 
duct, 9vA because It is wider at greater radii, Its thickness has a different 
optimum taper than that of the inner duct. We again assume that the amount ot 
gas entering the different ports decreases linearly with distance away from 
the separatrix and calculate the weighted average conductance for gas from the 
outer divertor. Gas from the inner divertor sees the entire outer duct as a 
series conductance, and gas from both ducts sees the exit pipe as another 
aeries conductance. 

The diameter of the exit pipe is varied to optimize the pumping speed, 
but its length is fixed at 1.0 m. Our criteria for the optimum speeds is 
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that each component should be nearly equal in limiting the total pumping 
speed. The ratio of the amounts of gas removed from the inner to that from 
the outer duct should equal the ratio of the steady-state ion currents to be 
removed from each. 

A computer code was written to determine the minimum-size ducting that 
would meet the above criteria. The code, TAPERDCT, uaes input thicknesses for 
each end of each duct and input pipe diameter, but keeps the lengths and 
widths fixed. It returns the pumping speed of each duct, the overall speed, 
the pumping time constant -r, and the base pressure and pressure drops. It 
evaluates the suras used in the weighted-average speed of the vented ducts for 
an input number of vents per plate. It does not yet include the pipes and 
manifolds that are outside of the neutron shield, but the greater available 
space there should allow for little reduction in speed. 

The duct dimensions shown in Fig. 4-32 give an ovarall speed of 3 •S = 35 m / s for the slab ducts and pipes shown. These dimensions were chosen 
because they: 

• Give the overall speed required for initial pumpdown. 
• Remove gas from the inner and outer plates in the same 2:3 ratio 

7 that ions arrive at the plates. 
• Allow the speed of the pipes to be nearly equal to that of the 

combination of slab ducts. 

i\.HA Pumping Performance 

The vacuum pumping in TIBER II must provide the necessary pumping 
speed, for both D/T and for He, in three different stages of operation: 
initial pumpdown, steady-state plasma operation, and pulsed plasma operation 
(at least during initial testing). 
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Figure 14-32. TIBER II vacuum-duct dimensions. The ducts are sized to give a 4 pumping speed of 3-5 * 10 L/s for DT molecules at a temperature of 400 K. 
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4.4.4.1. Initial Pumpdown. Gas pressure p(t) in the torus decreases 
during initial pumpdown as 

p(t) - [p(0) - Q 0 g/S]e" f c / T + Q o g/S , (4-3) 

where S - 35 nr/s, and the pumping time constant T = V/S - 3.6 s. We use 
3 V - 125 m , which includes only the inside of the torus. This assumes that the 

spaces between shielding modules and behind and around divertor modules is 
pumped separately by the external system for the superconducting magnets. The 
gas load on the system during pumpdown, Q , is due to outgassing of 

•J (5 
surfaces. Clean stainless steel that has been baked and glow discharge cleaned 

-7 2 
outgases at a rate of about 10 Torr-L/s/m (Refs. 7 and 12). Moderately 
clean surfaces before baking can have a rate that is 100 times higher. 
Again, we assume that only the inner surfaces of the torus plus the inner 
surfaces of the ducts will contribute to the gas load. The inner surface area 

2 of the torus is about 200 m , and the total for the ducts and pipes is about 
2 2 

160 m for a total of about 360 m for outgassing. This gives 
Q = 3.6 * io - 5 to 3.6 * 10~ 3 Torr-L/s, and p(°>) - Q n c/S - 10~ 9 to 10~ 7 

Torr. This base pressure meets the NET goal of 10 to 10 Torr after baking 
and glow discharge cleaning. 
4.4.4.2 Steady-State Operation. The gas load under steady-state plasma 
operation is just equal to the net fueling rate, which is about 350 A 
{equivalent D° & T°), or Q - 31 Torr*L/s of molecular gas. This gives a -4 pressure at the entrances to the ducts of p. t - Q/S • 9 « 10 Torr. The duct 
high recycling at the divertors will result in charge-exchange reactions that 
will produce a flux of fast atoms through the vents in the plates and into the 
duct. This effect is estimated to contribute about 50% of the gas input into 
the duct so that the D/T gas pressure on the plasma side of the plates need be 
only soout 1/2 of that calculated above. In operation, throttling pumps would 
control the recycling rate and therefore the density of the edge plasma. The 
TIBER II pumping speed is sufficient to allow this throttling, in steady 
state, the helium pressure in the duct and the relative concentration n„ /n n/T 
of helium in the edge plasma near the plates will adjust until He is removed 
at the rate that ot-particles are produced. Our estimate is that the edge 
plasma will contain less than 10? He. 
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4.4.4.3 Pulsed Mode of Operation. In a pulsed mode of operation, the 
pressure p(t .) at the end of a dwell time t d after a pulse is: 

p(t d) - Cp(0) - p{-)] e - t A + p(-) * p(0)e" t A (4-4) 

-4 with t - t., and p(0) - 5 * 1 0 Torr is the pressure in the torus at the end 
7 -fi 

Of the previous pulse. This gives p(tj - 2 x 1 0 Torr if we assume 
trt - 20 3, as for NET. This meets the NET goal of 3 * 10 Torr and the 

-5 13 
1 x 10 Torr design requirement used in the FEDC tokamak systems code. 

4.4.5 Comparison with NET 

Figure 4-33 shows TIBER II and NET drawn to the same scale. Although 
the cross-sectional areas of the plasmas are roughly equal, NET'S larger major 
radius R makes its volume and surface areas larger, while the surface area of 
protective tile and of the sides and backs of modules greatly increases the 
NET surface area for outgassing. The main reasons for the smaller ducts in 
TIBER are the much smaller surface area for outgassing (because the secondary 
vacuum for the magnet3 removes the gas from between modules) and the smaller 
torus volume and shorter ducts. Table 4-5 gives a comparison of pumping 
parameters. 

4.4.6 Divertor Plates 

4.4.6.1 Design Requirements and Criteria. Requirements for the divertor 
plates are still evolving, pending a definition of overall divertor and plasma 
control requirements. However, a preliminary set of design requirements 
consistent with the machine objectives can be formulated. The divertor plates 
will c)e subject to high thermal and electromagnetic load3 during normal 
operation and plasma disruption conditions. The surface facing the plasma 
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Figure 4-33. TIBER II and NET drawn to the same scale. The smaller ducts in 
TIBER II are due to a smaller surface area for outgassing, smaller volume, and 
shorter ducts. 
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Table 4-5. Comparison of the vacuum pumping parameters 
for TIBEB II and for NET. 

Parameter TIBER II NET 

Torus volume (ra ) 
2 Outgas area (m ) 

Outgas load after bake (Torr-L/s) 
after bake and glow discharge 

Total speed (L/s) 
Base pressure (Torr) 
Pump time constant Is) 

will be bombarded by high-energy particles. There will be substantial 
nonuniformlty in energy deposition profile on the divertor plates due to 
uncertainty in the e-folding distances, plasma position control, manufacturing 
tolerances, and the necessity to provide different slots and gaps. The 
combination of thermal and irradiation creep and cyclic loads will lead to a 
limited divertor plate replacement time, especially during the initial stages 
of device operation. 

The above considerations, in conjunction with the TIBER II parameters, 
present tokamak experience, and CIT design guidelines, allows us to formulate 
the following preliminary design requirements: 

• Divertor plates 3hould be remotely replaceable. 
• Thermal loads are as follows 

2 
- q - 6 MW/m is defined as the design load for steady-state 

operation (approximately 2 times higher than the nominal load on 
divertor plates). 

- Plasma thermal-energy quench time during plasma disruption, 
T - 0.5 ms. 

• EM loads are as follows 
- Normal operation due to plasma startup and shutdown. 
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- Plasma disruption due to current decay in the plasma 
(~ * 1 MA/FIS). dt 

m Minimum lifetime requirements and time between replacement, t , are 
a3 follows 
- Number of full-power plasma disruptions between replacement, 
N » 150. P Assuming an availability factor of 25?, approximately 1.5 years of 

operation will be allowed between replacement. The design presented below is 
intended to meet these requirements. 

1,4.6.2 Mechanical Design. The TIBER II divertor will be built of actively 
water-cooled, segmented panels, consistent with the TF-ooil shield 
arrangement. Sixteen top and bottom panels (plates) will be mechanically 
attached to the TF-shield removable blocks, as shown in Figs. 4-34 and 4-35. 
Typical plate arrangement and dimensions are shown in Figs. 4-36 and 4-37. To 
reduce pressure losses, each divertor plate is subdivided Into inboard and 
outboard sections. Each section has an independent coolant-flow distribution 
system connected to the common header. The rectangular coolant channels are 
oriented in the toroidal direction. The toroidal slots are periodically 
provided between the channels for pumping. The coolant distribution manifolds 
are oriented in the poloidal direction. They will be used as a support 
structure for the panel, allowing relatively simple panel replacement outside 
of the machine. A typical rectangular coolant channel is shown in Fig. 4-38. 
The coolant channels are made of dispersion strengthened copper (C15715), 
which has a thermal conductivity almost equal to that of pure copper and good 
strength and temperature-resistance properties, k low-z material facing the 
plasma will be brazed to the D.S. copper to ensure good thermal contact. At 
present, Be is being considered as the plasma front-face material. The 
relative merits of both high- and low-z plasma face materials are summarized 
in Table 4-6. 

The main disadvantage of Be is its low melting-point temperature, which 
will limit the maximum front-surface temperature to 550°C during normal 
operation and will lead to surface melting during even minor plasma 
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Figure h~31. Mvertor plate and mounting block. 
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Figure 1-35. Divertor plate and shield 
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Figure 4-36. Divertor plate arrangement and dimensions. 
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15 mm 

BAg - 18 braze 

15 mm 

Figure 4-38. Flow channel cross s ec t ion . 
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Table 4-6. Relative merits of three plasma face materials. 

Material Advantages Disadvantages 

• Erosion 
• Low melting point 
• Susceptible to minor 

plasma disruptions 
(narow operating window) 

• RF absorption 
• Erosion 
• Expensive (carbon-

carbon) 

• Plasma contamination 
with high-z material 

• Susceptible to plasma 
disruptions 

disruptions. At the same time, Be can be plasma sprayed to simplify in situ 
repairs. We recommend starting with a low-z material and replacing with a 
high-z material after gaining operational experience. 

An alternative design concept, with circular coolant tubes brazed to the 
D.S. copper sheet, is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4-38. While simple from a 
fabrication point of view, this design concept was rejected because it leads 
to much higher operational temperature in the Be coating. 

4.4.6.3 Coolant Channel Analysis. We have performed a preliminary sizing of 
the coolant channels for steady-state conditions. We used 1-D calculations to 
analyze temperature and thermal-stress distributions. We studied the effects 
of" Be coating thickness and incident neat flux on maximum Be temperature and 
stress. «- "•• 

Maximum Be temperatures as a function of Be thickness for q » 6.0, 4.5, 2 and 3.0 MW/m and for the rectangular coolant channel are shown in Fig. 4-39. 
Maximum Be compressive stress is shown in Fig. 4-40. Frictional pressure drop 
as a function of hydraulic diameter is shown in Fig. 4-41. A comparison of 
the maximum Be temperature for round and rectangular coolant channel is shown 

Be • Low 2, 
• Brazable 
• Can be plasma sprayed 
• Good thermal conductivity 

Graphite • Low z 
carbon/carbon • Brazable 

• High thermal shock 
resistance 

• Best behavior under plasma-
disruption conditions 

TZM • Near-zero ercsion rate for 
W-5* RE ETR application 

• Ductile 
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Figure 4-39. Maximum beryll ium temperature vs thickneoa. 
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in Fig. 1-42. The rectangular channel is the only practical design if Be is 
used as a plasma face material. 

There are two major constraints in sizing the coolant channel. First, 
the maximum tile temperature was limited to -550°C. At 550°C and a = 5 ksi, 
the time to failure for Be equals -3.000 h. Second, the maximum thermal 
stress in the Be coating should be less than 2 a to ensure a reasonable 
number of cycles before crack initiation. 

Consistent with the above requirements, we have selected a Be thickness 
of 5 mm. This thickness limits the maximum Be temperature to -165 °C at 
q - 6 MW/m 2. 

A summary of our selected coolant channel parameters is given in 
Table 4-7. The total flow rate for water through the divertor plates is 
-1,500 kg/s. The coolant system is oversized to allow local heating 
of q - 6 MW/m in any plate location. Because the bulki of the Be surface 

2 will be exposed to heat loads of q - 3 Mw/m , the average Be surface 
temperature will be lower than 300°C. 

Table 4-7. Performance parameters for the coolant channel. 

Design heat flux 
Be coating thickness 
Maximum Be temperature 
Be/Cu interface temperature 
Maximum thermal stress in Be 
Channel hydraulic diameter 
Plow velocity 
Flow rate/channel 
Pressure drop in channel 
Inlet pressure 
Total flow rate through plates 

6 MW/m 2 

5 mm 
465' >C 
180' »C 
380 MPa 
5 mm 
10, ,4 tn/s 
0, ,62 kg/s 
0, .18 MPa 
1 . ,36 MPa 

1500 kg/s 
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4.5 COIL DESIGN 

4.5.3 State of the Art in Fusion Magnets 

Our ability to produce high magnetic fields over large volumes for the 
confinement of fusion plasmas has grown dramatically in recent years. The 
coils in the International Fusion Superconducting Magnet Test Facility 
(IFSMTF) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) soon will produce 8 T in a 

14 toroidal array of six dee-shaped coils of 40 t each. A Yin-Yang pair of 
360 tons for the Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF) at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) has already produced 7.7 T (Ref. 15) and the entire 
1200-tons array for MFTF-B has recently been tested (February, 1986) with 
complete success, with fields in the "choke" coils exceeding 12 T (Ref. 16). 

The colls being tested in the IFSMTF embody principles of design for 
superconducting magnets for the toroidal field (TF) systems of tokamaks. 
Although each of these coils incorporates technological differences, each 
satisfies similar, important performance specifications. Table 4-8 lists 
several pertinent characteristics to be demonstrated in the 6-coil set. 

Table 4 - 8 . C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the 
6 - co i l t e s t in the IFSMTF. 

8 
25 
41 

2.5 * 3-5 
940 (160 MJ/coil) 

60 (10 t / c o i l ) 

The MFTF-B magnet system Is shown in F ig . 4-43 (Ref, 17) . Important 
f e a tu r e s of superconducting, fusion-magnet technology demonstrated in the 
t e s t s of t h i s system are l i s t e d in Table 4-9 . Of spec ia l noteworthiness a re 
the high values of magnetic f i e l d , s i z e , and s to red energy supported in the 
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Coils 
12 solenoid coils (5m) 
4 transition coils 
4 axicall coils (NbTi) 
2 axicsll insart coils(Nb3Sn) 
2 Yin-Yang coil pairs 

Designation 
S1 through SB (east & west) 
T1 and T2 (east & west) 
A1 & A2 (east & west) 
A2I inner (east & west) 
M1 & M 2 (east & west) 

East 

Transition 
coils ^ 

T2 Tlf f i f f i 

Transition 
coils /5?te 

insffiN^A2|A20 M1 

'in-Yang c o i l s 

coils 

jE^^Y^SB Axicell 
S1S2S3 S 5 coils 

Solenoid 
coils 

,-West 

M2 

Figure f-113. Primary magnet system for MFTF-B (trim coils are omitted for 
c l a r i t y ) . 
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axicell subsystem. The axicell insert, A „ , marked the first use of 
titanium-modified Nb-Sn in a coil of such large size. 

Table 4-9. MFTF-B magnet parameters. 

Total length (m) 
Total mass (ton) 
Total refrigeration 

55 
1050 

11 kW at 4.5 K 

yin-yang (original configuration) 
B (T) 
max 

Coil mass (t/pair) 

7.7 
360 

Axicell (A.,0_L_A2jl 
B (T) max 
J , (A-mm ) pack 
stored 
Inner diameter (m) 
Outer diameter (m) 
Height (m) 
Coil mass (ton) 

12.7 
20 
75 
0.4 
2.5 
1.0 
30 

4.5.2 Requirements for TIBER II 

The TIBER II design emphasizes compactness as a means to machine 
economy. High performance in the superconducting coil systems is essential to 
the achievement of compactness. The high performance goals for the magnet 
systems of TIBER II are exemplified by the requirements placed on the TF coils 
and the central, plasma-shaping or "pusher" coil. These coils are shown in 
the TIBER II magnet system in Fig. 4-44. 

For the present, we consider only steady-field operation, as would be 
the case for TIBER II with an rf-driven plasma current. The pusher-coil 
requirement can then be simply stated as a total current requirement of 18 MA, 
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"Pusher" coiH TF coil 

Figure li-HU. The TIBER II magnet system. 
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which can be achieved with a coil 1.1-m inner diam. x 1.9-m outer diam. 
2 x 1.13-m height having an average winding-pack current density of 40 A/mm . 

The TF system must produce 6 T at the plasma major radius of 3 m. When 3pace 
for the plasma, blanket, shield, etc. is considered, we find that a TF coil 
must have an opening of about 6 m on the vertical axis and 4 m on the 
horizontal axis. These and other electromagnetic requirements can be met with 

p a 16-coil set. The winding pack has an average current density of 40 A/mm 
and sees a maximum field of 12 T. 

The design of both the plasma shaping and TF coil systems will be 
driven by protection requirements in relation to high current density and high 
stored energy. The design of the TF system, because of its nearness to the 
plasma, reduced shielding, compactness, and reduced costs, must also account 
for the effects of nuclear heating in the superconductor on the order of 

3 19 2 
10 mW/cm , neutron fluence at the superconductor on the order of 10 n/cm , 
damage to the copper stabilizer on the order of 0.2 dpa, and radiation 
exposure to insulating materials in the winding pack on the order of 10 rad. 
4.5.3 Conductor Performance 

The requirements for the TIBER II superconducting magnet systems may 
seem overly ambitious when compared to the performance demonstrated in the 
IFSMTF and MFTF-B. However, the performance of multifilamentary (MF)-Nb.Sn 
has been greatly improved since the inception of these projects. In addition, 
we have a better understanding of the advantages of using (MF)-Nb-Sn in a 
cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) system for the attainment of high current 
densities in large magnets. 

4.5.3.1 Available Performance in Superconductor Wire. Figure 4-45 is a 
compilation by Suenaga of critical-current data for several MF-Nb.Sn 
conductors at 4.2 K. The solid curves represent variants of Nb,Sn with TI 
additions, i.e., (NbTi),Sn; the particular data base used for the TIBER I 
study is the heavier curve. The broken curves represent variants of "puren or 
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Figure i)-i)5. 
4.2 K. 

Recent cr i t ical-current data for various MF-Nb-Sn conductors at 
Solid curves represent (NbTi) Sn; dashed curves represent "pure" MF-

Nb Sn variations. 
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unmodified Nb-Sn. In general, the (NbTiKSn conductors perform better at the 
higher fields because both T Q and B 2 Q have been improved by the Ti 
additions. (See the end of Section 4 for definitions of the nomenclature used 
in this discussion.) At 12 T and below, Nb^Sn performs essentially as well as 
the (NbTi)_Sn, or even better in some instances. At these lower fields, the 
obtainable critical-current density is dominated by microstructure and its 
effect on the density of flux-pinning sites in the superconductor. For a 
number of reasons, the microstructure of Nb^Sn is presently better controlled 
in the manufacturing processes. 

4.5.3.2 Radiation Damage Limits in Superconductors. Figure 1-46 is 
representative of the effects of high-energy neutron fluence on technical 

19 Nb,Sn conductors, both pure and modified. The samples tested were 
irradiated with 14.1-MeV neutrons at room temperature and then tested at 
4.2 K. The lower horizontal axis in Fig. 4-46 accounts for the "softer" 
neutron-energy spectrum expected in TIBER II. The initial increases in 
performance apparent in these data are explained in terms of the damage giving 
rise to increased normal-state resistivity of the superconductors. 
An increase in the normal-state resistivity can result in an increase in the 
upper critical field. In the modified materials, the upper critical field has 
already been optimized by additions of a third element to increase the normal-
state resistivity. Therefore, any further Increase due to damage might be 
expected to be small. Eventually, the decrease in performance is caused by a 
drop in T with increased damage. For unmodified Nb^Sn, it is clear that 

19 2 the conductor will retain Its performance beyond the 10 n/cm fluence in 
TIBER II. Modified Nb-Sn will be useful for attaining the required 
performance in the pusher coil, where the high-field windings are essentially 
completely shielded by the TF system and the outer, lower field turns. 

4.5.3-3 Radiation Damage in Stabilizer. Stability in a CICC is obtained 
primarily from the enthalpy available in the internal helium over the 
temperature margin provided by operating the conductor at less than its 
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Figure 4-46. C r i t i c a l cur ren t va neutron f luenoe. Data were taken using a 
14.1-MeV neutron source . The lover hor izonta l axis accounts for the " so f t e r " 
neutron energy spectrum expected in TIBER I I . 
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critical current. As a result, there is no large penalty on stability as the 
conductivity of the copper is reduced by accumulated damage. (Only copper is 
considered as a stabilizer. The damage to high-purity aluminum at the 
fluences under consideration give rise to end-of-life conductivity as bad or 
worse than that of copper. Manufacturing difficulties and other less 
desirable properties eliminate aluminum from consideration.) However, we will 
certainly want to protect the TIBER II magnets against damage in the event of 
a quench and right up to the end of life of the machine. Knowledge of copper 
resistivity vs damage is essential for providing the needed protection. For 
our conceptual designs, we assume the residual resistivity of copper to be 
increased by radiation damage according to 

4p Q = s[1 - exp(-iD/s)] , (1-5) 

where s = 3.46 nfl-m is the saturation level, and i = 696 nfl-m-dpa is the 
saturation rate. Hagnetoresistivity is accounted for by the relation 

p(B) = p0Cl + O . O B S ^ B / P Q ) 1 * 0 7 ] , (4-6) 

20 where p includes the effects of radiation damage. 

4.5.3.4 Strain Effects in Superconductors. In a CICC system, the strain In 
the Nb Sn filaments, and thus the critical current at operating conditions, is 
determined by the complex Interaction of the sheath and the cable inside 
during the entire history from formation at around 1000 K, through cooidown to 
the operating temperature around 4 K, to charging to full field and current 
resulting in high electromagnetic forces borne principally by the sheath. An 
experimental program is under way at LLNL to examine the conductor/sheath 
interaction through a series of electromechanical tests. Some results are 

21 already available. 
In the first series of tests, the critical currents of model CICCs were 

measured, with the axial load applied to the sheath during each test increased 
by small increments until the measured critical current was observed to pass 
through a maximum. The ratio I ./I of initial or "no-load" critical current 

ci cm 
to maximum critical current was observed to vary with fraction of the internal 21 space available for He in the otherwise identical specimens. These data are 
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plotted in Fig. 4-17, along with other values for similar conductors inferred 
22 23 from data in the literature. ' 

To a first approximation, I
c i

/ I
e m gives a measure of superconductor 

filament strain in the unloaded state of the CICC. For a single wire (of the 
same manufacture as all those represented in Fig. 4-47 and tested under the 
same conditions of temperature and field), Ref. 24 gives I /I vs filament 

c cm 
strain as shown in Fig. 4-48. However, initial axial strain in the filaments 
following cooldown should be related to the therraomechanical properties of the 

21 various constituents of the CICC according to a relation of the form 

F ( W £

3 h A sh (r\h - ffifu - W c u * gt>s,yA*z 
E i n i t - " F ( f H e > E s h A s h 1 + Efil Afil ' ( 1 4 _ 7 ) 

A factor F(f„ ) has been introduced before the sheath modulus to account 
for the observation that, the greater the He fraction, the less rigidly linked 
are the conductor strands to the compressive influence of the sheath during 
cooldown. 

We may use the formalism represented in Fig. 4-48 to convert the data of 
Fig. 4-47 to z, ... vs f,. , These data can, in turn, be converted to a init He 
representation of F(f ) vs f„ , as shown in Fig, 4-49, using Eq. (4-7). We 
expect this conversion process to hold for conductors of reasonably similar 

2 geometry. The curve F(f ) - 0.15 exp[-(f /0.4) ] gives a reasonable fit to 
the best verified data. 

The sheath of a CICC is the principal load-bearing member. We expect 
the tensile strain in the filaments at operating conditions to be given by an 
expression of the form 

e " elnit. + C £sh ' ( 4" 8> 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
'He 

Figure 4-U7. Ratio of initial (unloaded) critical current of CICC samples to 
maximum critical current as a function of void or helium fraction inside the 
conduit. 
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Total filament strain (%) 

Figure H-H8. The e f fec t of s t r a i n on c r i t i c a l current of a bronze-processed 
urve 
18 K. 

MF-Nb„Sn conductor a t 12 T, 4.2 K. The curve f i t t e d t o the data uses Ek ln ' s 

formalism with B^on/ 0 ' 22 T and T cOm 
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Figure 4-<49. Data of Fig. 4-47 converted to values of F(f H e) using Eq. (4-7) 
and I /I as a measure of filament strain, as given in Fig. 4-48. c cm 
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with the first term determined from Eq. (4-7) and the fit to data in 
Fig. 1-49. The factor C in Eq. (4-8J is presently under experimental 
investigation in the LLNL high-field coil development program, but vie expect 
it to be nearly constant and on the order of unity. 

In the range of temperatures over which superconductors are usually 
operated, critical current density is essentially a .linear function of 
temperature and can be accurately represented at a particular field fl and 
strain e by the extrapolated intercepts J (B,E) and T (B,e). According to 
Ref. 24, these terms have the functional forms 

, 1.711 /2 

i w ^ ' - a i = r 
1 -

W 0 ) 

(4-9) 

and 

V B ' e > '^J»^ - a | e | 1 - 7 ) 1 / 3 

1 -

I w°>o - aJ£i 
11/2 

B 11/2 

w°> 
(4-10) 

where a • 900 for e £ 0 and a • 1250 for e > 0 . These critical values enter 
the relation for the stability parameter n according to 

t 1 - fcond) j C y B . O - T j J \ 
n " fcond f V B ' e ) " f c o n d < 1 - f C u ) J c O ( B ' £ ) t ' 

The stability parameter is merely a dimensionless parameter constructed so as 
to vary monotonically with the actual stability margin of a CICC, so long as 

25 the Interstitial helium is fully used. 
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With a given superconductor defined by its critical parameters J and 
T , the stability of a CICC is then essentially determined by the fraction of 
conductor f . filling the cable space and the fraction of copper t„ in the 
conductor strands. Figure 4-50 shows typical contours of the stability 
parameter mapped in the (f, o n d f 0„) plane at a particular field and 
temperature and for a fixed value of cable-space current density J. The solid 
curves take account of conductor strain effects, as discussed, and the dashed 
curves ignore these effects. The conceptional analyses presented here include 
strain effects, described above, with F(f ) given by the fitted curve in 
Fig. 4-49 and with C - 0.86 in Eq. (1-48). 

Recall that the contours of Fig. 4-50 give a measure of stability 
available from the CICC if all the interstitial helium in the vicinity of a 
disturbance is fully used. Such use, of course, depends on heat transfer from 
the strands of the cable to the bulk of the fluid. With adequate flow, i.e., 
flow sufficient to cause turbulence, the heat transfer is good. Even with 
initially stagnant helium, however, the transient flow caused by the 
disturbance can be enough to generate the necessary turbulence. Whether the 
transient flow is sufficient depends on the cable-space current density J and 

25 various conductor parameters. The following phenomenologically derived and 
25 empirically verified relation places a constraint on J such that heat 

transfer to the internal helium is always adequate to ensure that the heat 
capacity of the internal helium is fully used 

: 1 / 2 [ T ( B , e ) - T j 1 / 2 l ^ 5 

cond J p C u T H d w 

r f f 3 I1 

[ JCu cond 
l' 1 - f c o n d 5 J 

4.5.3.5 Protection. Current density in the cable space of a CICC must be 
constrained to be compatible with protection requirements; i.e., in the event 
of a quench, the temperature at any point must not rise above some safe value, 
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Figure 4-50. An example of contours of n in the ( f
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and the pressure inside the conduit must not exceed some safe value. A safe 
temperature may be defined by the "hot-spot" temperature in relation to 
temperatures elsewhere in the coil since thermal stresses caused by high 
temperature gradients could be sufficient to cause damage. A safe maximum 
pressure will be determined by the shape and thickness of the conduit walls. 

The cable-space current density is constrained by maximum hot-spot 
25 temperature according to a relation of the form: 

[(' - fcond) 2 2 f f I + f f I cond xCu 1 Cu cond 2 

+ ( 1 " W fCu f cond l3 ] } " • . (1-13) 

where 

• - • I , 
"max u„ . ,. C ,, 

I , I Hte.inlt. v.He d T 

' T K
 P C U 
b 

I, m a x ^Cu CCu 
P C u 

dT , 

and 

m a x uCore CCore 
r_ pcu 

dT 

Equation (1-13) is conservative compared with experiment (the observed 
temperature rise is lower), as might be expected, since it ignores the roles 
of the steel sheath and any insulating materials as heat absorbents. For 
short times, this is good practice because of the poor thermal diffuslvity of 
these materials; but for longer times, they can be expected to absorb 
appreciable heat. 

The maximum allowable pressure in the event of a quench constrains J 
25 according to 
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T «. pmax Cu oond ^ cond; w l k h . 
J S — ,3/4 1/2 • l*" 1 , ; 

L pCu 
We view Eq. (4-14) as a worst case. It corresponds to an entire flow path 
quenched instantaneously and held normal until the helium has vented. 
However, recent calculations indicate that other cases may result in pressures 
of the same order depending on detection time. This criterion may be 
relaxed in designs where assurance can be made that it is unrealistic. We are 
working to provide experimental validation of the proper quetich-pressure 
criterion. 

As can be seen from the above discussion, the constraints on J are 
dependent on choices of conductor fraction inside the conduit and copper 
fraction inside the conductor. Figure 4-51 shows the strain-dependent 
contours of rt from the example of Fig. 1-50 with contours of J satisfying the 
constraint addressed above. Allowed values of { f Q o n d i f r .) are generally above 
these contours. At the specified current density, we choose conductor designs 
that give the highest stability parameter allowed by the constraints. 

4.5.3.6 Radiation Heating. The direct heating in the windings of a coil 
caused by absorfied radiation must be removed by forced flow of the Internal 
helium in the CICC. The conductor is then designed to give the desired 
performance (i.e., stability margin at the desired J) in the region of the 
windings where conditions are most severe (i.e., the highest fluid temperature 
and field). For the heat loads expected in TIBER II, there are options that 
hold the fluid temperature in the 12-T region of the TF coils to 5.3 K or 
less. 
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Typical contours of n in the (f . ,f_ ) plane with fixed J and 
cona Cu 

Figure 4-51 
boundary curves embodying the constraints on J, as discussed in the text The 
curve labeled J., represents the constraint in Eq. (4-12), J Q represents the 
constraint in Eq. (1-13), and J Q p represents the constraint in Eq. (4-14). 
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4.5.4 Pusher Coil Design 

4.5.4.1 Conductor Optimization. To achieve the required average winding-pack 
2 current density of 40 A/mm in the pusher coil, grading will be necessary. 

The first grade must operate at 14 T. Subsequent grading steps were chosen 
for this study at 11 T and 8.5 T for convenience (an integral number of layers 
per grade) and for a margin of improvement in overall current density beyond 
the previous higher field grade. Figure 4-52 shows the field distribution 
through the windings. All conductors have the same generic shape and cable 
pattern as that shown in Fig. 4-53 with adjustments made to external 
dimensions, conduit wall thickness, wire diameter, f , and f„ to satisfy 
the requirements of the particular grade. All grades are connected in series 
in this design and run at the same current. 

Table 4-10 summarizes important winding-pack parameters in the three 
grades. The fraction of steel was chosen in this iteration to support the 

Table 4-10. Parameters for the pusher-coil 
winding pack. 

Parameter Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 

B (T) 14 11 8.5 
2 

J (A/mm ) 66.4 69.0 76.3 
cond 0.73 0.65 0.67 

fHe 0.27 0.35 0.33 
fCu 0.53 0.66 0.77 
f • steel 0.39 0.37 0.36 
f lnsul 0.08 0.09 0.09 
f' cond 0.39 0.35 0.37 
f' He 0.14 0.19 0.18 
I /I op c 0.58 0.53 0.55 
Tb (K) 4.2 4.2 4.2 

cs 6.4 7.5 8.0 
Stability parameter 0.09 0.16 O.U 
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3 m a x ' J p a aok A B C 

(T) (A) (A/mm2) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

Grade 1 14 20,000 

Grade 2 11 20,000 

Grade 3 8.5 20,000 

35.0 23.9 22.9 2.77 

37.5 23.1 22.1 2,53 

42.1 21.8 20.8 2.31 

a < * W > * 4 0 A / m m 2 -

Figure 4-53. General configuration and dimensions of the conductors used in 
the three grades of the pusher coil windings. 
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electromagnetic hoop loads assuming that each turn should be self supporting. 
Other parameters were selected by the optimization procedure described above. 

4.5.4.2 Ability of the Pusher Coil to Bear TF System Centering Loads. In the 
TIBER study, the pusher coil was divided into axial segments with steel spacer 
rings in between to help support the centering loads of the TF system. From 
Table 4-10 it is apparent that the pusher coil in this design already has a 
large fraction of steel in the windings to support the large hoop loads. It 
is worthwhile, therefore, to investigate whether the windings might therefore 
support the centering loads. 

The transverse modulus of a stack of CICCs, impregnated with epoxy, may 
have a relatively low effective modulus for several reasons. First, only two 
sides of the conduit are aligned with the load so that roughly only one-half 
of the conduit material is effective in supporting a transverse load. Second, 
the filler and insulation between conductor elements will be of much lower 
modulus. Finally, any corner radius of the conduit gives rise to bending that 
greatly reduces the stiffness in those regions. These and other factors might 
lead to the expectation that the pusher coil is very soft and that the 
deflection of its outer surface under the centering thrust of the TF coils 
would be excessive. However, the conduit of the CICC is quite stiff in the 
direction of the windings (the tangential direction in the coil), and the 
entire winding pack will behave like an orthotropie composite cylinder under a 
uniform radial load. Under such conditions, it can be shown that the 
deflection may be greatly reduced below that expected by considering only the 

27 
effective transverse modulus of the winding pack. 

The radial deflection of the outer surface of the coil is 

•-•(?!"..-y • 
For values appropriate for our case, H./H = 0.5 and v. D = 0.3, we have 

1 0 On 
calculated the deflection based on considerations of the orthotropic composite 
nature of the windings and the deflection, assuming the windings to be 
isotropic with the modulus equal to the transverse modulus. The ratio of 
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these deflections is plotted vs E 0/E„ in Fig. 4-54. The value of E„/E„ for a 
y n -j- o n 

typical stack of CICCs may be as high as 20 , in which case the s. tual 
deflection will be less than one-half that expected by considering only the 
transverse modulus. Possible benefits of this feature will be investigated in 
future- designs of the structural support system between the TF system and the 
pusher coil. 

4.5.5 TF Coil Design 

The original TIBER TF system was designed to produce 10 T with a 
2 winding-pack current density of 45 A/mm . That design also used a MF-Nb-Sn 

2 C1CC, and the cable-space current density was about 78 A/mm . For TIBER II, 
2 12 T is needed with a winding-pack current density of -10 A/mm . Protection 

and structural requirements were the main drivers in the TIBER winding-pack 
design. Those problems will escalate in the larger TIBER II machine. 
Therefore, we investigated a larger, more structurally sound variant of the 
CICC for the present case. We began the study with a conductor configuration 
similar to that shown in Fig. 4-55. 

Scaling from the previous TIBER design, it appears possible to achieve 
2 2 

J - 40 A/mm by setting the cable-space current density at about 69 A/mm . 
The current is raised to 35 kA 30 that the coil can b2 protected to the end of 
machine life with damaged copper (TIBER used a 21-kA conductor). 

The important mechanical loads in the critical, central, straight-leg 
region of the winding pack were calculated with EFFI. Tension at the midplane 
was 37.5 MN, maximum pressure due to the centering force was 98 MPa, and 
maximum pressure due to overturning moments was 39 MPa. These loads were 
converted to maximum stresses experienced by the structural member of the CICC 
and are shown in Fig. 4-55. The tensile stress on the conductor was estimated 
by assuming only partial load sharing of the tensile loads between the ease 
and the winding pack. The element shown in Fig. 4-55 appears at this time to 
be adequate for use throughout the winding pack, making grading unnecessary, 
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a. 

E f l/E c 

Figure 4-51. Reduction in the radial deflection of the outer surface of the 
pusher coll from that expected by considering only the effective transverse 
modulus of the winding pack. 
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390-MPa 
compression 

420-MPa (2 pic's) 
compression 

Figure 4-55. Proposed TIBER II TF conductor. 
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and making the option for pancake winding more reasonable . The proposed 

winding pack layout and f i t u p in the c e n t r a l , s t r a i g h t sec t ion of the case i s 

shown in F ig . 4-56. Table f - i i summarizes the important TF c o i l and conductor 

parameters . 

Table 4-11 . Parameters for the TF c o i l winding pack. 

Total cur ren t (MA) 5.6 
2 

Winding-pack cross sec t ion (m } 0.140 
-2 

Average winding-pack current densi ty (A-mrn ) 40 
NumDer of tu rns 160 
Conductor cur ren t (kA) 35 

2 
Effec t ive a rea of a turn (mm ) 875 
Conductor + i n s u l a t i o n (mm) 33.9 » 25.8 
Overal l winding-pack, ma te r i a l f r ac t ions 

f s t e e l ° ' 3 7 

f! , „, 0.05 i n s u l a t i o n 
'cond ° ' 3 3 

fHe 2 °' 2 5 

Conductor cable-space cross section (mm ) 508 
Fraction of conductor in the cable space 0.57 
Fraction of copper in the conductor 0.57 
Number of cable strand3 625 
Strand diameter (mm) 0.77 
Coil dump voltage (kV) 10 
Estimated maximum hot-spot temperature (K) 130 
Estimated maximum quench pressure (MPa) 30 
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H ' • 11 i i i i I 
10 cm 

Figure *»-56. TF co l l s ec t i on . 
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NOMENCLATURE 

2 Total cross section of bronze in the CICC (m ). 

2 Total cross section of copper stabilizer in the CICC (m ). 

2 
Total cross section of Nb̂ Sn filaments in the CICC (m ) . 

2 

Total cross section of sheath material in the CICC (m ). 

Magnetic field at the conductor (T). 

Strain-free upper critical field at zero temperature (T). 

Specific heat of noncopper fraction of the composite 
superconductor. For MF-Nb.Sn, this amounts to an average of the 

3 -1 -1 
specific heats of CuSn-bronze and Nb_Sn (J»kg »K ). 
Specific heat of copper (J«kg -K ). 

Mean specific heat at constant volume for He, taken as 3100 
J-kg" 1-K _ 1. 

Diameter of a superconductor composite strand In the CICC (tn). 

Young's modulus of a Nb_Sn filament (Pa). 

Stored energy at full field (J). 

Young's modulus of the CICC sheath (Pa). 

Fraction of conductor inside the conduit of the CICC. 

Fraction of stabilizing copper in the superconductor composite 
strands. 
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f = Fraction of helium inside the conduit of the CICC, He 
f » 1 - f He cond 

I = Critical current at operating field and temperature (A). 

I - Maximum I vs strain, cm c 

I - Operating current at full field (A). op 
2 -1 -H I.flprl. - Integral terms defined in text (A -s »m ). 

-2 J - Operating current density inside the conduit of a CICC (A«m ). 

J Q(B,E) - Zero-temper attire, critical-current density over the noncopper 
fraction of a composite superconductor strand at field and 
strain <A«m~ ). 

—2 
JcOm " M a x i r a u m o f J

c n v s s t ( , a i n (A'm )• 

L » Length of CICC between helium flow connections (m). 

£„ - Length of CICC receiving a sudden heat impulse (m). 

P - Maxiraum allowable, absolute pressure during a quench of the CICC 
(Pa). 

Saturation value of stabilizer residual resistivity due to 
radiation damage (nfl«m). 

T - Bulk fluid temperature of the Internal helium of a CICC at 
operating conditions (K). 

T (B,e) - C r i t i c a l temperature of tVve superconductor composite a t a 
particular field and strain (K). 

T « Maximum of T vs strain (K). cm c 
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Terminal vol tage r e s u l t i n g from a dump a t f u l l f i e l d (V). 

Total r e l a t i v e thermal cont rac t ion of the Nb Sn fi lament from 

the conductor hea t - t rea tment temperature t o opera t ing 
temperature ( i . e . , from 1000 K to f K). 

Total relative thermal contraction of the sheath from the 

conductor heat-treatment temperature to operating temperature 
(i.e., from 1000 K to 4 K ) , 

Total axial strain in the superconductor filaments due to all 
effects. 

Initial axial strain in the superconducting filaments after 
cooldown to operating temperature. 

Axial strain added to the sheath of the CICC under the action of 
electromagnetic forces. 

Stability parameter. 

Density of internal He in a CICC at the initial operating 
temperature and pressure, I.e., before a quench (kg«m ). 

Density of the noncopper fraction of the composite 
superconductor (taken as 6920 kg«m for MF-Nb Sn composites}. 

Density of copper (taken as 89^0 kg-m ). 

Resistivity of the stabilizing copper at operating field (fi'm). 

Yield stress of copper (Pa). 
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a. - Yield stresa of bronze (Pa), bz.y 

T = Duration of a sudden heat impulse to the CICC (s), 
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5. NUCLEAR SHIELDING AND TRITIUM BREEDING 

The principle nuclear design objective for TIBER II is to design the 
shielding required to limit superconductor (SCI coil end-of-life damage and 
heating to allowable limits while having minimal impact on the cost and size 
of the machine. The shield system is designed to be a low-risk, lifetime 
component. 

Because of the availability and cost of tritium, an important secondary 
objective of our TIBER II study is to explore its tritium breeding potential. 
This objective involves modifying the shield to breed as much tritium as 
possible without compromising the first objective or increasing the machine 
size. In addition, we must estimate how much larger the machine must be for 
tritium self sufficiency. The first modification proposed is to add a soluble 
lithium compound to the shield/first-wall/divertor cooling water and, where 
space allows, to replace the shield material with a good neutron multiplier, 
such as Be or Pb. Tritium supply rationale is discussed in Sec. 3.4. 

Additional objectives of our TIBER II work are to determine ai'cerheat 
levels in the first wall, blanket, and shield; operational and shutdown dose 
rates around the machine; and end-of-life disposal ratings of major activated 
components. Where needed and practical, we may mitigate such effects through 
a judicious choice of materials. 

The proposed limits for radiation effects are a fast-neutron fluence in 
19 2 the Nb Sn superconductor of 2 x 10 n/cra (E > 0.1 MeV), a dose to the GFF 

11 Polyimide insulation of 1 x io rads, and a total TF-coil heating rate of 36 
kW (including coil cases). The SC peak fast fluence and the insulation peak 
dose limits are based on limited data and are subject to change. A safety 
factor of 1.2 on shield thickness is proposed to account for uncertainties in 
data and modeling. The safety factor itself is also subject to change as the 
uncertainties are quantified. The TF-coil heating limit of 36 kW is a soft 
limit that is based on the maximum of 72 kW the present coil design can take; 
thus this limit includes a safety factor of 2. The design life of TIBER II is 
10 burn-sec (3.2 full-power years). 

2 Initial estimates based on our 1-D analysis for TIBER I show that TIBER 
11 will require a W-based inboard shield with a shield thickness of -55 cm on 
the centerline and -53 cm at the start of the divertor (z = + 1.25 m), where 
the space available for inboard shielding is at a minimum, to meet the design 
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limit for SC damage. Dose to the insulator is about 10 rads, or 0.1 times 
the design limit, and total TF coil heating will be less than 36 kW; thus, the 
SC damage limit dictates the shield thickness. The present TIBER II 
configuration includes a shield thickness of only 51 cm on the centerline, 
decreasing to 43 cm at the start of the divertor for the inboard first wall 
and shield, assuming a 5-cm space between the shield and coil case. Beyond 
the inner leg, room for the first wall and shield increases from -75 cm to 
-120 cm, assuming a 10-cm space between the shield and coil case. This 
additional room will allow the outboard shield to consist of low-cost steel 
rather than high-cost W and will also allow some room for Be or Pb to enhance 
tritium breeding. 

Figure 5-1 shows the present TIBEH II shield configuration. Figure 
5-2 shows an estimate of neutron wall loading around the first wall, given a 
fusion power of 318 MW. The shielding consists of a stainless steel (SS) 
structure (1056 vol) containing two sizes of pebbles (72JC vol) and low-
pressure, low-temperature cooling water (18? vol). The inner shield contains 
W pebbles, while the outer shield contains SS pebbles. Where space allows, an 
inner zone of Be or Pb pebbles will replace the SS or W pebbles to enhance 
tritium breeding. The cooling water contains a Li or B compound to breed 
tritium and/or reduce gamma production and activation, A pebble-bed shield is 
proposed because of its lower material unit cost. However, if its lower -1 
content (72% vol) causes the inboard shield thickness to grow, thus forcing 
the overall machine to increase in size, then higher-content forms of W will 
be used in the critical regions. 

The idea of breeding tritium directly in the cooling water was inspired 
by the aqueous blanket work by Steiner at RPI and the demonstrated 
capabilities of removing tritium from water at low concentrations and low cost 
by Ontario Hydro. The Ontario Hydro (CFFTP) initial estimate for the cost of 
tritium processing equipment for TIBEH II is $20 million. If for some reason 
the aqueous breeder is unacceptable, then a LiAl solid breeder is our fallback 
case; however, the solid breeder would be mechanically more complicated, and 
the breeding would, most likely, be less. 

Our current estimate of thicknesses for the required inboard shield is 
only a crude first estimate that will, more than likely, change as the result 
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TF coi! case 
{~ 3-ctn stainless steel) 

Figure 5-1. TIBER II shield configuration. 
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n (r, z = 0) 

Fuiion power 
Average neutron wall loading 
Peak outboard neutron wall loading 
Peak inboard neutron wall loading 
Minimum neutron wall loading 

318 MW 
1.3MW/m 2 

2 MW/m 2 

1.54 MW/m 2 

0.4 MW/m 2 

Figure 5-2, Neutron wall-loading distribution. 
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of more rigorous analysis. Shield optimization may also reduce required 
shield thicknesses. In addition, experiments using existing 14-MeV sources 
should be done to verify our ability to calculate thin-W shields. 
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6. CRYOGENIC SYSTEM 

During FY86 we focussed our efforts on cooling of the toroidal field 
(TF) coils. The TF coils constitute most of the cryogenic load due to high 
neutron heat loads. 

In the 1985 TIBER report, we proposed flowing liquid helium from the 
plasma side (high heat-load side) of the TF coils in the outward direction. 
Subsequent studies during FY86 indicated that we could achieve better cooling 
and lower temperature by flowing liquid helium in the opposite direction. The 
improvements arising from the new flow direction are due to Joule-Thompson 
(JT) expansion of helium and associated high heat capacity of helium in the 
last few turns nearest the plasma. 

Hand calculations and a simple calculator code were used to determine 
temperatures within the TF coils. Figure 6-1 is a plot of helium flow through 
the coil superimposed on a T-S diagram (temperature vs entropy). The numbers 
on the helium-flow plot are coil turns, numbered from the outside inward. A 
family of plots were generated showing that, with the present TF-coll design, 
neutron heat loads of up to 72 kW could be handled while maintaining 5.3 K or 
less in the coil. 

The coil design, which is a pancake winding, and the flow direction 
permit single-phase flow throughout the coil. Nevertheless, the high heat 
capacity of helium at lower pressures (below critical pressure) can still be 
used to cool the highly heated turns near the plasmas because this occurs on 
the gas side of the two-phase dome. 

A second advantage of the new configuration is an inherent stability of 
TF flow paths in parallel. In the event of increased flow in one path, 
temperatures would be decreased, thus driving flow Into the two-phase region. 
Two-phase flow, with much higher flow resistance, would then drive the flow 
rate down and back into the supercritical region. Future studies will 
qualitatively define the mechanism for both flow and heat-load variations. 

Our examination showed that flow-rate, heat-load, pressure, and 
temperature requirements of the TF coils match well with those from a standard 
Claude helium-refrigerator cycle, such as that used in the Mirror Fusion Test 
Facility (MFTF) A and B systems at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 
Consequently, no cold helium pumps or other unproven components are required. 
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Cost3 of the cryogenic system are the aame as those reported in Section 
9.4 of the 1985 TIBER report, except that the 1.8-K refrigerator subsystem is 
eliminated. Because the current pusher-coil design does not require 1.8 K, 
the aystem cost is reduced by about 5%. 

No serious problems appear to exist in cooling the TIBER coils. The 
present TIBER-II design implies a TF-coil heat load of 25 to 50 kW, which is 
well below the 72-kW capability. Similarly, the peak temperature of 5.3 K 

Figure 6-1. TF-coll helium flow superimposed on a temperature vs entropy 
diagram. The coil design is a pancake winding with 15 turns per path. 
Numbers on the helium plot denote the turn number from the outside inward. 
Inlet temperature Is 4.5 K, inlet pressure is 5.0 atm, total flow rate is 
3000 g/s, and total heat load is 72 kW. 
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provides ample margin for the present conductor design. Future work will 
include checking our numbers with more detail analysis and a study of flow-
stability mechanisms. We will also include an analysis of the more mundane 
problems of ensuring that the cable-in-eonduit conductor flow paths can be 
kept clean and open. 
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7. STEADY-STATE FREE ELECTRON MASER MODULES 

7.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON RESONANT HEATING (ECRH) 

The ECRH requirements for TIBER II are still evolving, pending a 
selection of the current-drive scenario and definitive calculations of the 
relativistic corrections to the current-drive efficiency and ray-tracing 
calculations. Nevertheless, an ECRH system can be designed, for a straw-man 
set of requirements, that is sufficiently flexible to accommodate moderate 
changes in the requirements. 

The assumed scenario is that lower-hybrid waves are used to drive the 
current at the plasma edge, and ECRH is used in the plasma core. The ECRH 
waves are to be first-harmonic, O-mode at 10° incidence. The total ECRH power 
requirement delivered to the plasma is 40 KW. Additionally, the ECBH system 
should be capable of running at frequencies continuously variable from the 
full-field frequencies to 70% of that value to allow for derated operation of 
TIBER II. 

Preliminary calculations indicated that it is desirable for the power to 
be deposited nearly uniformly over the inner 2/3 of the minor radius on the 
high-field side of the major axis. Such deposition avoids the necessity of 
relying on anomalous current penetration. The power is supplied by an outside 
launch. The high linear optical thickness of TIBER II ensures deposition of 
the power outside the resonant surface to take maximum advantage of the 
relativistic corrections to the current-drive efficiency (see Appendix B). 

There are two means of depositing the power uniformly. The waves may be 
launched at the mid-plane at frequencies varying from 175 to 205 GHz. Because 
this is not a severe design constraint using steady-state FEM technology, the 
multiple-frequency approach has been chosen at this time. Alternately, the 
waves may be launched at varying distances off the mid-plane at 175 GHz (3ee 
Fig. 7-1). However, this solution will lead to a small degradation of 
current-drive efficiency due to effects of trapped particles. 
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Or-

Figure 7-1. ECRH resonant surfaces. 
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7 . 2 TECHNOLOGY OF THE STEADY-STATE FREE ELECTRON MASER 

The technology of the steady-state FEM has advanced to the point that it 
now represents a low-technical-risk, moderate-cost source of ECRH power for 
TIBER II. The steady-state FEM concept is shown in Fig. 7-2. A high-quality 
(low-emittance, low-energy-spread), moderate-current electron beam is 
extracted from a gun near ground potential. The beam is accelerated through 
the wiggler, which is at high volta&e. The spent beam is then decelerated, 
and most of its energy is recovered in a depressed collector. Most of the 
power is provided by the gun power p'ipply that is near ground potential. The 
high-voltage supply provides only leakage power. 

Because the beam energy spread is relatively small, high-efficiency 
energy collection can be achieved. The recovery efficiency of a single-stage 
collector is limited by n n = 1 ~ 2 n,,, where n„ is the extraction efficiency 

K b t 

of the wiggler. However, this efficiency can be surpassed by multistage 
collection. The total efficiency of the system is given by 

\ 
'tot 1 - n (1 - n E) 

Thi.1, even with modes extraction efficiency, high system efficiency can be 
achieved. 

FEM designs are developed through computer analyses that are based on 
experimental results. Parametric design codes are used for an initial 
analysis to select the operating point. A full 2.5-D simulation of the FEM 
interaction is then performed. Beam analysis and transport codes are used. 
These codes have been benchmarked with a range of FEM and FEL experiments. 

7.3 TIBER I I FREE ELECTRON MASER MODULES 

The ECRH power for TIBER II i s supplied by four 12-MW FEM modules. Each 
module c o n s i s t s of a 60-kW preampli f ier and two 6-MW power amplifiers. . 
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Figure 7-2. Steady-state free electron maser. 
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which are located in a common high-voltage tank, all sharing a common high 
voltage (see Fig. 7-3). The input signal is provided by an external 20-W 
oscillator. The output of the preamplifier is split for input for the power 
amplifiers. The wiggler structures are a hybrid design using SM-Co permanent 

2 magnets with high-permeability pole faces. The high-power microwave output 
is then combined into one quasi-optical transmission line, as shown in 
Fig. 7-H, The transmission line will be differentially pumped at the 
connection to the tokamak. Thus, there are no microwave windows between the 
wigglers and the tokamak. 

The parameters of a 205-GHz module are listed in Table 7-1. At 175 GHz, 
the extraction efficiency and output power rise to 7.0% and 12.7 MW, 
respectively, while the required high voltage drops to 1.80 MV. Thus, 
multifrequency injection is feasible. 

The modules are contained in a 60-psia, SF,, high-voltage tank that is 
10 m long and 3-3 m in diameter. Since they are located up to 10 m from the 
tokamak, the modules are outside the principal biological radiation shield. A 
movable end dome on the HV tank allows walk-in maintenance. 

Er.eh module requires two 200-kV, 50-A gun power supplies that may be 
located on a sub-floor, as shown in Fig. 7-5. Two high-voltage supplies, 
50 mA at 2 MV, supply the leakage power. Commercially available Dynaraitron 
high-voltage power supplies may be used. 

7.4 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR FREE ELECTRIC MASERS 

A development program is needed to ensure the timely availability of the 
FEM modules for TIBER II. To develop high-gain, stable amplifier operation at 
this power level, the key development step is the handling of the high average 
power. Concerns arise from thermal loading of the device elements from both 
electron-beam deposition and microwave losses. Many of the other key program 
elements have been demonstrated in experiments listed in Table 7-2. High-
voltage electrostatic operation has been successful, the frequency range has 
been bracketed, and high-efficiency energy recovery has been demonstrated. 
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Table 7-1. Parameters for the 205-GHz, 12-MW FEM Module. 

Parameter 60-kW preamplifier 6-MW power amplifier 

Frequency (GHz) 205 
Wiggler wavelength (cm) 6 
Wiggler field (kg) 0.5 
Wiggler length (cm) 280 
Beam current (A) 3 
Beam voltage (MV) 1.98 
Pout ( k W ) 6 0 

Extraction efficiency (?) 1.1 
Energy recovery efficiency (%) 95 
Total efficiency (t) 18 
Wall plug efficiency (?) 16 

205 
6 
0.5 

170 
50 
1.98 

6120 
6.2 

95 
57 
17 

Table 7-2. FEM relevant experiments. 

TRW UCSB Hughes TRW 
Parameter 1978 1984 1980 1986 

Frequency (GHz) 8 to 16 750 to 600 N/A 30 to 60 
Power out (kW) N/A 10 to 20 N/A 200 to 500 
Beam voltage (MV) 0.07 to 0.1 3 to 6 0.16 0.3 to 0.5 
Beam current (A) <25 1 to 20 38 5 to 10 
Efficiency N/A 23?a N/A 10?(30?a) 
Pulse length (us) 1.6 50 N/A 1 to 10 
Energy recovery No Yes Yes Potential 
Recovery efficiency — >95? >90? — 

Electronic efficiency with energy recovery. 
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The development logic required for the TIBER II FEH modules is shown 
in Fig. 7 _6. A low-current beamline would be designed and fabricated with 
energy recovery demonstrated. Thus, issues such as beamline optics, energy 
recovery and efficiency, instrumentation and control at high voltage, high-
voltage insulation, gain control, mode purity, and frequency variability are 
addressed early in the program. The operation or the preamplifier is an 
early milestone. The high-current beamline would then be designed and 
energy recovery demonstrated at high power. High-current operation, thermal 
dissipation, thermal transfer at HV, saturated gain at high power, quasi-
optical output coupling, and microwave breakdown could be Investigated. 
This sequence woula demonstrate the operation of a 6-MW power amplifier. 
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Figure 7-6. FEM development logic for TIBER II. 
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8. TIBER II COSTING 

Table 8-1 shows the costs of the TIBER II design for the RF-driven 
option. Table 8-2 shows costs for the neutral-beam (MB) driven option. Costs 
are broken down into the categories used in the Tokamak Fusion Core Experiment 
(TFCX) studies. Coats are based on the algorithms developed for the TFCX 
studies, with other scaling used when more pertinent data were available (see 
footnotes). Total cost includes engineering and management, but not 
escalation or contingency. Total cost for the RF-driven system Is $1088 
million; while that for the NB-driven option is $1251 million. The difference 
is due to the relatively high efficiency projected for FEMs. 

Figure 8-1 and 8-2 show other relative costs of the various subsystems 
for each option. These figures clearly indicate where we should look for 
significant cost savings and, conversely, how sensitive the total cost is to 
the performance of a few systems, such as the neutral beams and the TF coils. 

PQ610O83/MM 
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Table 8-1. TIBER II costs for ECH + LH option. 

WBS Description 
Total 

($ million) Quantity Unit Basis 

A Project mgmt. & systems engr. 
B Energy and particle removal 
C First-wall assembly 

Inner wall 
Outer wall 

D Vacuum-vessel assembly 
E Shielding system 

Steel 
Tungsten 
Concrete 

F TF magnet system 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

G PF magnet system 
Small PF coil 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

Middle-size PF coil 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

Large PF coil 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

102.8 
48.3 

5.3 
5.5 
10.5 

19.2 
37.1 
4.8 

24.6 
55.4 
68.1 

3.0 
3.0 
1.0 

2.2 
0.8 
1.6 

12.1 
10.7 
36.3 

8% of subsys. + $24 m i l l i o n 

70.2 2 m 0.6875 $M/m2 

32 
2 m 0.166 $M/m 2 

90.16 2 m 0.0612 $M/m2 

875 
2 m 0.012 $M/m2 

891 Mg SS water a t 21.6 $/kg 

307 Mg Tungsten at 121 $/kg 

4600 m^ 
•3 

Concrete a t 0.00105 $M/nr 

205 Mg Winding $120/kg 
16775208 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 
831 Mg SS $82/kg 

15 Mg Winding $200/kg 

913825 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 

12 Mg SS $82/kg 

18 I Mg Winding $120/kg 

232610 kAmT $4.4/kAmT 

20 Mg SS $82/kg 

101 Mg Winding $120/kg 

3239925 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 

449 Mg SS $82/kg 
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Table 8-1. (Continued.) 

WBS Description 

Pusher coil 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

H Tokamak structure 
1 Remote maintenance 
J Diagnostics 
K LHRF system 
L NB system 
M ECRH system3 

N Electric power system 
0 Instr. and control system 
P Water-cooling system 

Q Cryogenic system 
R Fueling system 
S Vacuum-pumping system 
T Buildings and facilities 
U Cleanup, disp. & monit. syst. 

Total subsystems 
Total system 

Estimate supplied by C. Henning 
Estimate based on MFTF. 

Total 
($ million) Quantity Unit 

3.0 15 Mg 
5.8 1761190 kAmT 
0.6 7 Mg 
9.7 315 Mg 
18.5 
41.0 
77.8 22 MW 
0.0 
72.0 21 MW 
72.1 
51.1 
18.7 100 MW 

25.0 
22,3 
19.5 
180.0 
15.1 
985.2 
1088.0 

LLNL. 

Basis 

Winding $200/kg 
$3.3/kAmT 
SS $82/kg 
SS $28/kg 
Constant 
Constant 
$3-538/W - TFCX and 0.8 absor. 

$3.00/W 
Estimate from TFCX costs HPSC 
Constant 
$M - 0.17 * 10°" 8 (capacity 

in MW) 
Estimate 
Laser pellet injector 
Constant 
Smallest TFCX 
Constant 
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Table 8-2. TIBER II costs for HB + LH option. 

Total 
WBS Descr ipt ion ($ mi l l ion ) Quantity Unit Bas is 

A Pro jec t mgmt. & systems engr. 1111.9 $% of subsys . + $24 mi l l i on 
B Energy and p a r t i c l e removal H8.3 70.2 2 

m 
0.6875 $M/m2 

C F i r s t - w a l l assembly 
Inner wall 5.3 32 2 

m 
0.166 $M/m2 

Outer wall 5.5 90.16 2 
m 

0.0612 $M/m2 

D Vacuum-vessel assembly 10,5 875 2 
m 

0.012 AM/m2 

E Shie ld ing system 
S tee l 19.2 891 Mg SS water a t 21.6 $/kg 
Tungsten 37.1 307 Mg Tungsten a t 121 $/kg 
Concrete 4 .8 1)600 m3 3 

Concrete a t 0.00105 $M/m 
F TF magnet system 

Winding 21.6 205 Mg Winding $120/kg 
Superconductor 55.4 16775208 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 
Case 68.1 831 Mg SS $82/kg 

G PF magnet system 
Small PF c o i l 

Winding 3.0 15 Mg Winding $200/kg 
Superconductor 3.0 913825 kAmT $3-3/kAmT 
Case 1.0 12 Mg SS $82/kg 

Middle-s ize PF co i l 
Winding 2.2 18 Mg Winding $120/kg 
Superconductor 0.8 232610 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 
Ca3e 1.6 20 Mg SS $82/kg 

Large PF c o i l 
Winding 12.1 101 Mg Winding $120/kg 
Superconductor 10.7 3239925 kAmT $3.3/kAmT 
Case 36.8 449 Mg SS $82/kg 
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Table 8-2, (Continued.) 

WBS Description 

Pusher coil 
Winding 
Superconductor 
Case 

H Tokamak structure 
I Remote maintenance 
J Diagnostics 
K LHRF system 

L NB system 
M ECRH system 1 5 

N Electric power system 
0 Instr. and control system 
P Water-cooling system 

Q Cryogenic system 
R Fueling system 
S Vacuum-pumping system 
T Buildings and facilities 
U Cleanup, disp. & monit. syst. 

Total subsystems 
Total system 

aFPD*2 estimate. 
Estimate supplied by C Henning 
Estimate based on MFTF. 

Total 
{$ million) Quantity Unit 

3.0 15 Mg 
5.8 1761190 kAmT 
0.6 7 Mg 
9.7 345 Mg 
18.5 
41.0 
70.8 20 MW 

230.3 35 MW 
0.0 0 MW 
72.1 
54.1 
18.7 100 MW 

25.0 
22.3 
19.5 
180.0 
15.1 
1136.4 
1251.3 

LLNL. 

Basis 

Winding $200/kg 
$3.3/kAmT 
SS $82/kg 
SS $28/kg 
Constant 
Constant 
$3.53S/W - TFCX and 
0.8 absorption 

$5.00/W and 0,76 absorption 
$3.00/W 
Estimate from TFCX costs HPSC 
Constant 
$M - 0.47 * 10 0' 8 (capacity 
in MW) 

Estimate 
Laser pellet injector 
Constant 
Smallest TFCX 
Constant 
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Figure 8-1. Costs of various subsystems for the ECH + LH option. 
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APPENDIX A. CURRENT DRIVE USING LOWER-HYBRID SLOW WAVES IN TIBER II 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section, we report on the feasibility of using lower-hybrid slow 
waves for RF current generation in a TIBER II/ETR scenario. At central 
electron temperatures of T = 30 keV and line-average electron densities of 

20 -3 n = 1.13 " 1 0 ra , RF current generation is restricted to r/a > 0.6 due to e 
the combined effect of wave accessibilty and strong quasi-linear electron 
Landau damping. The current-drive figure of merit is calculated to be 
n < 0.1 (A/W-m ), where n = n (10^ u m 3)I (A)R.(m)/P.„(W), 
- ~ 20 -3 P 

n = 1.13 - 1 0 ^ m 3, R Q = 3 m, I R f. * 5,2 MA, and P L H = 45 MW. Here, I R p is 
the RF plasma current, P. „ is the injected lower-hybrid RF power, and H Q is 
the torus major radius. These values are significantly higher than those 2 1 2 found in present-day current-drive experiments [n < 0.12 (A/W-m )J, ' The 
higher figure of merit is a consequence of the better confinement properties 
of the suprathermal electron tail (T. < 1 S in TIBER II compared to tr < 20 ms 
for existing experiments), the pure uniflirectionality of the injected 
Brambilla spectrum of lower hybrid waves, and the reduced power-dissipation 
requirement for "connecting" the suprathermal electron tail to the bulk plasma 
(i.e., E. .. = 35 to 200 keV for TIBER II compared to E..,« 1 to 350 keV for 
existing experiments). 

The tendency for electron Landau damping to occur at r/a > 0.6 turns out 
to be an advantage for the slow wave in terms of avoiding absorption of the 
injected waves on fusion-generated alpha-particles, whose density profile n (r) is hignly peaked at the plasma center. The radial profile of RF a 
current is expected to remain peaked at r/a > 0.6, unless changed by some sort 
of MHD activity. It is therefore recommended that the LH slow wave not be 
considered as the sole means of driving current, but rather, be used for 
plasma startup, profile control, or in conjunction with electron-cyclotron 
current drive or lower-hybrid, fast-wave current drive. Alternatively, slow 
lower-hybrid waves may be used to create the "seed" suprathermal electron tail 
necessary at lower electron temperatures for more efficent electron-cyclotron 
and/or fast-wave, current-drive schemes, 
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A.2 ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION MODEL 

The penetration and absorption of LH slow waves In TIBER II can be 
estimated by recalling that the parallel refractive index of the injected 

1/2 waves must satisfy n , . > nil > n . Here, n , . - 7/T (keV) i3 the maximum eld - ii - a eld — e 
value of n.| possible before wave power is absorbed via strong quasilinear 

2 electron Landau damping (i.e., Vjj - c/n^ < 2.3 x v , where v - 2T /M ). The 
term n Is the minimum value of n M the wave must have to propagate to a 

5 specified electron density. The range or window of ni> values that satisfy 
neld - nll - n b e c o m e 3 quite narrow for the slow wave In a reactor-grade 

3 r 
versus r/a, assuming 
plasma. This range is shown in Pig. A-1, where n . . and n have been plotted 

T e<r) - < y - T e a ) 0 - r 2 / a 2 ) • T^ , (A-1) 

and 

V r ) " ( f l e O - n e a ) ( 1 - ^ / a 2 ) 1 ' 2 1 + % & , (A-2) 

2D -3 where n e a - 0.1 * n e Q , n ^ - l . T x I O ra J , T £ 0 - 30 keV, T e a - 0.5 keV, 
f. - -4-6 GHz, and B. « 6 I. Wave propagation without severe electron Landau 
damping la only possible for 0.6 < r/a < 1. 

The simulation model used in the following calculations has been 
described in detail in Ref. 6. In brief, the current-drive model incorporates 
a toroidal ray-tracing code and a one-dimensional (parallel-velocity) Fokker-
Planck calculation. The toroidal ray-tracing uses a Shafranov equilibrium for 
the magnetic field with shifted, circular flux surfaces. The wave damping 
along each ray trajectory is calculated for quasilinear electron Landau 
damping, linear Ion Landau damping (assuming unraagnetized Ions), nonresonant 
damping (due to electron-ion Coulomb collisions), and Landau damping on .fusion 

H generated alpha-particles. The self-consistent RF diffusion coefficient la 
based on the local rate of quasilinear electron Landau damping. The Fokker-
Planck calculation is relativistically correct for parallel velocity, includes 
the effect of an arbitrary perpendicular temperature T^, due to pitch-angle 
scattering, and contains an electron-tail loss mode. The Fokker-Planck 
equation is solved assuming steady state (&F /at - 0), where F (r,v,.) is the 
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Figure A-1. n , . and n versus r/a for TIBER II parameters given In Section eld a 2 Q _, 
A.2, (T - 30 keV and n ^ - 1 . 7 * 10 n °). 
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electron distribution function, and the DC electric field is neglected because 
it is sufficiently small relative to the runaway electric field. 

A. 3 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The parameters chosen to study TIBEH II were a - 1.24 m, R = 3 m, 
B Q - 6 T, I - 10 MA, 50/50 D-T mixture, T e Q - (15 - 30) keV, 
T._ - (15 - 30) keV, T - T. - 0.5 KeV, P. „ - 45 MW, f n - 4.6 GHz, and an IU ea la LH u ~ 
injected power spectrum of the form P(n||) » exp[~32(n|[ - 1.5) ]. Hays are 
launched from a poloidal location of 9 =• —ir/2, corresponding to the bottom of 
the tokamak. The electron tail confinement is taken to be i. ; ' (s) Y , and 
Ti » T is assumed. 1 e 

Table A-1 gives the results for n versus T , assuming T (r) 
• C T = n _ T

Q J ( 1 " p 2 / a 2 ^ + To = - V r > " T J r > ' a n d % = l | 5 MW. eu ea ea i e LH 

Table A-1. Results for n versus T .. 
eO 

T g 0 (keV) n( A/W-m2) I R F (MA) 

15 
20 
30 

0.31 J).16 

0.37 4.96 

0.39 5.16 

The RF current generation and power deposition is at 80 cm < r < 110 cm 
for all three cases. The 15-keV case does have 2 MW of RF power absorbed by 
electrons at 30 cm < r < 70 cm (lower T allows further radial penetration of 
the wave). The wave power absorbed via Landau damping on fusion alpha 
particles is small for all three cases, with P = • 1.02 MW for T „ » 30 keV and 
P * 0.88 MW for T - = 15 keV. The remaining RF power is absorbed by electron 
Landau damping with P < 43.if MW, and P c o l l < 0.11 MW is absorbed by 
nonresonant, colltsional damping near the plasma surface. The power lost due 
to finite electron tail confinement was small, with P, < 0.03 MW. 
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Figures A-2(a) and A-2(b) show the RF deposition profile (electrons) and 
HF current-density profile for the T =• 30 keV case in Table A-1 . The 
electron-distribution function for v., > 0 and at the radial location of 
r « 96 cm is shown in Fig. A-2(c) as a function of parallel kinetic energy 
E - m c2[n||/(nj| - I) 1 2 - 1]. The plateau extends from E ̂  65 keV, 
corresponding to n,, = n , . - 2.17, to E ̂  150 keV, corresponding to 
n„ = n - 1.58, and is in good agreement with the restrictions imposed by wave II a 
accessibility. A typical ray trajectory for this case is shown in Fig. A-3(a) 
for an initial value of n.. - 1.506. The normalized minor radial position 
(p/a), nri, and normalized ray power (P..) are plotted versus toroidal angle in 
Figs. A-3(b) through A-3(d) for the ray shown in Fig. A-3(a). Here, 
p » r + A cos 6, where r and 6 are the usual toroidal coordinates, and A is 
the Shafranov shift. The wave n« increases as tt propagates inward from the 
launching position (near the bottom of the plasma column), thus ensuring wave 
accessibility. 

The 30-keV case in Table A-1 was also run assuming gaussian temperature 
profiles of the form T (r) - T . exp(-1r2/a2) and T 5(r) - T (r). A comparison e ev A e 
of these two cases is given in Table A-2. 

Table A-2. Parabolic versus Gaussian temperature 
profiles for the T n - 30-keV case. 

Profile nU/w-m 2) r. (cm) I„(MA) dep R? 

Parabola 0.39 96 5.16 

Gaussian 0.22 78 2.86 

Although the maximum in the HF deposition (**deD) is nearer the plasma 
center tor the case run with the gaussian temperature profile, the RF current 
generation and n are lower by almost a factor of 2 than in the case 
considering a parabolic temperature profile. This discrepancy is a 
consequence of T being significantly lower at r in the gaussian case 
(T ' 6.2 keV at r. <* 78 cm) than it is in the parabolic case (T - 12-3 keV e dep e 
at r - 96 cm). The lower T in the gauss Ian case implies Landau dep e 
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Figure A-2(a). Simulation model results for the T eO 30-keV case in Table 
A-1. Radial profile of RF power deposition to electrons (W/cm ). 
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Figure A-2(bh Simulation model results for the T g 0 - 30-keV case In Table 
A-1. Radial profile of RF current density (kA/cm ). 
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Figure A-2(c). Simulation model results for the T e Q =- 30-keV case in Table 
A-1. Electron distribution function at a radial location r 
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Figure A-3. Hay trajectory for T Q - 30-keV case In Table A-1. 
(a) Projection of the ray trajectory in ths poloidal plane of the tokamak. 
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Figure A-3. Ray trajectory for T - - 30-keV case in Table A-1. 
(b) Variation in p/a versus toroidal angle $. (c) Variation In parallel 
refractive index n,, versus toroidal angle •)>. Initially n» • 1.506. 
(d) Normalized wave amplitude P N that results from damping on the quasilinear 
electron distribution function (n|| > 0) versus toroidal angle $. 
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interaction with lower phase-velocity, lower-hybrid waves. The collisionality 
of current-carrying electrons is reduced in the case of the gaussian profile 
because the perpendicular energy of the electrons is reduced (recall that 
T. - T has been assumed). Finally, the electron density at r. is higher in 

20-3 P 
the gaussian profile case (n » 1.06 * 10 m ) than it is in the parabolic 19-3 case (n = 6.86 x 10 m ). The current-carrying electrons are therefore more 
collisional in the gaussian case and retain their momentum for a shorter time, 
resulting in a further reduction in n. 

In the outer region of the plasma it may be possible to assume Ti > T 
e 

because of enhanced pitch-angle scattering (if the parallel-velocity extent of 
the RF wave spectrum is broad enough) or if electron-cyclotron heating is used 
to raise the perpendicular energy of the suprathermal electrons at the point 
of RF current generation. The effect of T^ > T is shown in Table A-3 for the 
T = 30-keV case. 

Table A-3. Effect of Tj_ > T for 
the T „ - 30 keV case. e 

eO 

1L/Te I R F (MA) n (A/W-m2) 

1 5.16 0.39 
3 7.76 0.58 

The RF power deposition for T. /T - 3 is similar to the T - T case. 
II e j. e 

The enhancement in current generation occurs because the RF waves are 
interacting with electrons whose total energy has been raised (via an 
increase in perpendicular temperature) and whose collisionality has been 
reduced. It should be noted, however, that the ECH power needed in raising 
T^ has not been estimated or included in the calculation of n in Table A-3. 

The RF current profile shown in Fig. A-2(a) is not expected to change 
due to the diffusion or transport of suprathermal current-carrying 
electrons. This is easily seen to be the case because the slowing down time 
of an electron at energy 160 keV and n = 8 * 1 0 m is x < t ms. 

e s -
However, a typical diffusion time scale might be t < t < 1 s. Thus, 
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T >> T , and auprathermal electrons are thermalized before they can diffuse 
radially. 

In conclusion, we have found that lower-hybrid current-drive 
2 efficiencies on the order of n < 0.4 (A/W«m ) are possible in a TIBER ll/ETR 

~ - ?0 -3 
current-drive scenario at T Q » 30 keV and n • 1.13 « 10 m . RF current 
generation and power deposition are restricted to the outer one-half of the 
plasma due to a combination of wave accessibility and strong electron Landau 
damping. This turns out to be an advantage in terms of avoiding strong 
absorption of the lower-hybrid slow waves on fusion-generated alpha-
particles at r/a < 0.3. However, the suprathermal current is expected to 
remain at... T/a > 0.6, unless transported to the plasma center by MHD 
activity. We recommend that the LH slow wave not be considered as the sole 
means of driving current, but rather be used for plasma startup, profile 
control, or in conjunction with electron-cyclotron or fast-wave current 
drive. 
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APPENDIX B. RELATIVISTIC ECH CURRENT DRIVE IN REACTORS 

During the flat-top burn phase of TIBER-II reactor operation, the 
central electron tempe ture may reach as high as 10 keV in an ECH or LH + ECH 
current-drive scenario. At such high temperatures, the plasma contains a 

2 2 substantial population of highly relativistic electrons (v /c * 1), which can 
play an important role in determining the ECH current-drive efficiency in the 
core of the plasma. Appendix B provides the calculation of the normalized 
linear efficiency n for continuous ECH current drive under such conditions. 

Previously, an empirical formula for the global current-drive efficiency 
TI was given by 

T (keV) 
n(A/w) = 0.1)5 ™ = (B-1) 

RQ(ra) N g o(10 m J ) In A 

for assessing the power requirement, where T , R Q, and N- Q are the electron 
temperature, major radius, and density, respectively. However, Eq. (B-1) was 
based on a series of specific ray-tracing calculations done on JET, for 
T £ 15 keV and no relativistic corrections. For the TIBER-II range of 
parameters, this calculation clearly needs to be extended to higher-
temperature regimes. 

Relativistic effects become important when the velocity of the resonant 
2 2 electrons becomes comparable to the speed of light, i.e., v /c •* 1. The 

electron mass is then given by mY, where m is the rest mas3 and 
2 2-1/2 2 2 2 1/2 Y - (1 - v /e ) * (1 + p /m c ) , with the consequence that the electron 

becomes heavier as its energy increases. The relativistic mass shift 
manifests itself in two aspects in the case of ECH current drive. First, as 

2 pointed out by Fisch, the heavier relativistic electrons alow down more 
rapidly on the lighter background electrons. Further, the ECH wave increases 
the perpendicular energy of the relativistic resonant electrons, resulting in 
those electrons carrying less current, since, to conserve momentum, the 
parallel velocity must decrease when the electron mass increases. The 
ultimate effect is that as the resonant electron velocity approaches the speed 
of light, the associated driven current gradually drops to zero. 
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Second, the relativistic mass shift can substantially alter the 
electron-cyclotron resonance condition. Considering the case of fundamental 
Doppler-shifted resonance, this condition can be written as 

Pi, - (Y - YJ/n,! , (B-2) 

where pjj = P||/mc = Yvj|/c, Y = u / « , and n^ - k^C/OJ. Noting tha t 
Y = 1 + p| | + p i t we can express Eq. (B-2) as 

(P|| " P<J P X 

2 + ~ 2 " • ( B " 3 ) 

a b 

where p = nyY/d - n^), a 2 = (Y 2 - 1 + n2}/(1 - n 2 ) 2 , and i>2 = (Y 2 - 1 
2 2 + n||)/(1 - n||) . For a superluminous wave (n|| £ 1), Eq. (B~3) represents an 

- ~ 2 2 2 2 
ellipse centered at (P||,Px) = (Po*°) a 3 l o n E a s * > 1 - ri[[. For Y < 1 - i^, 
there is no real solution to Eq. (B-3J, because no particle is at resonance 

p with the wave. On the other hand, for n|| > 1 , Eq. (B-3) describes a 
hyperbola. 

As an illustration, we plot the resonance condition in Fig. B-1 for two 
cases. In Fig. B-1 (a) Y = 1.25, n(| - 0.5; in Fig. B-1(b) Y - 0.9, n M - 0.5. 
Figure B-1 also shows the nonrelativistic resonance condition obtained by 
setting y * 1 in Eq. (B-2), namely, 

p|| - (1 - Y)/n|( . (B-l() 

Unlike the nonrelativistic case, the resonant-energy spectrum, as 
indicated by the ellipse, contains a finite range of py. In particular, for 
Y > 1 in Fig. B-1(a), the spectrum of resonant electrons Includes oppositely 
directed parallel velocities, which, in turn, induce oppositely directed 
currents, thus reducing the net generated current. On the other hand, for 
Y < 1, the parallel velocities of the relativistic resonant electrons all 
point in the same direction as those of the nonrelativistic resonant 
electrons. We point out here that, since the relativistic resonant-energy 
spectrum is different from the nonrelativistic one, the corresponding current-
drive efficiencies, which are energy dependent, will also differ and will 
converge to the same value only under specific conditions. Above all, the 
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(a) y = 1,25 
nil = 0.5 Nonrelativistic 

Relativistic 

(b) y = 0.9 
n ( ) =0 .5 Nonrelativistic 

Relativistic 

Figure B-1. Relativistic and nonrelativistic electron-cyclotron resonance 
conditions in momentum space for n = 0.5. (a) Y - 1.25s (b) Y = 0.9, p and 
p^ are the normalized momenta parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field 
and Y = u /«. ce 
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Following the work of Karney and Fisch, we can write the normalized 

symmetry of resonance condition about Y - 1 found in the nonrelativiatic limit 
is now broken, as pointed out previously in Ref. 3. 

Following 
efficiency n as 

n ° . -iE . , (B-5) 
p d / v c n 0 m ° 2 S-v dp 

where S is the RF-induced electron flux. The terra x(p) is the Green function 
for the driven current, and the quantities inside the integrals are expressed 
in normalized units. In Eq. (B-5), J is the RF-induced current density, and 
P. is the power dissipated per unit volume by the RF. 

Assuming a zero-order Maxwellian distribution function f , we can write 

S a ^ ( p , , - V pY) f m , (B-6) 

where V - (Y - y)/n|jY, f m(Y) - (2ne)~ 3 / 2e ( 1 _ Y )'' 9, 6 - T e/mc 2, and 8 - l 
implies T = 5TT keV. Noting that xCpJ is the solution to the Spitzer-Harm 5 e 

problem and contains only the first Legendre harmonic, we can express 
x(p) • PJJX| (p)/p- Substituting this form of x(p) and S(p) in Eq. (B-6) and 
converting the integral apace from ( P ^ P M ) to (Y,P|,), Eq, (B-5) can be written 
explicitly as 

U Y(Y-Y)[n2 <Y2-1) - (Y-Y)2] (Y 2-1)" 1 /\(Y)f (Y) d v . . i i p m i 
„ - J- . —!J - . , (B-7) 

nil ri,, j Y
U [n 2 (Y2-1) - (Y-Y)2] f m(Y) d^ 
L 

Where G (Y) - ^ G(p), G(p) - X ^ P V P . and for njj < 1 
dp 

Y ± n „ ( n 2 - 1 + y 2 ) 1 / 2 

YU,L — i ' C B " 8 ) 

1 - j]„ 
2 

while for nn > 1, 
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Y + n„(n 2 - 1 + y 2 ) 1 / 2 

, — , (B-9) 
nil - 1 

and 

Y y - <•> . ( B - 1 0 ) 

To illustrate the range of resonant electron energies as a function of Y 
and n||, we plot Y^ and Yy as given by Eqs. (B-8) through (B-10) in Fig. B-2 
for nii - 0, 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25, with Y ranging from 0.5 to 1.5. With 
2 2 1/2 

nj| < 1, there is no resonant electron beyond Y < (1 — njj > as depicted by 
the coalescence of Y, and Y.. in Fig. B-2. The asymmetry about the point Y - 1 
is apparent. 

Figure B-2 illustrates some Important physics implications related to 
relativistic ECH current drive. For a single electron with energy Y 
interacting resonantly with the wave, the current-drive efficiency Aj/ap 2 2 increases with Y until v /c < 1 (Ref. 4). Thus, the overall current-drive 
efficiency increases as the energies of the resonant electrons increase, 
provided they all travel In the same direction parallel to the magnetic field. 
From Eq. (B-7) the integrand In the denominator is always positive, and since 
G (Y) is independent of Y, the integrand in the numerator changes sign at 
Y - Y I 1. Thus, on the low-field side (LFS) of resonance (Y < 1), all the 
resonant electrons induce currents in the same direction; on the high-field 
side (HFS) of resonance (Y > 1), the electrons can carry currents in both 
directions, a fact alluded to earlier. On the LPS, we expect n to decrease 
with n., for the same 6 since, at higher n», the resonant Y-spectrum extends to 
the lower-energy region, where there is a proportionately higher electron 
population. However, as Y decreases or as the resonant Interaction takes 
place further to the LFS of Y - 1 resonance, TI increases simply because fewer 
low-energy electrons resonate with the wave. 

On the other hand, the line Y - Y is located on the HFS with Y > 1. The 
current is now made up of a positive and a negative component induced by 
electrons traveling in opposite directions along the magnetic field. The 
dependence of n on Y and n,i is complicated, depending on the proportion of 
low-energy (Y < Y) to high-energy (Y > Y) particles, which, in turn, is 
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y = w^/u 

Figure B-2. Range of resonant electron energy Y,< Y < Y„ as a function of 
Y » w c e/u for n - 0.025, 0,75, and 1.25 
through (B-10). 

Y, and Y 0 are given by Eqa. (B-8) 
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related to the temperature S. For low-temperature plasmas with 6 << 1, n is 
determined mainly by electrons with Y < Y, and a variation of n with n,, and Y 
similar to that for Y < 1 is expected. 

To calculate n in Eq. (B-7), we must first determine the function G(Y), 
which is related to the perturbed electron-distribution function in the 
presence of HF wax 
which is given by 

2 presence of HF waves. For e -» 0, Fisch derived G(Y) in an analytical form, 

G crj - I (f^-Hf - 2 log Y) (B-II) 
P 

for Z 1 = 1, and Y - 1 *• p . We note that G(Y) » M Y ) corresponds physically 
to the case where the collisional drag between the current-carrying energetic 
particles and the thermal electrons is neglected; thus, it is valid at low 
temperatures. At higher temperatures, the collisional drag becomes 
significant and can potentially raise the single-particle, current-drive 
efficiency fij/Ap, as shown in Fig. 2(b) in Ref. 3. Thus, using G(Y) = G Q(Y) 
in Eq. (B-7) will give rise to results that are on the pessimistic side, but 
nonetheless show the proper dependence of n on 8. 

Figure B-3 shows n as a function of Y and njj at 8 = 0.01 with 
G(Y) - G

n ^ - A t fcnis l o w t e m P e r a t " r ' e (T * 5.1 keV), n increases as wave-
particle interaction takes place further away from the us = w resonance. We 
again take note of the asymmetry around Y » 1 and the fact that the net driven 
currents on the LFS and HFS of Y = 1 point in opposite directions. We also 
verify that Jn| decreases with increasing n.. at a fixed Y, indicating that, 
indeed, for e = 0.01, n is mainly determined by resonant electrons with Y < Y 
on the HFS. 

We now determine the effect of 8 on n through the Maxwellian 
distribution function f (Y) but neglect collisional drag, i.e., G(Y) - G Q(Y). 
Raising e in f (Y) is equivalent to increasing the high-energy electron 
population relative to that with low energies. Figure B—M shows n as a 
function of e for the two cases in Fig. B-1, namely, Y = 1.25, n,, - 0.5. In 
addition, we also plot n 1 in the nonrelativistic limit, given by the 
asymptotic form 
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Figure B-3. Normalized current-drive effioienay n • (J/P.)/(e/mcv ) as a 
2 function of Y for n - 0.1, 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 for 6 - T/mc - 0.01. 
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Figure B-t(a) . Normalized current-drive efficiency n as a function of 8 for 
n - 0.5 and Y - 1.25. The nonrelat ivis t ic , asymptotic current-drive 
efficiency n' i s also plotted. 
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Figure B-Mb). Normalized current-drive efficiency n as a function of 8 for 
nil • 0.5 and Y • 0.9. The nonrelat ivis t ic , asymptotic current-drive 
efficiency n' i s also plotted. 
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(1 - Y) n' - 0.5 ••-• • -g-— + 1.375 6 (B-12) 

2 2 for ( 1 - 1 ) /njj >> 9 and Z 1 - 1 . A rather startling result is shown in Fig. 
B-4(a), where n drops rapidly with e until it reaches zero at 6 ̂  0.1, 
possibly indicating that the counter currents cancel each other as e becomes 
larger. This result is markedly different from that predicted by 
nonrelativistic calculations, which 3how a linear increase of n' with 6. As 6 
approaches zero, TI and n' do not converge to the same value simply because of 
the difference in the resonant momentum space shown in Fig. B-1(a). In 
general, nonrelativistic calculations tend to give higher current-drive 
efficiency than the more accurate, relaUvistic formulae in the t > 1 region. 
For higher 8, the two results diverge because counter currents are not 
predicted in the nonrelativistic limit. 

For wave-particle interaction on the LFS (Y < 1), both n and n' increase 
with 8, as shown in Fig. B-4(b). The term n' is plotted only at lower 8, 
where the asymptotic form given by Eq. (B-12) is valid. Here, nonrelativistic 
calculations underestimate the current-drive efficiency, at least for low 
0(6 < 0.05). If we simply extrapolate n' beyond B - 0.05, then n' will be 
above n. This crossing over of the two curves may best be understood by 
inspection of Fig. B-2(b). At low B, the nonrelativistic resonant-energy 
spectrum contains more low-energy (p >_ 0,2) electrons than that for the 
relativistic case (p _> 0.27), and thus, a lower efficiency. However, as 6 
increases, contribution from the high-energy end of the nonrelativistic 
resonant spectrum to the overall efficiency becomes more Important; whereas, 
for the relativistic case, the spectrum is limited at the high-energy end, 
with p _< 0.93, and n slowly saturates at higher e. Thus, provided that the 
linear extrapolation of n' beyond 6 • 0.05 is valid, n' can overtake n simply 
because resonance at much higher energies is possible in the nonrelativistic 
case. Of course, the crossover point in 6 i3 highly dependent on both n|| 
and Y. 

It is also important to point out that n and n' will converge to the 
3ame value only when Y + 1 and 8 + 0, as the relativistic resonant spectrum 
collapses to the point (p^.Pn) - (0,0) and the nonrelativistic spectrum 
becomes the straight line (p.,0). This trend is evident when we compare the 
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difference between n and n' as 6 + 0 for Y = 1.25 and Y = 0.9, as shown in 
Fig. B-il. The difference |n — n * | at 9 = 0 is smaller for the case with 
I - 0.9, since it is closer to Y - 1. However, the limiting case of Y » 1 and 
e - 0 is not of interest to us since both n and n' converge to zero. 

To illustrate the importance of counter currents in determining n for 
Y > 1, Fig. B-5(a) shows the resonant Y-spectra of the RF-driven current j(Y) 
and power dissipation p(Y) for Y - 1.25, nj( - 0.1, and 6 '=> 0.01, 0.06. The 
quantities j and p, as plotted, are normalized to the total J and p so that 
Fig. B-5(a) gives an accurate, relative distribution of j and p over the 
resonant Y-space. At 6 » 0.01, practically all the current is carried by 
electrons with Y,< Y < Y, which also dissipates the bulk of the RF power. 
With 6 = 0.06, a substantial counter current at Y < 7 < Y„ develops, but much 
of the dissipation is still found in the region of Y < Y, which now carries 
less current. The overall current-drive efficiency n is given in Fig. B-5(b) 
as a function of 8, corresponding to the case in Fig. B-5(a). The terms n + 

and |n_j correspond to the positive and negative currents carried by resonant 
electrons, with Y < Y < Y and Y < 7 < Y , respectively. For this case, the 

*i Li U 

net efficiency T\ drops to zero at 8 - 0.09 and becomes negative beyond. 
The case of LFS current drive is shown in Fig. B-6 for Y - 0.9 and 

ri]| - 0.5, where the resonant Y-spectra of j and p are depicted for e - 0.01 
and 0.06. In the case of low temperature with 6 - 0.01, the current is 
carried by low-energy resonant electrons, with Y > Y,. At 9 - 0.06, j(Y) 
peaks at a higher 7 and extends all the way up to Y - Y... Thus, a significant 
portion of the current is carried by the high-energy resonant electrons with 
relatively low-power dissipation, resulting in higher overall efficiency n, as 
shown in Fig. B-4(b). 

Based on the analysis of relativistlc ECH current drive, one important 
criterion emerges in optimizing this scheme in a reactor plasma. To avoid the 
generation of counter currents, absorption of the wave must be located on the 
low-field side of the u » u resonance. To further maximize the efficiency, 
the wave frequency w must be far above the local cyclotron frequency u> , 
i.e., 0.5 < Y < 1. For the wave to interact with the electrons, the local, 2 2 parallel wave number must satisfy the criterion n« £ 1 - Y . When the 
deleterious effect of trapped electrons is taken into consideration, the 
absorption region needs to be located on the inboard side of the magnetic 
axis. 
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n,, = D.I 

j (0 =0.01) 

p (0 = 0.01) 
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Figure B-5(a). Normalized spectral density of current and dissipated power, 
j(Y) and p(Y), as a function of Y for n„ - 0.1, Y - 1.25, and 9 - 0.01 and 
0.06. Note the subs ;antial negative current component at 9 - 0.06 for 1.25 < 
Y < Y U 1.34. 
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Figure B-5(b). Normalized current-drive efficiency n as a function of 8 for 
n - 0.1 and Y. - 1.25. Efficiencies corresponding to the positive and 
negative current components n and IT* I are also plotted. Note that 
n » n + n . 
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1.4 

Figure B-6. Normalized spectral density of current and dissipated power j(Y) 
as a function of y for n(i - 0.5, Y * 0.9, and 6 = 0.01 and 0.06. 
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A plausible ECH current-drive scenario in a test device, such as 
TIBER II, can now be envisioned. An array of high-power, highly tunable, 

7 high-frequency, CW microwave sources, such as FEMs will be used to generate 
the ECH waves. The wave frequency will be set to place the m = to resonance 
approximately on the inboard edge of the plasma minor cross section. The wave 
will be launched from the outboard edge of the plasma at an Incident angle 
such that wave absorption takes place at the desired location with an 
appropriate local n[(. Refractive effects, which may complicate the evolution 
of the wave dispersion along the ray trajectories, can be minimized by 
launching along the equatorial plane and operating at a low enough peak 
density N (0) to avoid the wave from becoming too close to cutoff. At reactor 
temperatures (T « ^0 keV), the microwave is expected to be strongly damped 
from the incident side, often times even before it reaches the OJ - a 

' ce 
surface. Thus, frequency tunability, rather than incident angle, can be 
exploited to tailor the generated current profile. Because of the large 
optical depth, the choice of wave mode (X or 0) may not be as critical as in 
present-day experimental devices. In the case of the X mode, the presence of 
the upper-hybrid layer on the low-field side of cyclotron resonance may 
necessitate launching from the top or bottom of the plasma cross section. 

In conclusion, three points should be emphasized from our analysis. 
Fir3t, Eq. (B-7) represents a convenient formula for calculating the local 
driven current, particularly in a ray-tracing analysis. Second, the effect of 
collisional drag needs to be included in calculating the Green function x(p) 
by including a finite temperature © in the equation describing the Spitzer-1 Harm problem for the perturbed distribution function in the presence of RF. 
In fact, we have used a linearized perturbation analysis to estimate the 
effect of including a finite, but small, 0 in calculating x(p)» Within the 
range of parameters we have explored, a 5 to 10J improvement In n has been 
found for the case of HFS absorption. Third, the analysis Is linear, 
corresponding to the case of CW microwave launching, where the wave-energy 
density Is small compared to the plasma kinetic-energy density. This is to be 

o 
contrasted with the case of pulsed FEL operation proposed for Aleator-C, 
where nonlinear effects become important. 
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APPENDIX C. RF-CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCY FACTOR FOR SYSTEMS 
STUDIES WITH FIRST-STABILITY-REGIME EQUILIBRIA 

We have generated an extensive series of rf-generated 
raagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria with multiple-wave power spectra. By 
properly selecting mode frequency n.,, polarization, and power, it is possible 
to generate axisymmetrie toroidal currents that are consistent with MHD 
equilibrium. The density, temperature, and, hence, pressure profiles are 
chosen ad hoc to be reasonable, simple functions of poloidal flux i|>. The 
total current-drive power ? c n absorbed in the plasma is computed for plasma 
beta near the Troyon limit. The principal result is the ratio 
Y - n R nI/P r r., where n is the volume-averaged electron density, R n is the 
major radius, and I is the toroidal current. 

For this study the safety factor is chosen at the magnetic axis and 
vacuum boundary as q -1.0 and q - 2.0, respectively; q(i|i) is monotonic. We 
surveyed a wide range of tokamak parameters: aspect ratio, 3.6 £ A 
< 8.0; elongation/triangularity, (1.0, 0.0) - (2.0, 0.75); size 3.0 m 
"~ 20 -o 20 -a 
<_ R ^7.0 m; density, 0.7 * 10 m D < n £ 2.8 x 10 m D; temperature, 
10 keV < T < 30 keV, and 11 keV < f _< 25 keV; effective ion charge, 
1.0 < Z < 2.0; beta, 0.02 < B _< 0.08; and temperature and density profile 
widths. 

For this investigation, we considered only the combination of lower 
hybrid and high-frequency fast waves, the former providing current density in 
the low-density surface plasma region and the latter waves (at o> >> Bj.) 
providing the bulk of the current in the high-density plasma interior. The 
waves originate at the outboard midplane and are followed by a ray-tracing 
routine, which evolves the wave vector along the ray path, including the 
change in tin. The calculation assumes weak damping (linear Landau damping) 
with single-pass wave absorption, and the rf current generation is computed 
according to the prescription given in Ref. 1. The calculation assumes 
steady-state current drive in the absence of an electric field. There is no 
suprathermal electron radial transport and no ny upshift due to effects such 
as wave-scattering off-edge density fluctuations. 

We defined 

Y = (n / 1 0 2 0 nf 3) (Rn/m) (I/MA)/(P-n/MW) (C-1) 
e u vU 
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and found a general expression that characterizes all our results, when 
Z - 1.5. Then 

i/(f e°- 7 T) - 0.034 + 0.196 6, (C-2) 

and 

(0.034 + 0.196 B) T ° - 7 7 

n(A/W) - ^ °- 1 5 A / w (TIBER II) Z - 1 .5 ,(C~3) 
"eao R0 

where f is the volume-averaged electron temperature in keV. This formula is 
unreliable for f < 10 keV, and it tends to underestimate the value of Y 
obtained in experiments at -1 keV. Our detailed calculations produced Y 
values within -±10$ of the curve given by this formula {see Fig. C-1). A 
typical current-drive efficiency for I » 1.5, T - 20 keV, and B - 0.05 is 
Y » 0.44. Our detailed calculations usually required lower hybrid waves at a 
few gigahertz carrying about 1 i of the total power and fast waves ranging from 
-0.4 to -3 GHz with the bulk of the power. 

When Z * 1.5, the value of Y changes in a ratio approximately 
proportional to 

32 + 2 , 12 (6 + Z ) , 3-76 
(5 + Z) + 2 (5 + Z)(3 * Z) Z 

32 . 
6^5 + 2 + 12 (7.5) 

(6.5H1.5) 
+ 3.76 

1.5 

(C-1) 

Thus, Y(Z - 1.5) is smaller than Y(z » 1.0) in the ratio 0.86. Our formulas 
are most accurate for Z < 2. 

A study of Y dependence on f , pressure profile, and temperature and 
density profiles showed a relatively small sensitivity to these variations. 

Our work Ignored a few physics Issues that might affect the value of Y 
to be achieved in a reactor. At high temperatures, the fast wave is expected 
to be damped by transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP). If included in the 
current-drive calculations, TTMP would increase Y by perhaps -20J. 
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Figure C-1. Y/f ° ' 7 7 vs 6. 
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In addition, our theory assumes linear Landau damping; thus a broad, raised 
plateau in v.. does not occur in the electron distribution function. A broad 
plateau, extending to vn •* o could increase Tf, especially for T < 10 keV. 
Likewise, we have ignored any possible benefit gained from the presence of a 
bootstrap current. One of the shortcomings of this work is the disregard of 
high-energy fusion alpha-particle damping of the fast wave. If thi3 damping 
mechanism competes strongly with electron damping, it could motivate further 
studies of alternative wave drivers for the plasma interior. Candidates would 
include the low-frequency fast wave and the electron-cyclotron wave. A more 
detailed account of this work is available in Ref. 2. 
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